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One Of Four Counties
Knox Has Perfect Record
As To Motor Fatalities
This Year
The Highway Safety Division is
happy to announce that during the
past month, when motor vehicle fa
talities all over the nation were on
the increase. Maine accomplished
a most notable decrease in traffic
accidents and fatalities. These fa
talities wi re reduced 43% over the
corresponding period of 1939, whica
brings Maine's decrease for the year
to 12 6'.'. This decrease means that
Maine has had 11 fewer people killed
on her streets and highways than
were killed up to this time a year
ago.
There are still four counties
which enjoy perfect records for 1910
—Knox, Lincoln, Piscataquis and
Waldo. Tliey must be complimented
for their efforts In the past which
have brought about such a fine rec
ord of driving in their communities.
During the past month reckless
driving was the outstanding cause
of the fatalities. Six were killed
while the cars involved ln the acci
dents were being driven in a reck
less manner. Also quite noticeable
is tlie fact that fpur were killed
when liquor was associated with the
accidents in which they were in
volved. More than one-half of the
people killed during this past month
had reckless driving and liquor as
sociated listed as the apparent
causes of these fatalities.
Out of the ordinary accidents that
happened was one that Involved a
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young man driving a motorcycle.
He met with an accident and died
a few hours later because of the in
cident. It also goes to show that
motorcycles should be driven safely,
the same as automobiles, at all times
and it should be stated that auto
mobile drivers should be especially
cautious when driving on the high
ways and should give proper signals
especially when motorcycles are be
hind them
Sgt. Francis J. McCabe,
Director, Highway Safety Division,
Maine State Police.

Annual Field Day
Knox Academy of Arts and
Science Looking Forward
To August 14
The 20th annual State Field
Meeting of Knox Academy of Arts
and Sciences is to be held Wednes
day, Aug. 14. at the Arboretum un
Oyster River, near Thomaston. A
taxi for the convenience of those
not otherwise provided with trans
portation will be in waiting at
the Thomaston Post Office.
The program follows:
10 A. M —Inspection of Grounds
and Museum Collections.
12 Noon—Picnic Lunch.
1.30 P. M—Address of Welcome,
Frank A. Winslow, Associate
Editor of The Courier-Gazette.
Response: Dr. Freeman F. Burr,
State Geologist, President of
the Academy.
2 P. M—"The Value to the State
Culturally and Financially of
an Arboretum,” H. O. Heistad
of Rockport, Landscape Archi
tect of the Camden Hill State
Park
3 P M—“The Shore Birds of Muscongus Bay," Carl W. Buchheister, Camp Director of the Au
dubon Nature Camp, Medomak.
Lincoln County Maine.
E. H. Philbrick, who has been con
fined to Knox Hospital several weeks,
was discharged yesterday, and is
receiving a cordial welcome from
old friends.
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TEXAS REMAINS ADAMANT

Cross-sectioned by the Gallup poll the big State of Texas
ls still found loyal to President Roosevelt by the preponderently large percentage of 85 to IS. but Wlllkie has advanced
seven points since the pre-convention canvass, and might
make a substantial dent in the State's hide-bound Democratic
tendencies lf he carries out his announced intention of head
ing toward the Rio Grande. The Republican National Com
mittee and Mr Willkie are not likely to ask The CourierGazette's advice, but if they did we should promptly counsel
Willkie not to waste hls time or his carfare going into Texas,
even though that State is sadly disrupted by the slap ln the
face which the Administration gave the Lone Star fisherman
Jack Garner. There are other States whose electoral vote is
more to be desired land more likely to be received) than Texas.
Put In your time north of the Mason and Dixon line, Mr.
WiUkie.
PRODUCT OF THE VINES

Now is the glad time when we cull the favored portions
of our dinner menu fresh from our own garden, or gladly
answer the door bell when it Is rung by somebody vending
fresh berries. The markets just now are laden with good things
In both lines, and the person who can pass the attractive
counters without an inspection and a purchase must have a
heart steeled to sacrifice.

BIGGER AND BETTER
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If Hitler doesn't have any more success with his "leaflets"
than those which England distributed some months back, the
end of the war ls not likely to be hastened. The difference
seems to have been that the German dictator’s leaflets car
ried a dire threat, while those dropped from the clouds by
English airmen were an appeal to reason. Hie pen, we are
told, ls mightier than the sword, but nobody has ever said any
thing about it being mightier than the submarine or the bomb.
The war is likely to pursue its course until "the survival of the
Attest."

«\0

• It's true! ...you simply save $10—or more —monthly
as a member of our new Own-a-Home Savings Club. Soon
your savings, together with liberal earnings, grow to the
amount you need as the down payment for buying or
building, perhaps within 36 to 60 months.

No wonder many families here in our own community
are so enthusiastic about this convenient, profitable way
to be certain of owning their own homes. Take the first
step toward home ownership by getting your free copy of
our special booklet about the Club, which gives full details
about the plan and the extra services offered exclusively
to members. Mail the coupon now or come to our offices.

This business of crepe-hanging ls not at aU to our liking
so we carefully refrain from exploiting the fact that Labor
Day is Just around the corner and that the days have grown
exactly one hour shorter. Shop early 1

CLOSE TO A TRAGEDY
Orman Clark, who hails from New
Jersey, will not soon forget his 1940
vacation in Maine.
Thursday he was navigating a
sailboat off the South Shore, Owls
Head, indulging in the day dreams
which are the natural product of
"Vacationland." The craft was in
the vicinity of the Weeks cottage
when lt was struck by a squall and
capsized.
Mr. Clark clung to the boat an
hour while It was slowly drifting
seaward. His cramped position
became somewhat painful and he
finally decided to swim ashore—lf
he could make lt. He found that
he had overestimated hls natatorial
abilities, and was obliged to cling

to some lobster geftr, barely man
aging to keep hls head above the
surface.
He concluded that it was time
to make hls plight known and
yelled lustily.
His son, Merrill, who was bath
ing not far away heard the cries
and plunged to the rescue. The
father was badly exhausted by this
time and Merrill experienced much
difficulty ln breaking hls grip on
the lobster gear, to which he was
clinging as a drowning man clings
to a straw.
The son finally worked him ashore
where he collapsed on the beach.
He was attended by Dr. Ollmor
Soule.

Miss Ruth A. duff, who has been
WHEN BETTER CLAMS 1 director of the Central Maine Power
ARE FRIEDCompany's Home Service Depart
ment the past six years, has ten
THOMPSON’S
dered her resignation, effective to
WILL FRY THEM!
day. She has no immediate vocaNUFF SED
I tlon in view, but will first take a
THOMPSON’S
well earned vacation of three weeks,
FILLING STATION
leaving one week from today for
Route 1. New County Road
Monterey, Mexico, where she will
at the Pleasant St. R. R. Crossing
! visit a friend, accompanied by her
“The Fried Clam Capital of
brother William, whose home ls in
Maine"
Lewiston.

ANNOUNCEMENT

ROCKLAND, ME.

18 SCHOOL ST.,

---------------------------------------------- /

“MAINE PRESS” TO MEET HERE
The Maine Press Association will
hold Its annual meeting Aug. 23, in
Rockland at Community Building on
Invitation of the Rockland Chamber
of Commerce. The editors, pub
lishers and staff men from Maine's
half hundred weekly newspapers
will make Rockland their conven
tion headquarters for the second
time in the 76 years of the Associa
tion's existence.
, The morning session will convene
ln the Tower Room at 9.30. wel
comed by Mayor Edward R. Veazie
and presided over by John M.
Richardson, president of the associ
ation. At noon the group will ad
journ to Crescent Beach Inn for a
shore dinner, and the afternoon
session will be held at the Inn din
ing room. The speaker at this time
will be W. Fletcher Twombley,
president of the Massachusetts
Press Association. Following the
business of the afternoon meeting
the group will cross Penobscot Bayon Steamer W. S. White, providing
the weather is fair. To those who
do not care for the 30 mile sail
Knox County Golf Club offers a
warm welcome, thanks to the cour
tesy of Lincoln E. McRae. Some
have also mentioned a desire to
visit historic Montpelier ta Thom
aston, replica of the home of Gen.
Henry Knox of Revolutionary fame.
The Chamber of Commerce is
arranging a pleasant welcome for
the visiting newspaper men. their
ladies and the representatives of
printers supply houses and equip
ment companies who always attend
the conventions. Delegations are
I also expected from the Massachu
setts and New Hampshire Press
Associations. The carrier boys of
Hie Courier-Gazette will be conven
tion aides and guides.
Several members have expressed
the intention of coming early in
order to attend Union Fair and
race meet and others plan to spend
the weekend on the coast. A maJorlty of the members come from
inland towns, hence a steamboat
ride and a bit of Maine's rugged
coast would be out of tlie ordinary
course.
The program:
9.15 Assemble, Community Build

iooo

12.00
1.15
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A new corporation known as
Knox Hotel, Inc., has been or
ganize for the purpose of taking
over the well known Thomaston
hotel property. Philip Smith is
president, John Frederick Buigess treasurer. These officers
,
with Jesse Bradstreet, comprise
the board of directors. Thc new
corporation is capitalized at
$10,000.

PLEASANT VALLEY GRANGE

ing.

Pleasant Valley Grange holds Its
9.30 Call
to order, singing, annual picnic at Ash Point, Crock
"America."
ett's Beach, tomorrow, weather per
(a) Welcome, Mayor Veazie. mitting, members taking their own
(b) Reports, President and lunches. Tlie Juvenile members will
Secretary.
leave the hall at 11 o'clock, trans
portation furnished them to the
picnic and back to the hall. Ouests
and friends are cordially Invited,
TENANTS HARBOR
and all Grangers are expected to
Serving
attend. Coffee will be served. Mrs.
Raymond Andersen and Vallie and
Lobster, Steak and
Ruth MacLaughlin will chaperone
Chicken Dinners
the juveniles, and those living at
Mrs. Harold Hupper
thc Southend will be stopped for at
TEL 55-5
Dunton avenue.

Wheelbarrow Farm

LOBSTERS

ALL HARD SHELL LOBSTERS
30c a Pound
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY ONLY
Plenty of pound size lobsters redured in price for these two days.

ALSO CLAMS, 50c PECK
Just the right size for steaming

Savin«*ClubJoi-i’he pWA.H()'Mf

MATINICUS LOBSTER CO.

Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company,
Trustee

Tillson Avenue

Street

City__

. State..
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«»u«ht from the tin cart over

John Meehan & Bon at Clark
Lsland are loading the barge James
Sheridan with 1500 tons of curb
stock and monumental stone.

Ship’s Clock Presented To
Com’r Moran‘Reaches
Rockland Home
Admiring friends viewed witli interest at Moran's insurance office
yesterday the handsome memento
presented to him at the farewell
banquet in Hotel Raleigh, Washing
ton, D. C., July 25. Tlie souvenir
is a ship's clock with a bronze base,
, ,
and on the latter is tiie following

Ralph H. Wight ls home from
Pennsylvania for a few flays, the
guest of Ills parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred W. Wight.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
■

liwrrlntlnninscription.

Send free booklet about your Own-a-Home

Name

those friendi wli<> *ere 80 sfle

KNOX HOTEL. INC.

Elm Street, Rockland, will be open to the public

Admission $1.00.

I was much pleased yesterday to
A backward glance through the
received a book entitled "Life's years has been inspired in many a
Poems”, the author of whicli Ls my! mind through tlie recently publong-time and valued friend, W. R. lLslied letter of “Grandmarm." In
Walter of North Waldoboro. Mr. a chatty reminLscence from “C. A.
Walter has been a contributor to 6." in Appleton, is read: "When
the columns of Tlie Courier-Gazette | Josh Lambs tin peddler cart came
many years and it has always been 1 along, we would go to the road with
a mystery to tills paper how he more excitement than people now
could find so much Interesting ma have in going to the Worlds Fair,
terial In so small a community. Hls Sometimes we would select an ar
poetic instinct was easily aroused. ticle for which our rugs were not
and it did not confine itself to i sufficient as pay. in which case he
hifalutin subjects, but rather to the would trust us until his return trip,
homely affairs of every-day life My sister has a wash basin which

A Prized Gift

NO SHEDDERS

on Wednesday, August 7, from 10 A. M. to

(By The Roving Reporter)

dear to him. The book is entitled 70 years ago."
to a place ta any library or home,
I seldom quit the mainland, but
(c) Appointment of Com and I especially want Mr. Walter
last
night was a delightful excep
to
know
that
I
appreciate
the
lines
mittees.
tion when I sailed down the St.
he devoted to “Tlie Black Cat."
1— Nominations
Georges River as the guest of a
2— Resolutions
model host, Alfred C. Hocking.
A
dime
dated
1822,
brought
to
this
3— Audit
Similarly entertained were Senator
office
by
Percy
L.
Young
of
South
(d) Unfinished business.
Albert B. Elliot of Thomaston, Rep
Thomaston
has
a
dealer's
value
of
Round Robin of Country
$15, according to an expert autneri- resentative Elbert Starrett of War
Newpaper.
(a) "News-Editorial Angle" ty. A. Jay See. It wa» found at ren and City Solicitor Stuart C.
Damariscotta Mills and awaits Mr. Burgess of Rockland. All of the
Frank A. Winslow
group volunteered their services as
(b) “The Practical Business Young's call.
pilot, but the bona fide skipper was
Point of View"
And -from C. S. Hawes ol Union, Mr. Hocklng's son Darrold, an en
Bernard E. Esters
bearing on the same subject comes thusiastic Colby student. A con
(c) ‘The Technique of Ade
this note:
genial hour at the Friendship Lob
quate Advertising''
“Gus Lermond tells me that he ster Pot, discussing Mrs. Stenger's
Philip G. Daniels
well remembers Josh Lamb, the tin appetizing seafoods, was the exIntermission
(d) “After the Fire—What? peddler, As a boy Mr. Lermond I pedition's goal. The return to
lived in Hope. When he was about Mr. Hocklng's cottage at WallMrs. Edna J. Small
six
years old a heavy ox cart body 1 ston was made through “The
(ei “One Year of Photo En
fell on him and dislocated hls Gut," convoyed by that skilled navlgraving"
shoulder. For a year he could not gator, Chester Marshall, who, with
Kenneth B. Orcutt
straighten it. Mr. Lamb came to Mrs. Marshall, was aboard hls own
(f) "The Town Correspond
the Lermond house and Gus per cruiser. A brilliant shooting star
ent's Role"
suaded hls mother to buy him a added to tlie complete success of
Mrs. Louise Miller
jew s harp. Gus practised often on the outing.
Noon. Luncheon, Crescent
the harp and in a year's time his
Beach Inn.
One year ago: Gov. Barrows wel
shoulder has straightened up, due,
Afternoon Session Called.
the doctor later said, to the exer comed visitors to the Rockport re
(a) "What of Tomorrow"
cise involved in playing the jew's gatta .—Richard H. Britt, 77, civil
• W. Fletcher Twombley,
engineer, died at hls home on Tal
harp.
President
Massachusetts
bot avenue.—Horace S. Maxey re
Press Association.
A turtle weighing 989 pounds, tired Irom the teaching profession
(b) Awards, Better News speared at New Harbor, found its
lo take the agency of the Phoenix
papers
way to the U. S. Fish Hatchery at Mutual Life Insurance Co.—Capt.
Asa V. Wasgatt
Boothbay Harbor this week, and James T. Conley, 81, of Isle au
(c) New Business
was denuded of its meat, that tlie Haut, died at Camden.—C. W. Hop
(1) Committee reports
body might be mounted. The cut kins bought Bay View Garage ln
(2) Installation New Of- ting-up process was performed on Camden.—Axel Gronros launched
ficers
a very hot day. and I was present. the sport-fisherman "Wee-Gon”.—
Adjournment to Steamer W. Somehow I seem to have lost my Van Baalen Hellbrun dc Co. began
6. White at Tillson's Wharf, appetite for turtle soup.
operations on a small scale.
Rockland.

Lucy 0. Farnsworth, the homestead at No. 21

2 P. M.

The Black Cat

Annual Convention Will Be Held Aug. 23
At Community Building—Varied Program and

LOBSTERS

In accordance with the will of the late Miss

Rockland Loan & Building Association

Volume 95............ Number 93.

For the Remaining Uncollected Assets
Of Old Rockland National Bank

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ta advance; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette ln 1882. The Free Press
At a public auction held In the, National Bank to the total amount
was established ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
Grand Jury room of the Knox Coun- < of claims proven. The percenage
papers consolidated March 17,1897.
ty Court House, Wednesday, all re- ' thus arrived at will constitute the |
malnlng uncollected assets of Tne basis for the final dividend.
Rockland National Bank were sold
The public ls requested to bear In
[EDITORIAL]
to the highest bidder, Isldor Gordon. mind that approximately 6500 sepa
This Is the customary procedure em rate claims have been proven, and
SAFETY IN KNOX
ployed by the Comptroller of the that after the percentage for the
The monthly report of Sergeant Francis J. McCabe, di
Currency, Division of Insolvent Na final dividend is learned, then a
rector of the Highway Safety Division, Maine State Police,
check and a receipt for each of the
tional Banks.
contains in addition to much interesting data, some timely
The highest bid received at the 6500 claims must be typewritten and
words of caution and advice. We are especially glad to note
auction will be recommended to the lists made. The checks are then
that the July report, elsewhere referred to, makes mention of
Comptroller of the Currency, and mailed lo Washington, D. C. Each
the motorcycle menace, which, to our way of thinking, ls far
lf the other offer seems commen check will be verified by the Comp
greater than that occasioned by careless or reckless handling
surate with the receiver’s appraised troller’s department as to payee and
of automobiles. Carelessness or recklessness ls not often noted
value, authorization will be extended amount, and then returned to The
by the Comptroller to accept the Rockland National Bank where they
ln the handling of motorcycles, but the fact that th^y are
bid and transfer all items to the will be pus in proper order for dis
driven with such tremendous speed shows unlimited possibili
purchaser.
tribution.
ties of accidents. Why limit automobiles to 25 miles ln city
The next step towards Anal liqui
Until the sale is confirmed and the
areas when the motorcycle travels there and ln the open high
dation is to apportion all funds percentage of the final dividend >3
ways at speed sometimes double that which the automobile
standing to the credit of the Comp determined by the Comptroller, it
is making?
troller of the Currency for tlie bene is too early to set the date when
flt of the creditors of Tlie Rockland I the dividend checks will be ready.

A THOUGHT IN PASSING

BIG CATTLE SHOW

A COPY

GORDON THE HIGHEST BIDDER

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

DISTRIBUTING “LEAFLETS"

UNION FAIR

THREE CENTS

Rockland, Me.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Tel. 56-W

,had my. llfe

I,T‘ again 1

would have made a rule »o read eom.
poetry and listen to some music at
leMt once » week Th* l0“ «* theaa
tnstes ts a loss of happlneaa.—Charlw

To Commissioner Edward C. 1 Uarwtn
Moran. Jr., from his friends in
THE WISH
the United States Maritime Well then; I now do plainly see
Commission and Marine Indus- j Thl’
world ‘nd 1 ,h>u
tries, July 28. 1940.
Thp Very honey of all earthly Joy
_
,
,
Does, of all meats. the soonest cloy:
The occasion of course was the
And they methinks, deserve my pity
approaching retirement of Mr ^-"^np
Moran from the U. S. Maritime1 01 this great hive, the city.
Commission. The presentation was ! Ah >’pt, ere I descend to the grave.
. .
_
.j , ,
. I M»V 1 a small house and large garden
made by Rear Admiral Henry A.,
have.
uzilov

Wllef-

i And a lew friends, and many books,
!
both true.
B°th wise, and both delightful tool
And since love ne’er will from me

The dial of the clock Is inserted !
in a miniature ship s wheel and bells
sound instead of the usual striking
apparatus. An honored place this I
beautiful gift will always occupy
on the mantel of the Moran resi
dence on Chestnut street.

Belfast Journal: Francis X Pen
dleton, Chief of Police and Fire
Chief, underwent a minor surgical
operation at the office of Dr. Wil
liam Ellingwood in Rocklar.d Sat
urday afternoon. Three small tu
mors were removed without the use
of ether. They had been causing
him deafness for a short time. Sun
day afternoon he was able to attend
a small fire on Bridge street and
I has since been able to perforin his
regular duties as usual.

To be a better buyer of canned
foods read the labels. They give
Information that is helpful

flee.

'Xu are.
Ont5 beloved, and loving me!
O fountains! when ln you shall I
Myself eased of unpeaceful thought*
espy ?
O fields! O woods! when, when shall
I be made
Tlie happy tenant of your shade?
Here's the spring-head of pleasure’*
flood;
Here’s wealthy Nature's treasury.
Where ull the riches lie that she
Ha« coined and stamped for good.
Pride and ambition here
Only lu far fetched metaphors appear:
Here nought but winds can hurtful
murmurs scatter.
And nought but echo flatter.
The gods, when they descended,
hither
Prom heaven did always choose their
way;
And therefore we may boldly say
That tis the way to thlt
' ithei
ler.
How happy here ahould I
And one dear she live, and embracing
die!
She who Is all tht world, and can ex«
elude
In desert* solitude.
I should have then this only fear;
lest men when they my pleasures sew.
Should hither throng to live like me.
And ao make a city here.
—Abraham Cowley

TheCourier-Gazette
THREE-TIME8-A-WKK1

Every-Other-Day
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0ne Js 0n[y A Year Old Once
CS

‘‘Be not conformed to this world:
but be ye transformed toy the re
newing of your mind. '—Romans 12:

Comradeship Between Local and Garden
Societies Nets Splendid Results

2.

Ingrahams Met
And Age Was No Bar To
Enjoyment of Annual
Reunion At Glen Cove
That a large attendance is not
essential to the enjoyment of an
occasion was demonstrated Thurs
day at Penobscot View Orange hall,
when the descendants of Job. Jo
seph, Josiah and Nancy Ingraham
gathered there for the 60th annual
reunion. Those who trace their
lineage back to the first named of
these four pioneer residents of
Rocklind outnumbered the single
representatives of each of the other
three in the ratio of 18 to 1, but
Carroll Franklin Merrill, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Merrill. 21 Cedar street, celebrated his first birthday
spouses of the descendants with anniversary by entertaining these guests: Front row, left to right, Wendell Blanrhard. Jr., Lee Dyer, Judith
guests and long time friends Of the Connon. Carroll Franklin Merrill host, Diane Valenta; bark row. Patricia Achorn, Sally Achorn. Robert Sylves
•‘the family” brought the number ter, Richard Schoonmaker, Verna Valenta, Betty Sylvester, Patricia Valenta. And “a good time was had by all.”
—Photo by Blackinton.
present to nearly two score.
From the oldest. Airs. Sarah In
0 0
1
Shafter. Base on balls, off Willis 3. ‘ Thomas. If ..... ..... 4
graham Buzzell. 82. of Rockport,1
2 3
Lynch 1, Brackett 1, Bisbee 4. Anderson. 2b ..... 4
to the youngest. Mary Alice Ingra- |
ham, 5, of Knox, each felt that a J
Struck out. by Willis 1. Hits, ofl
—
41 15 15 21 6 4
most profitable, interesting and en-(
Lynch 8 in 1-3. Brackett 3 in 2-3.
By MOSHER
joyable session had resulted from j
Losing pitcher. Lynch. Umpires, a. a r.
ab r bh po a
the get-together, and those who had
Smith and Freeman.
come from the greatest distances— :
Peterson, 2b ....... 3
Texacos 9, Van Baalen 3
Prof, and Mrs. Edwin B. Rollins,
Tlie Texacos climbed to within 2 Paladino. ss ....... 4
from West Somerville. Miss Jennie
games of the faltering Amocos by Mazzeo. If ............ 3
Crockett from Chelsea and Mrs 1
taking Van Baalen across Thursday ^>neV’
........... 4
James Balloch. from Manchester.
9 to 3. It was anybody's ball game Higgins, p.......... 3
N. H., felt well repaid for coming
4
until tlie sixth when Texaco pulled L. Raye, c ___
so far.
away from a 5 to 2 lead with four Mason, cf............ 3
From the time that the company League Standing
runs. Charles Seavey cuffed two Brackett, lb ....... 2
gathered in the dining room and
Pet.
W.
L.
singles and a homer, which with Prescott, lb ____ 1
Hobbs, rf .'......... 4
partook of the abundance of appe
1 3
.800 a walk gave him a perfect evening
3
tizing viands provided (following Amoco ............. 12
Seliger,
r .....
3
0 1
at
the
dish.
Russ
Bartlett
retired
667
t
the singing of "Blest be the tie Texaco ............. 10
four Vee Beea via strlki
.625
6
that binds”) until “the pilgrimage" Indies ............. 10
34 10 9 21 9 10
is believed to be high for a single
to the sites of the early homes of Elks ................. 8
533 game. The score: .
7
Indies ________ 2 4 2 3 1 2 1—15
their forebears began there were no
A. & P___ _____ 0 4 2 2 0 2 0—10
.438 Van Baalen
9
Perry's Market 7
dull moments. Thanks to Mrs.
Two base hits, Boynton, Monroe,
.400
ab r bh po a
6
9
Rollins much information of his A&P
Paladino, Hobbs. Three base hit.
Woythaler.
cf
275
10
torical, family and genealogical in Snows ............ 6
Paladino. Stolen bases. Monroe.
S. Goldberg. If
.188
terest was orally imparted to the Van Baalen ..... 3
13
Base on balls, off Higgins 4, Boyn
Fiore. If ........
group, in addition to the usual ex
Sunday—Perry s Market vs. Elks; Murgita. 3b ...
ton 8. Struck out. by Boynton 1.
hibits. written and pictorial, that Perry's Market vs. Van Baalen
Next Wednesdays Perry's vs.
S Oray. lb ....
are always displayed—letters, writ
Van Baalen game is being played
Leventhal. 2b .
vs. A. & P.
Monday
—
Snow
ten in 1750 and 1807, the old record
Sunday, to make an open date for
V. Raye. r........
Tuesday—Amoco vs. Indies.
book commencing in 1878, coat of
the proposed Pets vs. Amoco game.
Frantz,
c
........
arms, photographs. 1800 "Military Snow's 16, Amoco 14
These are two very important
a
e
M.
Goldberg,
s
ab
r
bh
po
Book,’ kept by "Squire” Joseph
ball
games for Perry's Market. A
Epstein,
p
.......
Ingraham, and last but not least, Foley, rf.............. 4
double ruin will put them into a
Topping.
3b
-----2
the family tree. A communication
26 3 4 18 8 4 tie with the Elks for fourth place.
from Miss Bernice O. Newborg. giv Marriner. r ____ 2
If they lose to the Elks it will prac
Texaco
DeVeber.
r
..........
2
ing genealogical data, particularly
tically eliminate them from the
Dowling.
2b
.........
4
ab
r
bh
po
a
relating to the Joseph and Nancy
playoffs.
It would mean 10 losses
Seavey.
3b
3 13 0 0
branches, was referred to Mrs. Rol Frye, c_ _ ______ 4
for Perry s against seven for Elks,
Merritt,
c
.
Small,
ss
_____
...
4
0
lins and Miss Crockett, respective
with only four games remaining.
Gowell. lb
1 10
0
descendants of these two. for reply. V. Crockett, lb .... 2
Will the managers of the Elks
0
'
Spofford,
ss
Suomela.
cf
____
2
2
1
0
Mrs. Balloch was chosen secre
and Perry's teams please notify
0 I Bartlett, p .
2 1
0
tary pro tern for the meeting and E. Crockett, if
their men that Sunday's game be
0 j McLeod. 2b
1 1
efforts of Charles F. Ingraham of Willis, p...........
gins at 2.15.
---------------------:
Knowlton.
If
Rockport, and Coyt M. Ingraham,
39 18 17 13i
of Knox, in "passing the hat” re
I Hodgkins, r
sulted in a sufficient amount to .Amoco
MeLoon. cf .
ab r bh IX)
pay all bills and the treasurer. Mrs.
4 0 0 1
Willis Snow, reported $60 in the Valenta. If .......
4 2 0 1
30 9 8 21 *6
bank. Coyt M. Ingraham, Mrs. Lord. r. 3b .......
4 4 S 10
Van Baaien
0 110 0 10Charles L. Veazie, and Mrs. Frank Sullivan, lb......
4 1 1 1
Texaco ___
1 3 0 0 1 4 xH. Ingraham, the committee on Welch, ss .........
Two base hit
nominations selected Knox Corners Day. c ............... . 3 2 2 0
McLeod. Home
3 1 1 0
run. Seavey. Struck out. by Bartlett
on Route 137 as the place of the Bisbee. 2b, rf, p
reunion for 1941 and named these Lynch. 2b. p .... . 0 0 0 0
4. Epstein 1 Base on ball, off Bart
officers who were elected for the A. Wink. 3b. r...... 3 2 2
lett 4. Epstein 3. Umpires. Smith
ensuing year: President, Frank H. Leo. cf............... . 3 1 1 0
and Tripp.
• • • •
Ingraham; vice president. John W Brackett, rf p. r . 2 1 2 1
Indies 15, A. A P. 10
Ingraham cf Knox; secretary. Miss Shafter, rf ....... . 3 0 0 1
The Indies kept pace with the
Arlene T. Ingraham, of Rockport;
Texacos with a 15-10 win over A.
treasurer, Mrs. Willis Snow; his
34 14 14''18
• Called in 6th because of dark- j & p last night. They remain half
torian. Miss Ethel D. Tolman of
j a game from second place. AlAuburn.
ness.
Thc committee of arrangements Snow's ................ 13 3 0 0 0 0—16 i th°ogh they scored in every inn
for 1941 is made up of John W Amoco ................ 2 1 2 4 3 2—14 ing. they couldn't really shake the
Ingraham. Eiden L. Vose and Ebcn
Two base hits. Sullivan 2. Leo. losers who clung within hailing disDowling. Small /Three base hits.
r until the las: two Innings
,|p FAVORITE: Polly Moran,
Vose all cf Knox.
|,a,
downing on the
These deaths, since thc 1939 re Sullivan, Suomela. Day, Brackett. Paladino s single, double and triple j
union, were recorded and a tribute Wink. Stolen bases. Wink. Sacrifice. "ere tops for the hitters Tlie score: j arreen during much of the silent era
____
— 1 ndies
nnd all of the sound pirturrs period,
of reipect was paid to their mem _ ___ ___
ory: Mary E., widow of Elbridge L. Street, said to be the second oldest
ab r bh po a r romns into a fine rhararter role aa
Orbeton. at Manchester. N H„ Mrs building ln Rockland, thc place 1 J. Talbot.
3 3 111 , Sally, the tuck ahop proprietress ia
“Tom Brown's School Days.” Thia
Nancy J. (Ingraham) Tribou, at where Josiah's home was located Payson, c........... 5
1
gallery shot of Polly shows her aa
Rockport, Ernest L. Tolman and near the present home of Mrs. 11 Talbot. 3b .... 5
3
she is off the screen.
Mrs. Lizzie Butler Whitmore Hill, Susie Dean, in Rockland. Just over Connon. r .......... 4
0
at Thomaston, Mrs. Nancy Ingra the Owls Head line, on South Main Boynton, p ........ 5
2
Prior to the year 1864. the only
ham Hall at Rockland, and Mrs street, and the site of the former Monroe, rf ......... 4
3
explosive substance available for
Margaret, wife of John Ingraham abodr of Job, a short distance from | Achorn, cf ........ 3
0
heavy blasting purposes was gun
(son of John N. Ingraham).
2
powder.
the latter in Owls Head.
( Jameson, lb ...... 4
Mrs. Floyd L. Shaw was presented
with a gift of money on behalf of
“the family" toy Mrs. Zaida Wins
low. the date being Mrs. Shaw’s
80th birthday anniversary, and Mrs.
Shaw and Mrs. Buzzell, the two
oldest present, were each given a
hand.
Remarks were made by Enos E
and Charles F. Ingraham of Rock
port, John W. Ingraham. Chesley
R. Ingraham of Unity, Austin K
Kalloch of Warren, and Prof, and
Mrs. Rollins. Prof. Rollins regret
ted that many things that would
be of interest to coming generations
would be lost to posterity because
no record was made of sayings of
the old folks and past events of
family interest, anecdotes, etc., and
he urged that the boys and girls
preserve these scraps of informa
tion in note books which would, in
later days be of special interest to
them.
The session at the hall concluded
with singing "Ood Be With You
Til We Meet Again,’’ and thc most
of those present entered their auto
mobiles for “the pilgrimage’’ men
tioned. Under the guidance of
Prof, and Mrs. Rollins, the company
then went to the early home of
Joseph on Suffolk Street, where
Walter E. Snow now lives, visited

SOFTBALL

LEAGUE

s

the “Kalloch Barn” on Mechanic

THOMASTONJONCERT NOTABLE

Twilight League

The Chips Will Fly

Plenty of Scrapping
Marks Pirate-Shell Game
—Coming Contests
I

League Standing

W.
3
2
2
1
•1 * *

L.
1
2
2
3

Pet.
.750
500
.500
.250

When Famous Guide
Perry Green Does Stunts
At,the Union Fair
Something new to Union Fair In
the way of contests will be staged
this year with the appearance of
Perry Greene, world 'amous Maine
guide who will personally conduct
both amateur and professional Wood
dropping contests, each of the four
days of thc Fair—Aug. 20, 22, 22, 23.
There will be elemtnatiorl events
the first three days—with the finale
on Friday, each event carrying lib
eral prizes and awards.
Mr. Greene, or "Perry," as he is
more commonly known to sportsmen
the world over, has held the pro
fessional wood chopping champion
ship of America for the past sewen
years, having met and defeated ttoe
best wood choppers the Unltetd
States and Canada have to offer.
He has appeared ln sportsmen's
shows from coast to coast, has been
the medium of giving Maine’s na
tural and recreational advantages
world publicity, and has made the
"Maine Oulde” a national tradition.
He will give an exhibition of his own
skill with an axe each day.
It ls of course natural to assume
that anyone as skilled with an axe
as "Perry” would naturally have a
collection of them, and “Perry” has
indeed a world famous collection.
These will be on exhibition at th?
Fair grounds.
Realizing (hat sometime in the
future he must relinquish his crown,
he ls ever watchful at all contest*
for an axeman of promise that h«
can school as a worthy successor tor
the championship of America, tor
as he states “being a dyed-in-thewool Mane-iac himself, he ha3
promised himself that he'd have
another native son ready when that
time arrives.”
This contest is being sponsored
by H. H Crle & Sons, retail sport
ing goods and hardware dealers of
Rockland, and the final arrange
ments are under the personal super
vision of Donald H. Crle, to whom
those wishing to enter should apply
for entry blanks. For the great In
terest already shown locally It b
assured there will be a fine list of
contestants.
The
management
wished it understood each entrant
must have Bis own axe.

Rockland ........
Camden ...........
Thomaston ....
Rockport
......
*
Coming Games
Tuesday, Aug. 6—Rockland at
Thomaston; Rockport at Camden.
Thursday. Aug. 8—Camden at
Rockport; Thomaston at Rockland.
Tuesday. Aug. 13—Rockland at
Camden; Rockport at Thomaston.
The Pirates play the Augusta
Senators at Togus Sunday.
• * • •
Rockland 8, Camden 6
In another close game at Com
munity Park thc Pirates edgeo the
Shells ln a six inning game 8 to 6.
Tire Pirates scored three in the
first and were coasting along un
til the fifth when Cole singled and
advanced to third on Miller's
double and scored on a wild pitch
for Camden's first run. In the top
of the sixth Lord walked, Cail
reached on Billings error and when
Wardsworth grounded to Chisholm,
who couldn’t pick the ball up. the
bases were loaded. Richards topped
one to Ellis but Chuck s toss home
wa* wide and Lord scored. Cole
then cleaned off the sacks with a
triple to score a minute later on
a fielders choice.
Going into their half of the sixth
three runs behind. Whitman, firs*,
man up reached on Millers error,
Chisholm singled. McNeilly flied
out and Collamore filled the bases
with one out. Wink singled to
score two runs and Billings then
doubled to right center to score
Collamore and Wink with runs
three and four for the inning.
Ellis dropped a hit ln the infield
to score Billings and the game was
called because of darkness.
Cole was the leading batter of
both teams with two singles and
Charlie Wooster for not trying in a triple.
first prelim with Young Hutchins Camden
ab r bh po a
of Bath. Hutchins has challenged
Went Bernier of Lisbon
Miller,
3b
_____
3 0
Wooster to another match.
. In His Bout With Cooper The opener was good while it last Heald. 2b _____ 3 0
Woodward. If .... 4 0
Last Night
ed, Sluggei Roberts winning over Baum, c________ 3 0
In the main bout at the Park Charles “Blueberries" Larrabee on a•) Lord, cf _______ 1 1
street arena last night, between Lou technical knockout in the second Cail. ss ................ 2 1
Wadsworth, lb .... 3 1
Cooper of Bath and Gene Bernier of roufid.
Lisbon, the fight ended in the secThe house was packed, and many Richards, rf ___ 3 111
Cole, p
______ 3 2 3 0
and round, when Bernier went' were the boos and cheers for deFAMILY
through the ropes onto the floor.1 cisions rendered, nearly every fight
No decision was rendered. Bernier being fast and exciting. An all-star
REUNIONS
has challenged Cooper to a return card Ls promised for next week's Rockland
match.
■ show, and Butch Wooster is schedBillings, ss ......
3
The semi-final went thc full flve uled to meet Cooper Aug. 16.
Karl,
cf
...........
...
4
rounds, BJly Atlas of Bath and K.
————
O. Briely of Belfast putting on an
A quarter pound stick of butter French, rf ...... ... 2
4
interesting match, and fighting 'o can be cut quickly an dneatly into 1 Ellis, p ...........
3
a draw. Another draw was the sec- pats for serving with a piece of Whitman, lb ...
Chisholm, 2b
... 3
ond prelim, between Alton Wooster stiff wire.
McNeilly. 3b ....._. 3
of Rockland and Battling Hutchins
-----------------of Bath, both boys landing some
The depth bomb, terror of sub- Collamore. c .... 2
ROBINSON FAMILY
o o
hard punches.
marines, was invented in 1903 by F. Wink, If ... ... 3
The annual reunion of the Robin
—
Referee Jack O'Brien disqualified W. T. Unge, of Sweden.
son family will be held Aug. 8 at the
27
6 3 Grange haU. St. George.
Camden .........
93-94
Ella Robinson, Sec.
Rockland
• One out when game called.
Cole and Baum to singles on what
Three base hit, Cole. Two base ordinarily would have been doubles.
• • • •
hits. Miller. Billings. Base on ball,
The Camden Shells will play the
off Ellis 4. off Cole 4. Struck out,
by Ellis 4, by Cole 6. Umpires, Frye strong Durand Shoe Club of Rich
and Richardson. Scorer, Maude mond. in Camden, Sunday afternoon
at 3 o’clock.
Winchenbach.
• kb*

The annual Summer concert by "Song in the Night." Mr. Salzedo
the Thomaston Baptist Choral So who was present in the audience,
ciety Wednesday night drew a fine was called to receive applause with
audience from tiie cultural circles Miss Gibson.
The announcement of the offering
of this locality. Gardiner. Portland,
was made by the beloved pastor of
and more distant places.
Tlie comradeship in music which the church. Rev. Donald F. Per
exists between the Baptist Choral ron, who paid tribute to the muSociety and the Gardiner Choral sic director. Mrs. Grace M. Strout.
Society is based on the common The collection, which was generous,
desire to study and execute, to the was made while "Dreams" by
best of their ability, the works of Stoughton, arranged for organ and
die masters ef choral art. The piano. was played by Mrs. Amy M.
grand chorales sung at this con Tripp and Mrs. Vera M. Robinson.
cert by the combined choirs, un Hearty applause followed the ren
der the capable leadership of Mrs. dition. Whenever the organ was
Zilpha B. Potter of Gardiner, used in the program. Mrs. Tripp
showed the devotion of time and demonstrated with telling effect
talent to this end. The vocal er.- ' her understanding and respect for
sembles from the Gardiner Society that great instrument.
Mrs. H. F. Staples of Gardiner,
were enjoyed throughout the pro
proved herself an efficient accom
gram.
Miss Sylvia W. Kenney, violist, panist at the piano.
Beautiful flowers adorned the
of Wilmington, Dela., performed
the Allegro from the exacting con- platform. A bevy of young ladies
zerto for viola and piano by Mo from the Baptist Junior Choir acjar: Mias Kenney, who ls a pupil i ted as ushers. Tlie program:
of Max Aronoff of the Curtis String ' choral. Hew Lovely Is Thy
Quartet, possesses an inborn love } An^Vrom^FAT'boncrrto
vlr la and piano.
Mozart
of the old masters, which gives to j
8y.’ ta W Kenney and Faith G. B-ny
her work a depth of interpretation i sextette, snow
Elgar
™- -i„
a 1 Chanson de Marie Antoinette,
both mature and musicianly. A |
.taeobson Andrewi
Oardiner Choral Society
freshman at Wellesley College this _
Bourree.
Bach
fall, Miss Kenney will major in j sarabande
Couperin
music. Mrs. Faith G. Berry at the Olga. Marjorie Olbson. harpist Corelli
piano demonstrated her ability as Choral Pltter Patter.
Edgar Stillman Kelley
an exponent of the classics.
Don't You Weep No More.
Nathaniel Dett
As in last year s concert, the
Silver Offering
Offertory
Dreams.
Stoughton
world's premier harpist, Carlos
Amy M Tripp organist
Vera M Robinson, pianist
Salzedo, presented one of his pupils.
Duet. Oh. Tliat We Two Were
Miss Marjorie Gibson's artistry,
Maying,
Nevln
■paaka
musical conception, and personal
Zllpha Potter. Robert Glngrow
charm combined to give her au Quartette, Behold the Lord High
Exerut loner,
Sullivan
dience that exaltation which eman
The Old Road.
John Prlndle Scott
Gardiner Choral Society
ates from the work of a finished j Fn Bateau
Debussy
Carlos Salzedo
harpist. Miss Gibson s home is in Song ln the Night.
Two French Folk Songs.
OrandJany
Santa Barbara. Calif. Following
Miss Gibson harpist
Chorus, from The
a number of his own composition. Hallelujah
Me slah.
Handel

Through The Ropes

Twilight Topics

Chuck Ellis did a fine Job ot
backing up the plate and caught
Cole going to second with a fine
peg to Billings.
Collamore did a nice Job of fill
ing in for Bucklin behind the plate.
Woodward sure covers a lot of
ground ln the outfield and made a
good catch ot Collamore's looper.
Thomaston must have quite a ball
club with these new recruits.
Fine fielding by the Pirates held

MISS
FLORENCE CARLETON
Announces

Swimming Classes
Salt or Fresh Water

75c
including transportation

Call Camden 2478
91*lt

HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW
For Your "Reni Money”
Boston, Mass.—Most human of the great apes are chimpanzees.
Here are two haby chimps, part of the huge collection of animals
raptured in the jungles nf Liberia by the Smithsonian-Firestone
Expedition. This zoological collecting trip into thc tropical forests
of West Africa was headed by Dr. William Mann, director of the
National Zoo at Washington, and many of the animals he has
raptured will be on exhibition at thc Firestone Building at the
New York World’s Fair where there has been re-created for visitors
a typical jungle scene with a section of its vast rubber plantations.
These rhimps, in the first shipment of the expedition reached
Boston under the care of Roy Jennier, member of Dr. Mann’s staff,
and will find a permanent home in the zoo at the nation’s capital.

V. F. STUDLEY

Buy a home through
a Savings Bank mort
gage and your “rent
money’’ in
many
cases will pay off the
mortgage.

Remember, a Savinge Bank Mortgage ia one of thc
simplest.

If you ever want a Home, don’t miss seeing these

Consider these advantages:

1.

Greater flexibility — each mortgage treated
individually to meet your own particular situ
ation.

2.

Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually payment
of interest, to suit your budget.

3.

5% on mortgages in good standing interest
paid when due—No Tax Liens, and the loan
amortized in I 5 years.

REAL ESTATE SPECIALS
1 have several Houses and Farms at
Very Reasonable Prices

_

at once

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Terms ran be arranged on some of them.
283 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1154
I OSS HOUSE, 77 PARK STREET

OR 339

Established 1868.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Carp.

M8tf

81T&Stf
................................................................................ .....

■
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OF THE TOWN They Want Granite

•x> * "

The Rotary Club

Charles A. Holden, retired pro
Granite ln government construc
fessor at Dartmouth College, was
tion is being urged here by Elwood
guest speaker at yesterday's meet
Van Size, of New York, who has
ing of the Rotary Club, giving some
quarries in Vinalhaven; James Mee
most interesting impressions gained
han of Clark Island, Maine, with
during his two European voyages,
quarries: and James J. Tobin of
in the course of which he attended
New York, promoter. Thursday they
53 Rotary meetings in 11 countries.
lunched with Representative Mar
17 of tlie meetings being in Paris.
garet Chase Smith of Maine, who ls
Much of his address, for obvious
making government contacts for
reasons, was “off tlie record," and
them. They have been here several
is not here quoted. Leaders with
days and have gone the usual route
imagination, courage and resource
of contractors seeking place on the |
fulness are needed, he declared.
approved list of the contractors who j
The visiting Rotarians were E. L.
will be eligible for contracts under I
the "cost plus a fixed fee" system J |
True, Camden; Frank E. Poland.
Boston; Harry Forte, Boston; R. F
Just established, in lieu of the com
Howard, Dallas, Texas; Wallace E.
petitive bid system.
Mason, Keene, N. H.; Ashbury Pit
First step toward this eligible
man, Belfast: Charles A. Holden.
status is a questionnaire, second
Hanover, N. H. Guests were A. W.
step is personal Interviews here.
Gregory, Rockland; A. H. Axberg,
Contractors of all kinds from ail
New York; and Dr. Harold ‘Pills
over the country have been estab
bury, Baltimore.
lishing this status.
The Maine iAn say that granite
Prof. Holden said in part:
Since December, 1935. I have
at the "turn around" on airports
spent 15 months ln Europe and
where the wear and tear is hardest,
visited 11 different European coun
ls necessary; also for roads which
tries—Scotland. England, Holland.
will have to bear thc heavy mechan
Belgium, France, Oermany, Austria,
ized defense equipment; for bridges
Italy, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia,
and culverts. They have discussed
and Hungary. In all of these coun
the use of granite generally with
tries we experienced many cour
Senator White of Maine and other
REUNIONS
tesies.
members of the Maine delegation
Aug 14—Hall family: 35th annual,
Up to tlie end of the first trip,
at Penobscot Orange hall. Olen Cove Four miles of granite road in Maine
Aug. 14—Simmons Family: At West would mean a livelihood for Maine's
1935-36, I was greatly puzzled to
Rockport Orange hall
account for the fact that, in spite
Aug. 14—Calderwood family! 44th granite industry, they said today.—
annual at Mr and Mrs. James Calof the kindnesses extended to visit
From the Washington Bureau of the
derwood's. Waldoboro
Upper left, James Clark; upper right, W. Cunningham; lower left, L.
Aug 28-Kalloch Family: At Penob Press Herald.
ors ln all the countries visited,
Richards; lower right, Marcellus M. Parker.
scot View Orange hall ln Olen Cove.
there was extensive agreement that
Aug. 28—Hills Family: At the home
of Marlon Brown and Conrad Newton,
Another sign of waning Summer
there would be a war and that it
9 High St.. Belfast.
Sept 7—Whitmore Family: At home —reduction In the price of straw
would come within five years.
NEW
PARKING
LAW
of Mr. and Mrs W J. Bryant. Union
During a visit to the tunnel
Common; if stormy, following Mon hats.
One hour parking on Main
day.
under the river at Antwerp I was
By the Bushel As Pro
street from Lindsey to Pleasant
Chapin Class is invited for a pic streets, will go Into effect today,
told how a foundation was placed
The Sandwich Shop at tlie Pub
vided By the Maine
nic supper Tuesday at H. P. from E a. m. to 6 p. m.; Saturday.
in quick sand. The preliminary
lic Landing has put on an extra
Statutes
Blodgett's cottage at Spruce Head.
operation was to drive pipes in
10 p. m. This new ruling has
clerk, Miss Virginia Raekliff.
circles outside of (he foundation.
been instituted by a petition
A few reserved seats are left for
Standard weight per bushel as pro-!a freezing medium was sent
At Snow's shipyard they arc the three game softball series be signed by some 70 of our business sided by Section 39 of the Revised: through the pipes which formed
painting and cleaning the tanker tween Beaton's Pets and the Amo men ar.d presented to the Mayor Statutes as amenaed by Public Laws ' a froam cyUndrlcal shell. Then
Chebeague and scallop dragger cos. The first game will be played and City Government at Its Mav
meeting. Owing to a breakdown of 1913 and Public Laws of 1915. Cut anything desired could be done
Muskegon.
it out and keep for references.
I
tlle material inside the cylinWednesday night and the second
in thJ plant at Thomaston we
Sunday. Aug. 11. John is so excited
1 Bushel—Lbs I jer an<j jj,e material outside of the
Up they go! Sergeant Levi Flint he is mowing thc family lawn to did not get our signs until yester
Apples _____________________ 44 cylinder could not get within it.
day, they have been erected on
of the Registration Seryice reports work off the surplus energy.
Apples,
dried ............................
25 At once it occurred to me tliat one
city light poles.
an Illinois car with number plate
Barley
............
48 large trouble in Europe were the
We
hope
this
new
order
will
bearing the figures 1,456,533.
The police department, acting un
frozen boundaries.
work
to
the
advantage
of
our
Beans
60
der the authority of the City Oov- '
We had many delightful experi
business
men.
and
we
sincerely
Knox County folks who survived ernment, has laid down hard and
Beans, Lima.......... . .................._ 56
ences in calling upon friends or
hope
that
motorists
will
co-cper
•
the St. Petersburg (Fla.) Winter fast rules for "one hour parking" tn
Beans, shell ................................. 28 j reiatives of people we knew in the
are having a picnic at Crescen Main street, from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m. ate with the city officials in obey
Beans. Soy ........................
58 United States and amusing experi
ing
this
new
regulation
that
traf

Beach Inn today. Vieing with one on the first five weekdays and from
ences caused by imperfect under
Beans,
scarlet
or
white,
runner,
another in presenting reminiscences. 8 a. m. to 10 p. m. on Saturdays, the fic conditions in our city may be
pole _........ .................................. 50 standings due to differences in lan
improved.
section affected being between Lind
Arthur D. Fish.
Due to the length of the fggture, sey and Pleasant streets. Chief of
Beans, string ............................. „ 24 guages.
In the various countries we en
Chief of Police. Beans, Windsor(broad) .............. 47
"All This and Heaven Too” which Police Arthur D. Pish reminds the
joyed greatly the flowers, architec
will be shown at Strand Theatre motoring public that there is plenty
Beets ________
60 ture, museums, canals, customs,
8unday-Monday-Tuesday the mat of free parking space at the Public
The frame for Dr. H. G. Weis- Beets, mangel-wurzel................. 60
painted carts, snow capped moun
inee on Sunday will start as usual Landing, at the Community Build man's new house, Limerock and
tains, buildings perched on peaks,
Beets,
sugar
.....
..................
60
at 3 o'clock, weekdays at 2 o'clock. ing and at the rear of Strand The Claremont streets is up and
churches and many other things.
Evening shows 6 and 8.45 o'clock.
Beets,
turnip
..................
60
atre, all handy to the business zone. boarded.
I would have attended in Milan
Beet Greens ...................
12 I and Rome an International Con
A speed limit of 25 miles an hour is
Ruth Mayhew Tent will sponsor
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Cook of Cam Blackberries .............................. „ 40
also designated for the congested
vention at the present time If,
a beano party at Grand Army hall,
section. Six motorists who thought bridge, Mass., are in the city on a Blueberries ................................... 42 much to our regret, we had not
Monday at 2 p. m. Prizes will be
20
they could do otherwise paid costs 10-day visit, stopping at Mrs Bran and Shorts ..................
been forced by the outbreak of war
carefully selected, such as berries,
Buckwheat ............................
48 to return to the United States.
of court, $2.70 each, Thursday. The Achorn's, Lindsey street.
fruit and vegetables in season and
Carrots ..................................
50
new rules are all in the Interest of
What lessons are there for us
some cooked food. Following the
public safety and public convenience.
Clinton Fickett recently sold his Com, cracked ............................ 59 from the conditions abroad?
beano party there will be a tacking;
knockabout to H. O. Gilbert of Com. Indian _______________ 56
The most obvious are to realize
It is desirous that all mWnbers a BORN
West Springfield, Mass., who this Cranberries ............................
32 I that ours is a representative form
tend who can, as your help is needed.
Weaver At Gardiner Oeneral Hos week took the boat to Marblehead. Currants ......... ........ ................__ 40
pital. July 28 to Mr and Mrs. Her
of government, a Republic, and to
bert
L Weaver, a son.
Dandelions ............
12 test all proposed legislation to make
Dr. Wesley Wasgatt is to become
Jackson—At
Camden
Community
We have many airships overhead Feed .............................................. 50
a member of Rockland's medical Hospital. Aug 1 to Mr and Mrs. Virgil
sure that It conforms therewith;
C Jackson, a son—Glenn Murray.
these
days, sometimes so high as Flaxseed ..............._.............. .
56 to make certain that our govern
circles and make his home ln this
McFarland—At Camden Community
they
pass
they
look
like
small
birds
Hair ............................................... 11
city, having rented an apartment Hospital. Aug. 31. to Mr and Mrs Ray- '
mond McFarland of Rockport, a which quickly disappear in the dis-! Rale .............................................. 12 ment is sound, for only thereby
in the house formerly owned by Mrs. daughter.
I can we hope to endure; for each
—At Knox Hospital. June tance or Into cloud banks.
Lime .............................................. 70 voter In a town or city to become
Arnold H. Jones on Talbot avenue. 31.Flanagan
to Mr and Mrs James Flanagan,
Meal (except oatmeal) ............... 50
Dr. Wasgatt Is the son of the late a daughter Carolyn Jane
John W. Anderson, 2 Sylvia Meal, corn ...... ............. ----- ----- 50 informed in regard to the qualifi
Dr. Rowland J. Wasgatt and has
cations of all candidates for town
DIED
street, Jamaica Plain. Mass., was
Meal, rye...................................... 50 cfficcs and the Legislature and for
many friends who will w'eTcome him
McNamara—At Melrose Highlands. knocked down by a hit and run
Millet, Japanese .......................... 35
Jjack to hls former liome and its Mass,, (formerly of Camden). Aug. 1.
Oeorge McNamara aged 72 years Com driver Monday night.
He was Oats ............. -....... -.......... . ......... 32 those officers who are nominated
active life.
mittal services at Mountain cemetery.
picked up by a cruiser car and taken Onions .......................................... 52 through thc Primary the voters
Camden. Sunday at 2 p. ni.
must be aware that ordinarily they
to a hospital suffering head in
Mid-Summer ClearancB'Sale. be
Parsley ......................................... 8, c#n vote effectively only for the
IN MEMORIAM
juries and remained in a coma until
ginning Thursday, Aug. 1. Alfreda
Parsnips ...................................... 4a , nominees presented. Hence they
In loving memory of our beloved
Perry. 7 Limerock St,, RockIMid.— husband
Mr. Anderson
and father. Joseph Chester Tuesday morning.
Peaches, dried ............................. 33 should make certain that citizens
adv.
92-93 Melvin, who died one year ago today. was formerly of Rockland.
Peanuts, green ............................ 22 best qualified for the different of
"A vast treasure of happy recollec
tion still lives warmly ln the store
20 fices file in the Primaries.
Awningst large or small, hammock house of the heart."
The Maine Publicity Bureau has Peanuts, roasted ................
Mrs J C. Melvin. Clifford and Marlon forwarded to the Rockland Cham Pears ............................................ 53
tops, chair backs and seats, boat
If those citizens claim that they
covers. All sorts of canvas work.
ber of Commerce steel signs which Peas, smooth................................. CO are too busy, that their business ab
CARP OF THANKS
Rockland Awning Co.. Tel. 1262-W,
We wish
to express our sincere will be conspicuously displayed in Peas, unshelled, green ............... 28 sorbs all their time, it ls necessary
thanks to our friends and neighbors
Peas, wrinkled ............................ 56 to present strongly to their atten
16 Willow St.
73-tf for
their kindness during our recent various parts of the city. Eight
--.... 60 tion the fact that unless they and
bereavement, also to Dr Ralph Earle direction signs read "Official In Potatoes
and to the friends who offered their
cars.
)
formation. Rockland Branch. Maine Potatoes, sweet............................ 54 others similarly situated do their
Mr and Mrs Everett McHenan and
Publicity Bureau,” with a red circle Quinces ...................................... - 48 part ln governmental affairs they
family.
Vinalhaven.
•
enclosing a white arrow, which will Raspberries ................................. 40 are not justified later in voicing
point . towards the Community Rice, rough................................... 44 any regrets if our representative
CARD OF THANKS
WITH
This Is to thank all those whose Building, where the local informa Rj-e ..... ........... ...... . ..................... 56 form of government fails with the
kindness at the time of my bereave
Salt, coarse ................................. '<0 result that all they will have left
ment was go thoughtfully expressed tion bureau has its office. A larger
In tributes of flowers, especially the sign, similar in wording, but with Salt, Turk's Island .................... 70 will be time to do the bidding of
Maine Central employes, loan of cars,
expressions of sympathy and other a pine tree replacing the arrow, is Salt, fine....................................... 60 foreign fees. Each qualified voter
evidences
of solicitude, sU of which
Come in for a Free
to be placed at the Community Salt. Liverpool ............................ 60 shall attend and vote at every meet
were sincerely appreciated
Seed, alfalfa................................. 60 ing of voters in order to make sure
Mrs Velma Clark
Audiometer Test
Building.
Seed, clever .................................
Of Your Hearing
that our representative form of
"No More Hicks", says Billy Rose,
Seed, hemp................................... 44 government may be developed with
Will
the
person
who
phoned
L.
World's Fair showman, who tells
NEW
Seed, herdsgrass ..................... 45 in the framework which wc have
how the public's change in taste W. Benner, real estate 'dealer, on
HOTEL ROCKLAND
Seed. Hungarian grass................ 48 inherited and thereby wc may con
Wednesday
morning
concerning
hls
have sent the strip teasers and Ibare
Seed. Timothy ............................. 45 linue to enjoy the greatest prlvi
WEDNESDAY, AUG. )
dancers looking for barrels. A full selling a ■house, please phone him
Seed, millet ................................. 50 leges insured by any government.
10.00 A. M. TILL 8.00 P. M.
995-J,
again,
as
he
has
loA
the
page article in the American Week
Seed, orchard grass.................... 14
We need to stamp out financial
ly
Magazine with the Aug. 4th Bos address.—adv.
HOWARD W. BEALE
Seed, redtop................................. 14 nnd other irregularities which are
ton Sunday Advertiser.
93‘lt
FRIENDSHIP. MAINE
Seed, Sea Islandcotton............... 44 sapping our moral life and to se
Local Consultant
Seed, sorghum............................. 50 cure leaders with Imagination, re
93’lt
D.U.V. beano at G.A.R. hell Mon
! Seed, upland cotton ................... 30 sourcefulness, couragt!, determina
day, 2 p. m.—adv.
I Spinach ........................................ 12 tion, knowledge and vigor who will
| Strawberries ................................ 40 take when necessary quick, effi
j Tomatpes ..................................... 53 cient and effective action. Men who
Turnips, English ......... :.............. 50 will actually lead and not keep their
i Turnips, rutabaga ...................... 60 ears to the ground so that they may
ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN,
NORTH HAVEN
' Wheat ........................................... 60 follow public opinion.
The standard weight of a
May Rone of as fail in the per
Leave Daily Except Sunday
Ambulance Service
Standard Time
barrel of Flour is ............. 196 lbs formance of his obligations to the
FUNERAL HOME
•
Rockland,
8. A. M„ 2.15 P. M.
The standard weight of a
United States of America and
Ambulance Service
Vinalhaven,
8.15 A.M., 2.30 P. M.
barrel of Potatoes is........ 165 lbs. thereby to humanity in general. It
RUSSELL
North Haven, 8.25 A. M., 2.40 P. M,
TELEPHONES
The standard weight of a
seems to me that the only Justifi
$2.00 EACH WAY
IM, 181-1 er 781-U
FUNERAL HOME
! barrel of Sweet Potatoes is 150 lbs cation for any individual's exist
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL 862
ISLAND AIRLINES, Inc.
119-11$ LIMEROCK STREET
ence is that In seme way however
ROCKLAND, ME.
KOCKLAND, ME.
Next to Public Landing. Tel. 338
I COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS small he has assisted ln improving
98-tf
119-tf
66-tf
WORK WONDERS
Civilization,

Aug 1-23—Annual Bummer reunion
of Castine Normal School at Sandy
Point.
Aug 2 and 4—Warren— 140th anni
versary observance at Baptist Church.
Aug. 4 Pleasant Valley Orange pic
nic at Crockett's Beach
Aug. 5—Union — Eastern Star fleld
day
Aug 7-10—Rockport—Regatta-Sports
men’s Show.
Aug. 8 —i Warren — Congregational
Circle Fair
Aug 9--Women's Educational Club
picnic with Mrs. Flora Ulmer hostess
Aug. 9—Thomaston — Flrat Summer
Theatre Play at Watts hall.
Aug 10 Limerock Valley Pomona
Field Day at Snow Bowl. Camden
Aug 14 Martinsville Ladles Circle
fair at Orange hall.
AUg is—Owls Head—Church fair at
library
Aug. 14 Apnual State Field Meeting
of Knox,Academy of Arts and Sciences
at Knox Arboretum
Aug. 15—Warren—Concert at Baptist
Church
Aug 15 Reunion of Rockland High
School class of 1901 at Trail's End. Ash
Point.
Aug 18 — Thomaston — Pine Tree
Stagers second 8ummer Theatre Play
Series at Watts hall
Aug. 20-23—Union Fair.
Aug 23 South Thomaston—ChurchGrange fair at Wessawoskeag Grange
hall.
Aug 23—Meeting of the Maine Press
Association at Community Building
Aug. 23 —I Thomaston — Pine Tree
Stagers, third Summer Theatre Play
aeries at Watts hall.
Aug, 20 Three Quarter Century Club
meets at Old Orchard Beach.
Aug 27 — Camden — Meguntlcook
Orange fair.
Aug. 27-20- Damariscotta Fair.
Aug. 28 Reunion. Class 1930. tl H S
Aug 30 — Thomaston — Pine Tree
Btagers. fourth Summer Theatre Play
aeries at Watts hall
Aug. 31-8ept 3 Blue HIU fair.

Standard Weights

HEAR BETTER
SONOTONE

S'!,.
9

BURPEE’S

Red Cross Fund

Prof. Holden Gives Highly
Interested Audience His
Impressions of Europe I

Manufacturers Seek As
sistance of Mrs. Smith In
Government Contracts

Seaplane Service

Page Three

Chairman Bray Makes
Final Report—Knox
County Did Well
Knox County's Red Cross War Re
organist for the day, and with Mr.
lief
Fund continues to creep slowly
Browne will furnish the special
music at the evening service. The toward the $6000 mark, though there
“Come and See"
church school will meet at noon. remains a considerable sum yet to be
II
The Christian Endeavorcrs will have raised. Contributions may be sent
Andrew brought Simon Peter,
as their speaker at 6.15, Mrs. Don- 10 I- Lawton Bray, chairman, at 18
his brother, to Jesus Christ. He,
aid MacKay. AH the sendees of School stieet, Rockland. Actually
too, gave his heart into the keep
this church will be continued Knox County's contribution was
ing of the Son of God. This
through the vacation period. Rev. ovrr Hxe $6 000 mark Instead of the
man was so weak that in the
Richard W. Gray will have charge 54.578.71 noted below, because Camhour of peril, he thrice denied
of the prayer meeting on Tuesday den did a splendid stunt in raising
his Lord, and so great and strong
at 7.30.
an extra $1,600, which ls being dethat Jesus called him Cephas
• • • •
voted to Red Cross war work
a rock—a rock upon which He
"Have We Anything To Offer" will through Camden agencies rather
would build Hls church. These
be Dr. Wilson’s subject at 10.30 to- than going to the general fund.
were two men that the ages
$4,333.91
morrow at the Methodist Church. Previously reported,
would never forget but were then
1.00
The Sunday school will meet at 9.30. A Friend, Camden,
simple fishermen Into whose
1.00
There will be no evening or mid Leo Crooker, Camden,
lives had come the peace of
Sarah Ogier, Camden,
5.00
week service.
Ood.
• • • •
Emily Jagels, Camden,
1.00
The day following the little
“Love" ls the subject of the lesson Helen Dodge. Camden,
5 00
street scene, that brought these
sermon that will be read In all E- E Ames, Camden,
E 00
men to Christ, there is given
Churches of Christ, Scientist. Hattie Davies. Rockland,
103
another little picture. Jesus
throughout the world, on Sunday, The Samoset Hotel, Rocklcnd. 46 00
would go forth Into Galilee to
Aug. 4. The Oolden Text ls; "O Employes Central Maine Power
Bethsaida to find Phillip. This
God, thou art my Ood . . . Because
Company. Rockland,
14.00
was the city of Andrew and
thy loving kindness is better than The Buffum Family, Rockland, 15.30
Peter. When He found Philip,
life, my lips shall praise thee"1 Methebesec Club, Rockland,
1.50
He said to him. "Follow me."
(Psalms 63:1, 3). The citations from Mrs A L. Perry. Rockland,
Another soul was forever bound
the Bible contain the following Mrs. N. T. Farwell. Rockland, 5.00
into His fellowship, and true to
passages: "Beloved, let us love one A Friend, Rockland,
100
human experience Phillip sought
another; for love is of Ood; and Mrs. Philip L. Smith, St. George 25.00
Nathaniel.
everyone that loveth is born of God, Hed Cross Booth, American Le"We have found him of whom
gion Fair. Thomaston,
30 90
and knoweth God. He that loveth
1100
Moses, and the Prophets did
not knoweth not God; for God Is Advent Church, Friendship,
Contributions
from
Hope,
19.50
write, Jesus of Nazareth, the
love” (I John 4: 7-8).
Son of Joseph." And Nathanael
Benevolent and Protective Order
said, "Can any good thing come
of Elks, Rockland,
5.00
Ellen Gcorgeson Conorway,
out of Nazareth?"
Vinalhaven,
"5
And Phillip said, "Come and
.25
see."
Church of the Nazarene Flora Brown, Vinalhaven,
Shields, Vinalhaven,
50
Jesus saw Nathanael coming
Will Hold First Services j. Dr.
Maud Peaslee, Vinalhaven,
I CO
to Him and said “Behold an
Tomorrow___At Highlands ' Albert Carver, Vinalhaven,
1.00
Israelite in whom there is no
The Church of Tlie Nazarene will Nellen Arey. Vinalhaven,
.50
guile.”
Nathanael said,
"Whence
be holding the first Sunday sen k •
. T^lb°,t Aldr.^h'
°“rge’
M. N. Joudray, Washington,
2.00
knowest thou me?"
in their new home on Mountain
American Legion Auxiliary,
“Before Phillip called thee,
View road in the Highlands. It Is
No. 110, Union,
5.00
when thou stood under the fig
a five minute drive from thc city Contributions. Vinalhaven,
.55
tree I saw thee," Jesus said.
The Friendly Busy B Club,
Astounded Nathanael exclaimed
and beautifully located.
Union,
10.00
“Rabbi, thou art (the Son of
Sunday morning will begin with
_ .
_ . , .
_
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lucas, Union, 2.00
God," and Jesus said, "Because
Sunday School at 10 a. m There . „ ,
, nn
, Mrs. Ralph Williams, Union,
1.00
I told you this incident believest
are
classes
for
all
and
those
who
I
A
union,
1.00
thou? Thou shalt see greater
.50
wish to go will meet at thc Com- Mrs. Lillian Alden, Union,
things than these."
100
munity Building at 8.45 a m., and I A Friend, Union,
Ever to all is given, the same
25
loving invitation. “Come and | they wiU be transported. The A Fountain, South Union,
Morning Worship Service will be- J Mr. and Mrs Arthur Payson,
See." "Follow thou me.” Always
1.30
the sure knowledge that we shall i gin at 11 a. m„ when new members ] Union,
200
will be received into the church. I A Friend, Rockland,
see and experience greater
LOO
things that build our character j after which Communion will be A Friend, Rockland,
1.00
1 Margaret Whitzell, Camden,
Into the likeness of the Master j served.
10.00
In the evening the N.Y.PS. will A Friend, Thomaston,
—"Come and See."
begin at 6.15 p. m„ after which the
—William A. Holman
$4,578.71
Total to date,
Evangelistic Service will begin at
At the Littlefield Memorial 7.30 when the pastor, Rev. E. G. MISS 111 RLEIGH RESIGNS
Church the pastor, Rev. C. A. Mar Lee, will preach. All are invited to
Miss Nettle C. Burleigh (R) of
staller, will speak at 10.30 on "Re "Worship on the Highlands with Vassalboro resigned Thursday as
the
Church
of
thc
Nazarene."
claiming the Values of Life."
chairman of Maine's Old Age AsSpecial music will ibe provided. Sun
President and Mrs. Herrick of , sistance Commission because the
day School meets at 11.45 with Andover-Newton Theological School Federal Hatch Act prohibited her
classes for all ages and Young are at Lewiston today where Dr. 'rum occupying a State office with
Peoples’ Meeting at 6 o'clock. At Herrick preaches tomorrow. In the 'alary paid in part by the Federal
7.15 the pastor will use as his topic afternoon they will motor to Rock- j Government, while she held a poU"The Gospel of Certainty," and land for a few days’ stop. They | Heal post—a member of the Repubthere will be special music. Mid never have time enough to satisfy llcan State Committee. Miss Burweek prayer meeting Tuesday eve
their numerous close friends in this llgh, member of the commission
ning at 7.30.
since its inception in 1937 and chair
section.
• • • •
man since Nov. 22, 1938, also ls pres
At the Congregational Church
Strand Theatre starts off tlie ident of the Women's Republican
the service of public worship is at coming week on thc right foot by Club of Maine.
10.30 a. m. Rev. Corwin H. Olds presenting on Sunday, Monday and
will preach on "The Door of the Tuesday that much discussed photo
If one is to believe Oordon Thomp
Sheep," another sermon in hls series play' "AU This and Heaven, Too," son’s advertisement on page one of
of pen pictures from the Bible.
with Bette Davis and Charles Boyer. this issue, Rockland has a new dis
• • • •
Wednesday and Thursday, "Anne tinction. being the home of the fried
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) of Windy Poplars," with Anne clam capital of Maine. At any rate,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon rector, the serv Shirley and James Ellison, Friday that ls how Gordon feels about it
ices for tomorrow will be appro and Saturday, "Pride and Preju and hls many motor customers who
priate for the 11th Sunday after dice,'' with Lawrence Olivier and sample the delicious fried Gay’s
Trinity; Matins at 7.10; Holy Com Greer Garson.
Lsland clams at the white station
munion at 7.30; Holy Eucharist and
on Route 1 at the Pleasant street
sermon at 10.30; Vespers at 7.30 COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS railroad crossing, seem to share that
p. m. Tuesday is the Feast of the
WORK WONDERS
feeling.
•
Transfiguration of Our Lord, mass
at 7 a. m. Wednesday, Feast of the
Holy Name of Jesus, mass at 7
SERMONETTE

New Home Opens

The guest preacher at the First
Baptist Church on Sunday will be
Rev. Donald MacKay, pastor of the
Phllpott Tabernacle of Hamilton,
Ontario. He will preach at both
the 10.30 and 7.30 services. Miss
Lottie McLaughlin will be the solo
ist at the morning service. Mrs.
Benjamine P. Browne will be thc

HERE cannot but be
comfort as well as pride
in the thought that the
memorial chosen, placed and
dedicated is the finest that
it is possible to acquire. Mod
est or imposing, Guardian
Memorials represent beauty
unsurpassed — permanence
that endures through centuries
to come. They are surprisingly
reasonable in price.

T

EXCURSION EVERY SUNDAY

Every Sunday up lo and including Sept. 15, excursions will be
run over beautiful I’cnobscot Bay. Fast, comfortable steamers.
Low Excursion Fares. Delicious Shore Dinners if desired at
Swan's Island or Vinalhaven.
For a Long, Invigorating Sail—60 Miles—and a Short Stay
Ashore—2!£ Hours—take the big powerful steamer North Haven
for Swan's Island and way landings.
1
For a shorter sail—25 miles, and a longer stay ashore—seven
hours—take the beautiful twin screw steamer W. S. White.

The Cuardixn Memorial Rood to
ar everlasting guarantee.

Both Boats Leave Tillson's Wharf Each Sunday Morning At
9 o’clock, Daylight Time, and Arrive Bark in the Late Afternoon,

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,

Round Trip Fares—Vinalhaven, $1.50; North Ilaven, $150;
Stonington, $2.29; Swan's Island, $3.00.

INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION A THOMASTON

78Stf

WALDOBORO

Every-Other-Day
—v-----------------
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1 THIRTY-EIGHT YEARS OLD

Jolly Joint Meeting
Warren High School
Alumni and Woman’s Club
Mingle Pleasures

Z*N
HRS LOUISE MMJ58
(Correspondent
ft ft ftft
Tel. 27

GEORGES RIVER ROAD
William N. Reivo of Fitchburg,
Mass., spoke recently at the schoolhouse, his subject being "Why the
German Republic collapsed.”
At a recent meeting of the sewing
club at the home of Mrs. Fred An
derson. Mrs. Ellen Nelson was sur
prised by a birthday cake and presents in honor otf her birthday. This
week's meeting was at the home of
Mrs. Nelson and Miss Katherine
Gilchrist will be hostess to the club
next week at her home in Thomas
ton.
Albert Harjula of Bath visited
relatives and friends here Sunday,

hirty-four per cent of an

United States voters now favor
Trepeal
of repea4 and a return to

SENTER# CRANE'S

'
Nearly 200 "grads'' of Warren
prohibition, according to the Janu
ary, 1940. Gallup poll.
High School and members of the
Despite the efforts of the liquorWarren Woman's Club joined in
Miss Nancy Miller was guest
subsidized propaganda groups which <
Thursday and Friday of Arnold
. brought repeal and which for six l 1
a meeting Thursday night at Town
and one-half years have tried to
Davis Jr., and Betty Davis in
hall, this being the flrst meeting
convince Americans that personal
Searsmont.
of the Alumni Association since
license is to be preferred to personal ,
Mrs Maude Clark Oay. Mrs. Law
! 1937. The affair was a success in
! discipline there still are 34 out of a
rence Weston and Mrs. Ellard Mank
every way and a jolly time was
every 100 voters who today believe
attended the meeting of the Lin
prohibition to be the only, the final
passed.
coln Home Association Thursday in
i solution to the liquor problem.
J
Outstanding event of the busi
Newcastle.
ln 1933 less than one-fourth of the
ness meeting was the presentation
Mrs. Fete
Abramson
(Vieno
,
nation s electorate went to the polls.
Mrs. C. B. Waltz and Mrs. Bea
of a beautiful onyx pendant and Scliilt) and son Peter are spending Le„ ftan one.flfth ol the voters vottrice Does of Everett, Mass., are at
chain to Mrs. Inez M. Mathews, the Summer with her parents, Mr. ! ed “yes” for repeal.
their cottage at Back Cove.
formerly principal of the Warren and Mrs. HJalmar Sohiit.
It is granted that opponents of
Misses Dora and Clara Oay and
Grammar School, who retired in
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Harjula of prohibition are more vocal than
Mrs. Gracia Libby will entertain
.
,,
.
,
those who favor prohibition and
1939. after 36 years of teaching ..
this place. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Wil. _
F
the Garden Club Tuesday afternoon
.
. _
™
v ,v —
. granted that this vocal strength has
service in Warren schools, 20 years bur oi Cape Elizabeth. Mr. and serve(J tQ hide ,he beneflts
na.
at their Summer home at Martin's
of that time as grammar school Mrs. Herbert Hawes of Union, tional prohibition from the eyes of ’ J
Point.
principal. The gift presented by Howard Sprowl and daughter Bar- ' the general electorate.
J P. Bailey of Weld is spending
Frank D. Rowe. Alumni president, bara of Winslows Mills wer* guests
Facts are facts and John Q. Pub
the weekend with Mrs. Bailey.
in behalf of the Association was a Sunday ol Mr. and Mrs Wiley lic is beginning to wonder if he
Charles Matthews of Lincolnville I
complete* surprise to Mrs. Mathews, Munsey of Wiscasset on an all day hasn't been misled in his judgment
M•
I IM • Stanley B li t vare
S- Xil° Spear and hls ,nclent Our>ea rar of lh'* vintage of 1902. While and she made a few remarks in s»?a trip in their boat Starting of repeal vs. prohibition.
Without arguing the merits of re
Mr. and Mrs.
Stan y
,ires ,lave rotted to rags, and no replacements can be found, the reply to the present, which was
from Wiscasset they cruised as far pea, and of prohibition, there are
passing a few days in Boston.
ancient vehicle's engine still chugs right along on all of its two cylinders,
Mr and Mrs. George Brown and alld bumping along on the rims, she still goes at the dizzy speed iwhen she accompanied by a nosegay bouquet as Matinicus, stopping at South- i certain facts which the general pubdaughter Lsobel and Everett Welt was built i of 20 miles per hour. W hether its advanced age is due to its Mrs. Mathews has taught the port. Squirrel Island and Spectacle lie is entitled to know about what
Island, where all enjoyed a dinner, prohibition actually did for the
Rrnnkiine arc snendimr a few strength, stamina and workmanship—to just plain good luck—or Xilo s Vaughan s Neck, Stone. South War
1
.1 Choir naronts Mr and uncanny ability to tinker with any kind of a gas buggy, is the question —
------- —---- —•
Mr. and Mrs. George Carey of j u^j}ed States.
un(„r,
days with their parents, Mr. and
(hf h#u^
^Photo by Dow. '
., .
.
. .
.
There now are millions of voters
schools.
Marblehead.
Mass.,
who
have
been
|
who
have
eome
o{
age
since
1933.
Mrs. Osborne Welt.
________________________________ ._______
Alumni officers were re-elected: visiting hts brother Robert Carey | Their only basjs for discussing the
The annual service at the Ger- I
Lexington. Mass, after being guests President, Prank D. Rowe; vice
and Mrs. Carey returned home | prohibition period has been oneman Lutheran Church will be held
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. president. Willis R. Vinal; secre
Tuesday.
i sided propaganda which usually ,
Aug. 28 at 2.30 p. m., Dr. Samuel
Clark.
tary.
Chester
O.
Wyllie;
treasurer,
Trexler of New York officiating .
Mr. and Mrs. Rogers of California, 1 claimed that prohibition did nothing ’
ftftftft
Mrs. Abbott Spear returned Fri William H. Robinson; executive
but nurture gangsters (despite the
A fire was discovered in the kit
returning
home from a visit with fact, for instance, that a writer in
ALENA L STARRETT
day from Newton Centre. Mass., committee, Sidney Wyllie. Miss M.
chen of the Lenfest home at mid
other relatives ln Fort Fairfield, Collier’s Weekly in January, 1940,
Correspondent
where she spent tlie week.
Grace Walker. Mrs. Alena Starrett, called on Miss Emma Stackpole re said that Chicago's gangsters were
night Thursday by Mrs. Stanley
ftftftft
The catalpa tree at the home of Miss Bertha Starrett, Miss Fran cently.
developed in the mad subscription
Lenfest. The fire department re
Tel. 49
Mrs. Charles Robinson has been ces Spear, Mrs. Nancy Starrett
wars of Chicago newspapers in the
sponded quickly and extinguished
Misses Arlene Nelson and Helen
pre-prohibition years.) There are
very beautiful In full'bloom.
Kelso and Mrs. Sadie Barrows..
the blaze witli chemicals, confining
Johnson went with 25 other young other millions who never have had
Mrs. Ellen Wellman of West War
Serving
with
Sidney
Copeland
on
Miss
Florence
Tolman
of
Augusta
the damage entirely to the kitchen.
people on a recent deep sea fishing the correct facts, free from senti
ren had as guests last weekend.
has been guest of Mr. and Mrs. nominating committee were Mrs. trip with Capt. Axel Oronros of mental or propagandized treatment,
The cause of the fire was unde
Mrs. Ada Gerring of East Glouces
Leland Philbrook, Mrs. George
Clarence Tolman.
termined.
.
j i Rockland.
Stops were made at on which to evaluate prohibition.
ter, Mass.. Esten Blake of Augusta.
Mrs. William Richards of Flint,
As a starter, just consider this;
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Spear and Newbert. Mrs. Fred Campbell and | North Haven gnd VJnalhavPn and
Mrs. Laura Blake. Mrs. Wilma
Edwin Boggs.
a fish chowder enjoyed at MatiniDuring the whole 13t4 years of
Michigan is visiting her parents,
daughter
Joan,
who
have
been
at
Stanley, Marion Blake, Dorothy
prohibition the 250,000 pre-prohibiChester O. Wyllie was capable t
Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus Robinson.
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
S.
Advertisement! ln this column not
Hutchinson of Rockland and Rosa
USED rifles and shot guns wanted
,,
,
_ , ,
.
, tion saloons and hotel bars were to exceed three line* lnserred once foi
Preparations are going on for
MacDonald the past ten days, have master of ceremonies for the pro
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lunden of c]osed
25 cents, three tlmee for 50 cents Ad R E NUTT. Shoe Store. 436 Main St.
Spear.
gram.
the
numbers
on
which
were:
City
_____________________________ 83-98
the Legion fair Aug. 14 and 15. It
tinea flee cents each for ont
returned to Cape Elizabeth.
West Rockport. Mr and Mrs. Elmer
In scores and hundreds of cases. ditional
Caller Thursday at the William
time. 10 cents for three ttmae. Piet
Two selections by the Town Or Nelson and daughter Eleanor. Miss the places formerly used as saloons email
HIOH
school graduate wants secre
will be held at the State camp
words to a Uns.
Mrs Flora Jones ls employed at
tarial position: has some experience,
chestra. under the direction of Mrs. Ellen Stein. Mr. and Mrs. William were occupied by banks, groceries,
ground field of the Waldoboro Barrows home was Mrs. Christo the home of Mrs. Ella Caler.
' TEL 3U4-W______________________ 91-93
pher Miller of Lynn, Mass.
Willis Vinal—"Tales from the Harjula and family were guests and many retail establishments.
Garage Co., on Highway No. 1.
MODEL-A Ford sedan or coach wantThe Congregational Circle fair, Vienna Woods" and “Aloha Oe,” Sunday of Mrs. Harjula's mother,1. All advertising of liquors in newsMr. and Mrs. Raymond Billings
I ed. good condition TEL 8835 . 28 WarCommander Donald MacMillan
ren St., or 282 Main St.. City, 93*95
supper
and
entertainment
is
Aug.
and
daughter
have
returned
to
the latter with melophone solo by Mrs John Holbrook and Mr. Hoi- PaPers and m.agMtoe’.a.n£by
will again visit this town Aug. 23.
MIDDLE-aged man wanted for light
IF he two jackets taken from car
j or the mails completely disapwith another interesting moving Glencove. L. I., N. Y. aftere visit- 8. the fair to open at Town hall at Harold Overlock which was en brook in Bremen.
at Spruce Head Wednesday night are farm work. One wanting good home
rather
than htgh wages Must be good
:
peared.
2
oclock.
the
supper
to
be
served
returned to 22 Franklin St.. City, no
cored; male quartet selections,
picture of life and adventure in ign relatives in this town and
Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Johnson and
93-95 dry milks r. E E CHAPMAN. West
There was marked decrease in the questions will be asked
at the chapel at 6 o'clock .and the "The Jolly Blacksmith.” “Little
Neck.
Nobleboro.
Me
92*97
vicinity.
the arctic.
daughters Helen and Dorothy ac- I use of liquors at many public social
WHITE chain snd cro<* lost Monday
STENOGRAPHER'S position wanted,
Mrs. Lottie Thomas of Versailles. entertainment at Town hall at 8. Tommy Went A-fishlng" and "Ken
p.
m.
RUTH
HARY.
93
Park
St.
91
93
The Charles C. Lilly Post will
companied by Miss Helen Hilt of functions and all state dinners.
chemical commercial experience AN
hold an important meeting Mon- Conn., ls guest of Mr. and Mrs Tne enterainment committee, the tucky Babe.’ by Roger Teague, St. Oeorge motored to Portland
NA VARR1CCHIO 51 No Main St Cltv
Saving deposits increased amaz
_________________________ 92*94
day night. The Lions Club will Leroy Smith in this town and of I chairman of which ls Mrs. Sidney Chester Wyllie. Dr. Judson Lord, i Tuesday to visit their son William. ingly. rising from $144 per capita in
POSITION wanted with Summer
Wyllie. has lined up a fine program and Charles Wilson; vocal duet,
1920 to $233 per capita in 1929. Mem
meet Wednesday night at the re- relatives in Rockland.
people as second maid or housekeeper,
a surgical patient at the Maine bers of these associations rose from
experienced
Write ' HOUSEKEEPER '
of
readings
and
music,
among
Ralph
Grant
and
son
of
Sears

creational room of Ernest Boggs. ;
“When I Grow Too Old To Dream." General Hospital. He is making
SPECIAL discount during August on cure Courier-Oazette
91*93
MRS
port is visiting relatives in East which will be heard Mrs. Effie Ire by Miss Hilda Aspey and Mrs. Wil good recovery and expects to come 41 per 1000 of population in 1921 to wsllpaper: latest patterns.
TWO
new
milch
cows wanted Guern
AV'N*
EATON.
204
Rankin
St.
Te]
100
per
1000
in
1928.
Injured When Car Overturns
or Ouernsey-Holsteln TEL
land Warner, dramatic reader lis Vinal. the accompanist Miss Ver
Warren.
92*94 sey-Jersey
Life insurance in force more than > 1187-W
home Saturday.
Rockland 292-R
91-93
A 1940 La Salle coupe, bearing
Wesley Tolman. has returned to from Rumford.
doubled,
increasing
from
$342
per
|
show
rase*
for
sale.
A
H
ROBINna Robinson, and trumpet obligato
FURNITURE wanted to upholstei.
Raymond Stein who makes his
Florida registration plates and driv his work with the paint crew of
called
for
and
delivered
T
J
FLEM

capita
in
1921
to
$858
per
capita
in
SON
Yn
Main
8t
cor.
Myrtle
93*9
5
Mtss Florence Tolman of Augus by Josef Vinal; two readings by home with his aunt Mrs. Fred An
ING. 19 Birch St. Tel 212-W 87*89-tf
en by an unidentified woman, was the Maine Central R.R after his ta was dinner guest Wednesday of
1929
FRESH picked flowers and vegeta- _______________
Miss Ida Stevens of Rockland en derson. visited Tuesday with his
Automobile registrations increased
—
crowded from the road late Thurs training period at Fort Williams. Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Overlock.
titled "Digesting the Newspaper." mother. Mrs. Eva Pease in Bath.
from 64 per 1000 of population in i T,., 256-14
_________________ 92-94
day afternoon by a car attempting Portland and is at present located
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Tolman and “A Bride's Order to the
The sale held at the Finnish Con 1921 to 191 per 1000 in 1929.
1 THREE plate electric range tor sale. _
to pass a tar truck near the brow in Calais.
Pupils in high schools, public and good ccndltton. FLORA COUJNR 15
and daughters, Nathalie and Phyl- Grocer;" vocal duets. "A Pledge gregational Church recently to re
FTVK room house to let at 171 So.
of a hill one-half mile east of
private
rose
from
2.413.000
in
1920
ar3'e 81
57>~.w-------------- ”2?
Mrs. Laura Seavey entertained
and ^jleir gUest, Miss Florence and “Juanita” by Robert Wyllie, duce the church debt, netted a sat
fit Rockland; bath, electricity.
private, rose i*
c„
-ni | BEAUTIFUL canary birds for sale, Main
Moody's Cabins on Route 1. Tlie at an out of doors supper party
to 4.252.000 in 1929. Students in col- rlcfrt scE AYERS. 19 Central St Address BOX 391. Oak Bluffs. Mass.
Tolman of Augusta visited rela boy soprano, and Alfred Wilson, isfactory sum.
.
62-94
coupe struck the shoulder of the | Wednesday at her home compli- 1
Wit
leges, university, and professional , Cantd_n
boy alto; and community singing of
tives Tuesday in West Rockport.
ROOMS to let at 15 Orove St. Tel.
EIGHT
room
house
for
sale
at
Owls
road, swerved to the opposite side [menting Rev. William Stackhouse !
schools increased from 597,000 in
579 W MRS FLORA COLLINS
93-tf
Sherwood Sidelinger who is on favorites, led ay Chester Wyllie
Head
All modern. l’.j acres. Ideal
WEST
WASHINGTON
1921 to 1,143.000 in 1928.
of the road, turning completely ion his birthday. Guests present I
THREE- room.
nicely
furnished
j’ear-round or Summer home Two 8and
accompanied
by
the
orchestra.
land duty in the U. S. Naval radio
A steadily rising standard of liv- , room houses for sole In Rockland at apartment to let. 28 MASONIC ST.
Mr and Mrs Bill Smith of Wind
over. The woman who was alone were Mrs. Stackhouse. Miss Allison
92*94
inc which ’it ii believed, was dill
prices al>o a country store City
Following the musical program,
department In Washington. D. C.
.
with hou«p attached Terms arranged
sor were guests Sunday of Mr. and mg wniun,
ln the car was taken by ambulance Stackhouse, Sterling Stackhouse.
apartment
to
let,
four
at least in part to diversion of money L A THUR3TON. Tel 1159, City 93 tf rooms, bath V F STUDLEY. 283 Main
has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Earl refreshments were served by the and Mrs. Granville Turner.
to Memorial Hospital in Damaris 1 Miss Maude Eagles, Mr. and Mrs.
from uneconomic liquor to necessi
THE Benner barber shop. 3 North 8t or 77 Park 8t.. Tel 1154 or 330 86-!f
Smith in this town, and his par committees under the direction of
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman an!
cotta. The driver of the car caus j Chester Wyllie. Miss Tena Mc
Main St. next to Rankin Block. Is for
ONE-room apt with kitchen pantry
home luxuries
ents Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Side Mrs. Silas Watts, and dancing was daughter Elsie, Ernest Bridges and ties and
sale with land and barber equipment. to let; two or three-room apts ; fur(Sponsored by W. C. T. U.)
ing the accident did not stop to Callum, and Robert Wyllie.
Has been a barber shop over 60 years niahed
A linger in Nobleboro. He was supper enjoyed in Glover hall, the Town
11 JAMES ST City
85 tf
Ideal for barber shop and beauty par
Mrs Velma Withee and three chil
see what damage had been done. 1 beautifully decorated birthday cake
FOUR-room furnished apt., elec, re
lor. Across the street 85 are employed
guest Monday at the home of Mr. orchestra furnishing the music, dren visited Sunday in Detroit. Mrs. WASHINGTON
Police are investigating.
Up Camden St 150 are employed, most frigerator. automatic heat and hot
made and decorated by Miss Mc- and Mrs. Edmund Orton.
the members of whicn are: Con Withee and children remained for
women and all prospective patrons water Tel. 318-W MRS FROST. 92 tf
Guests at Crocker's Inn last week ly
Phone 995-J. L W BENNER, for de
!
Callum
was
served.
FURNISHED
two-room apartment
Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert ductor, Mrs. Vinal; piano. Miss two weeks with Mr. and Mrs Withee.
Robinson Reunion
93-95 with bath. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St .
end were Mr. and Mrs. Major Len- tails.
Members of Ivy Chapter, O.ES. were guests last weekend of Mr. Verna Robinson; violins. Miss Joan
The Robinson reunion was held
ONE 60-ft. alr compressor hammer Ti l 330 _____________________ 92 tf
Mrs. Anna Dyer of Massachusetts
Sunday at the home of Mrs. Levander and Buests enjoyed the, annual plc- and Mrs. Karl Reever in Beverly Smith, and David White; guitar and Miss Oeorgia Hibbert of Augusta den, Mrs. Baldwin. Mr. and Mrs. and drills. Can be seen at Limerock
FURNISHED apartments with bath to
St . Rockport BERT BRODIS 93’95 le' V F STUDLEY. 77 Park St . Tel.
Newbert, with 35 members present n**' and outing held Wednesday a. Mass. On rturn they were accom - Charles
Stimpson;
saxophone are visiting their parents. Mr.” and Lambert. Mr. and Mrs. Knowles and
330
or 115A
92-tf
POUR slightly tised Diamond gas
lanterns, large size for sale, cheap
The family circle was not complete '
Stone. West Warren. Miss panied by Mrs. Glenwood Reever of Avard R^brson; base lorn, Wil Mrs. Archie Hibbert.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith. Mr. and Mrs. JACK
LAULKONEN. Appleton Rd East
93*95
this year as 11 members found it Lillian Russell, Mrs. Ilda Russell, , geveriy, Mass, who has been va liam H. Robinson; drums, Harold
Esten Wellman. Wilford Turner Robert Cort and Miss Frances Union. Me
and
Mrs.
Dana
Smith,
hostesses.
JONESPORT
model boat for sale. 34
cationing at Province Lake. N. H. Overlocn; trombones. Stuart Frecclt and Raymond Dawson returned Crooker were in Waldoboro Tuesday.
impossible to attend.
ft. 20 h p Kermlth
J. H FREEMAN.
The Baptist Church School an and who will visit them for a time. and Dr. Judson Lord; clarinet, Miss home Friday from Fort Williams.
Picnic dinner was served on the
Duck Island Light Sta. South West
CA.MT for sale at Lermond Pond.
Mrs. Cort ls a summer guest at the Harbor. TEL 21-3.
91*96 South Hope; two rooms, screened
nual
picnic
was
held
Wednesday
lawn. This was topped off by home
Visitors last weekend at the home Glenice French.
Mrs. Maud Hibbert and son Al
porch,
sandy beach; 1270 TEL Cam
TRAILER
for
sale,
cap
500
lbs.;
Aleat Sandy Shores. South Pond.
The hall was prettily decorated den and daughter, Mrs. Anderson, Inn.
made ice cream.
of Mr. and Mrs. William Barrows
92*94
mtte handy lube gun (alr): Firestone den 2257
six-tube
radio:
two
hydraulic
Jacks.
Miss
Averil
Jellison
of
Glencove,
Congratulations are being received
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs
TWO small furnished cottages to let
were Mrs. Charles Jordan and with Summer flowers, Including hy visited Sunday with Mrs. Weaver in
B A: H SERVICE STATION, cor Main at Hosmer a Pond. $6 week each Tel.
Levander Newbert, daughter Phyllis, L. I., N. Y., is visiting relatives in Mrs. Daniel Hersey of Portland.
92-94 671-J. EDWTN A DEAN. Roeklsnd
drangea. Queen Anne's Lace, red Gardiner.
by Miss Frances Crooker. who was and Rankin Sts.. City
'
93 S-99
SEXTANT for sale ln good condi
son Oren Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. this town and at Swan s Lsland.
ramblers, spirea, and the accom
Miss Virginia Farrington return-d recently notified that she has been tion
TEL 293 M. after 5pm 91*93
THREE-room furnished cottage to
A rehearsal of officers in St.
Josiah Jameson, children Dyson,
panying green, aranged by Mrs. home after visiting her sister in! selected as one of the winners in
WHITE enamel Phllgas stove, with let at Friendship Harbor; electric
Vera and Alcy, Mr. and Mrs. Levi | George Lodge F AM. wiU be held
j the nation-wide "Cracker Jack and 4 burners snd utility closet, size 40x21 lights, running water, price reasonable
Phillip Simmons. Miss Frances Windsor.
HATTIE M
Used
less than
I for month cf August
A cash
.three
__ and
__months.
..heaters.
_ A_ Bargain
wC-x-.Robinson, daughter Joan, Mrs. Mer Monday at 7.
Spear, Miss Bertha Starrett, Mrs.
WOTTON. Box 63 Friendship
93-95
for
UsedJ stoves
Drive 1 IU/-VPTVAV
~
—
------ --- Checkers” contest.
25 miles and save one-half Home after
Mrs. Clarence Dolham and son,
lin Eugley, son Donald. Charles,
THREE-room camp to let on Oeorges
Willis Vinal, and Mrs. Frank Rowe. of Camden, a, member of the class
5 p. m.. Sundays and holidays Cash River. Warren. Electric lights, chemi
trade or terms. H. B. KALER, Wash cal toilet, boat, garage, good spring.
Herbert and Carleton Ranqulst, all Robert Dolham of Arlington. Mass,
Among those who attended were of 1876.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
ington.
___________________ 92*94 81eep« five; pumps from river Refer
of Waldoboro; Mr. and Mrs. Lester and Mrs. Christopher L. Miller of
WHEREAS Susie M Thompson. of
Mrs. John MacDonald, a member of
An enlargement of a picture
SET of women’s golf clubs for sale ences required. J M RICHARDSON.
♦
ai
u
j
<
Rockland.
County
of
Knox
and
Slate
Post and children Virginia and Lynn, Mass., have been guests of
91*96
class 1875. the first class to gradu taken Of the old academy before , of Maine. b»- her mortgage deed dated with bag; excellent condition, reason The Courier-Oazette
able 2 Claremont 8t . Tel 525 92-94
FIVE room cottage to let nt Co
Kenneth, Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Woos Mrs. Sarah Dolham and other rela
ate from Warren High Schol after it burned was of much Interest to
dUTeS* Ao
PONTIAC sedan for sale 1930. rea- I Beach
each. Inquire at BURGESS'°oflio£
. *L. nniTK-rm
1-ter, sons Carleton, Milton and Er- tives in this town. Mr. Dolham and
Tel. d426.
91*93
it had become a free High School, the older members Of the Associa- 116 conveyed to the Home Owner*' sonable A.
BENNER. 2o Main o*
8t. 1 'T..,
Loan Corporation, a Corporation duly
92*94
vin, all of Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. Mr. Miller have been on a fishing
SMALL thres-room cott-ge for sale
and her sister, Mrs. Frances Stahl tlon.
established under the lawn of the
SIDEBOARD for sale ln excellent at Lake Megunticook~furnished; elec
United States of America, having its
George Derrah, Mr. and Mrs. May trip along Grand Lake Stream.
tric light*: will sacrifice for cash TEL.
office and principal place of business condition 12 Knox bt.. TEI* 156-W
91-93 Camden 2296. after hours Tel Camden
Warren's softball team took a
nard Robinson and children Kath
ln Washington, District of Columbia,
"BET I’LL HAVE TO GO TO BED AFTER THIS!”
2057________________________ 93 85
the
following
described
real
estate,
PAIR
of
two
year
old
Hereford
steers
leen, Vivian, Leona, Maynard, and double victory in a double header
situated ln Rockland, ln the County matched and fat for berf. FRED L.
CO l'l'AOE at Ash Point for sale or
of Knox and State of Maine;
Inquire 76 PARK
game with the Knox Woolen Mills
MILLER Warren. Tel 15 13
91*93 t) let furnl-hed
Richard, all of Portland.
ST . after 3 p. m.
82 tf
“
A
certain
lot
or
parcel
of
land,
LAYINO pulleta. 5‘2 mos old. for
This family is looking forward to of Camden Wednesday night on
with the buildings thereon, bound
CO 1*1'AGE at Hollday Beach to let by
sale. $1 50 each C. A LAINE. Unlttd
ed
and
described
as
follows,
to
another gathering Aug. 18, at pie the local field, the scores 23 to 3
Farmers' Oraln 8tore, Tel. 1144. City month or season; lights, spring water;
wit; On the South by Whrer
91-93 shore lot Tel 237-W or 625 115 Park
home of Maynard Robinson, Wood and 12 to 1. Kenneth Cousins was
Street; on the Eist by land for
citv
«a*rr
1937 DODOE business coupe for sale,
merly
of
Timothy
Reardon,
now
lawn avenue, Portland.
umpire.
low mileage, excellent condition, may
V F Studley Company; on the
be seen at Thomaston Oarage, ask for
North by land formerly of James
Mrs. Chester Wallace, Miss
MR HILL’S car
88*93
Brennan, now of the City of Rock
land, and one O'Neil; and on the
OWL’S HEAD
I Marion Wallace, and Mrs. May
NEW and used electric ranges for
West by land formerly of William
sale at special prices. Including in
The Farm Bureau picnic will be Starrett were overnight guests SunCrowley, now of the City of Rock
w ranges , ROOF* tarred at 40c hour EDWIN
stallation: (2) Westlnghouse
land.
Universal OOULDINO. Emery 8ttr Route. City
$39 50; Hot Point. $49 50; “
held Sunday at the home of Mrs \ day of Mrs. Gladys Whitten in
The above described premises
______________________ 92*94
$69 50; Oeneral Electric. $99 50 CEN
are a portion of those conveyed by
Evelyn St. Clair. Those attending South Portland. Enroute to Port- (URNS TO DRAMA: Long one of
TRAL MAINE POWER CO . Thorndike
OUT buildings cleaned. $5
EDWIN
E’lzabeth Daley
to
Suf4e M
Hotel
Building.
Rockland
92
tf
lhe
nation'll
favorite
singers,
France*
GOULDING,
Emery Star Route, City.
are asked to take cups.
i land they visited Mrs. Ethel Morse
Thompson, by the name of Sussle
LEHIGH Valley and Blue Coal. $14; _________ '_______________________ 92*94
Langford ha* had a highly sureessM.
Thompson,
on
October
3.
1918,
Recent guests at Ye Anchor Inn 1 in Bath.
Pocohontua, $9; Coke. $11; wood. $10
deed Recorded ln Knox County
MALE Instruction. Would like to
ful rareer in radio and in picture*.
Tel. 62. Thomaaton. J B PAULSEN
Registry of D eds. Book 181. Page
have been Mr. and Mrs. James Cul- j Clifford Williams of Portland
hear from reliable men we can train
However, until signed for the role
92-tf to ov» rhaul. Install and service Alr
182
For further «ource of title
to the piemlses, see deed of
ley of Camden, N. J., Mrs. J. B. Can visited last weekend with Mr. and of the Postmistress of Pine Ridge
HARD wood per foot, fitted. $1.25 Conditioning and Refrigerating Equip
Charles L Lothrop to Elizabeth
|1 15 ,nn^ $105 M B A C O ment. Must be mechanically Inclined.
ning, Nellie Sculley, Margaret Dono Mrs.. Chester Wallace and Mr. and in “Dreaming Out Loud,” she had
Dicmmey. dated July JO. 1876, re
PERRY. Tel. 487 .
92 tf No interference w’lth present occupa
corded ln Knox Registry, Book 45.
never had an opportunity for a
tion
For Interview write at once
hue, Katherine O’Neill and Eliza Mrs. Clifford Carroll.
Page 29; also Warraniy Deed of
irlS*eK
fo£_“Ie
*5 i giving name, addre-s. aged
UTILIMr.
and
Mrs.
A.
P.
Gray
were
straight
dramatic
role.
In
her
curElizabeth Drommey to Michael and
beth Daly of Providence, Mr. and
let. lS ft lorn! by 7 ft. 2 111 beam Oood : TIES INST , care Courier-Oazette.
Sarah Daley, dated November 19.
condition Safe Less than two years
i
91*93
H : weekend Of Mr. and Mn. | Mt assignment, with I-um and
Mrs. Albert Levy and Dr. and Mrs.

lt Starts Next Wednesday

August 7th

Senter Crane’s Great

Fur

Coat Sale

BUY NOW AND SAVE
3 easy ways to pay

BUDGET

LAYAWAY

APPROVED CHARGE

WARREN

25 to 50 % of the fur business
is done in August

In Everybody’s Column WANTED

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

J fl Ik I

Summer Cottages

MISCELLANEOUS

David Adlersberg of New York city, Neil Gray in Waterville.
Esther Overlook has returned i
and Dr. and Mrs. Abel Gordon of
home after a visit with Mr. and
Passiac, N. J.
Mrs. E. John Miller in Waldoboro.
Two celanese corporation inven
Visitors at the home of Mrs. M.
tors, D. Finlayson and J. F. Levers, R. Robinson, have been Mr. and
make a fabric like wool by oembin- Mrs. Ray Robinson and Miss Eileen
ing crinkled, low-twist threads of Kimball of Newport. Miss Helen
cellulose acetate with high-twist Jane Blodgett of Westfield. N. J. is
guest of Mrs. Robinson.
ordinary cellulose acetate.
Miss Annette Haskell was home
When pouring hot jelly into Tuesday front Cambridge, Mass.
glasses, set them on if dump cloth
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rogers and
son Richard returned Sunday to
tind tliey will not crack.

Aimer, noted radio characters, who
are starred, she will have an opportunity to open a new field for her
talents.

Easter lilies will bloom at Thanks
giving-time this year for the Bu
reau of Plant Industry at Belts
ville. Md. Moden refrigeration and
air conditioning proudee a short
artificial Winter in Midsummer,
followed by an Autumn "Spring" in
government greenhouses, so the
bureau can promise blooms as early
as October.

1888, recorded ln said Registry.
Book 79. Paue 402; also Abstract
of Wills of Sarah A Daley and
Michael Daley, recorded ln said
Registry. B .ok 97. Page 142, and
Book 133, Page 487 respectively.”
WHEREAS, the condition of said
Mortgage ls broken:
Now. therefore, by reason of the
bre?ch of the condition thereof, the
said Home Owners' Loan Corporation,
by Elisha W Pike, Its Attorney there
unto duly authorized by Its power of
attorney dated October 1. 1938 and
recorded ln the Knox County Registry
of Deeds. Book 249. Page 313. claims a
foreclosure of said mortgage, and
gives this notice for that purpose.
Dated this first day of August. A. D.
1940
HOME OWNERS' IOAN
CORPORATION.
By Elisha W. Pike.
Watch where you are going. A little wetting ia better than a lot of bruises.
93 S-99

old
Apply LAWRENCE HAMLIN. 14
71*100
oay St.. City.
8AIL boat for sale, 18 x6'. round
bottom, center board, giff-rteged; new
ly painted and afloat. ROBERT HILLS.
119 Summer St.. Cltv.
69-tf
D & H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
$14 per ton. del Household soft coal
$8 per ton. del Nut size New River soft,
not screened $9 ton del.; screened. $10
ton del.
Ask for swap for cash
tickets M B & C O PERRY. 519 Malr
99?i‘f
St.. Tel. 487

CALL Rockland Sanitary Service for
dependable hauling waste and ashes
ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN. Tel 1399 89-tf
MEN, Women! Get Pep Raw Oyster
stlmulan’9. tonics in Ostrex tablets
often needed after 40 by bodies lack
lng Iron, calcium, phosphorus. Iodine.
Vitamin B-l Oet 35c size today. Call,
write C. H MOOR & CO and all other
good drug stores
94*105
Ladles- Reliable hair goode at RocV
I l»n<l Hair Store, 24 Elm St Mall orders
solicited
H O RHODES. Tel 519-J
93-S tf

The demand for canes has re
vealed a severe shortage of caneTlie mast eloquent thing under
makers. Twenty-five years ago tlie high heaven is a noble, godlike ac
best-known factory in London em tion . . . quietly and modestly per
formed.
ployed 800 workers.

EverJ-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, August 3,1940 N

Skill And Artistry

/{ Cost

a q00i Million

Page Five

Tribute To Pastor

TENANT’S HARBOR

MINTURN

Mrs. Milton Hennigar arrived
is camping out at Leonard’s Head. Sunday from Warren accompanied
Union Church ot Vinal
Rev. and Mrs. Smith
He has as guest for two weeks his by her son Eugene and niece AverMRS. OSCAR C. LANS
haven Profits From High
Bidden a Fond Farewell mother, Mrs. Katherine Marsh.
ill Jellison of New York
Correspondent
Grade Concert
In Tenant’s Harbor
Mr. and Mrs Everett Watts were
Mrs. Leslie Hutchinson of Stonguests
of
Arthur
Race
at
the
Copington
spent last weekend with her
Miss Lillian Gregory of North j It was an exceptionally large
Rev. and Mrs. Newell J. Smith,
ley-Plaza in Boston the past week mother Mrs. George Carter,
Haven ls guest of relatives in town, audience which greeted the pergraduates of the Providence Bible while Mrs. Watts attended thej Mlss Pauline Lawry of VlnalMiss Olive Amiro went Friday to , formers flt the mld.summer con.
Institute closed their pastorate in Lahey Clinic. Mr. Watts returned baven ts gUest Of lier father for a
Framii.gham, Mass.
. cert, presented ln Vinalhaven Union
Tenants Harbor Sunday moving home Saturday and his son Lau- few <jays.
James Sanderson of Boston is
the following day to their new fle'd rence accompanied him to Boston
_ _____
___ .
_____
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Francis Con- I Church. Thursday night, under the
Dr.
and ___
Mrs. Charles
Dennison
of labor In Milo, where they will for two days
*rllC5’ returned are gpendang a few days jn Roeg,
direction of Prof. David Meyer of
way.
home Tuesday
land.
Mrs, Willard Brown, daughter ( Oberlin College, Ohio. It was, also,
begin their work after vacation.
Among the vacationists at Gard
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Haines of
Miss Patricia and granddaughter, an appreciative one, as was dem
At the close of their .ast prayer ner’s Beach are: Mr. and Mrs. M J
Rcckland passed Sunday with Mr.
Virginia Brown of Cleveland, have
onstrated again and again, as the
meeting, an informal farewell re Wallace and children. Josephine. and Mrg Harry Johnson.
arrived at their cottage, "The Look
artists were welcomed and encored.
ception was tendered them at which Eileen. Jaseph, James. Mary. MarMrs. Ethel McDonald and daughout" at Shore Acres.
A brilliant concert of the highest
time Mrs. Smith was presented garet and Cyril of Bronx. N. Y., at ter Alva of Frenchtown, N J., and
Mrs. Lillian Libby returned Wed
class, it featured a group of artists
nesday from Boston.
with a needlepoint upholstered foot the East Cottage; Mr. and Mrs. A. Miss Laura Johnson of Plainsville.
Harland Gregory of Planfleld. N. frcm the Summer colony who kind
stool from the Ladies' Sewing Circle. W. Johnson and son of Weston, Conn., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mass., at the West Cottage.
i P n. Jchnson.
J. was recent guest of his parents
*ave °f their ulent- for the bene'
Her response was given in few
Mr and Mrs. James Gregory.
,nt of Union Church- Earnest ef‘
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Brewster and
Capt. and Mrs. Sidney Sprague
words but with much gratitude for family and Miss Nancy White of of Rockland spent Sunday with Mr.
Ruth Roberts and Christine | forts were Put forth
and
This was the start of Rockland Breakw ater 40 years ago this month. F. E. Dunbar of Stoughton. Mass., the thoughtfulness.
Clifton. N. J , at the Peggy Cottage; and Mrs. Nelson Sprague.
Roberts have returned to Rock Mis. Kenneth Cook, and others who senior member of the building concern, Dunbar A Sullivan, has this week bought a cottage at Crescent Beach.
Rev. Mr. Smith chose as his fare Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Johnson and
assisted
to
make
this
concert
a
suc

Dr. and Mrs. Frank Murphy and
land after a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
well subject "Remember Jesus
cess; $74 was netted.
Freeman Roberts.
i become an American classic. It Christ,” and quoted again the verse family of Waltham, Mass., and Miss family recently passed a few days
The program:
Mrs. Flora Athearns and niece ;
has the quality of timeliness, of with which he began his pastorate Beverly Karl of Plymouth, Mass., here.
Otuch-Brahma
Mtss Brooksy Thompson of Sun
Mrs. Ethel Hall Walls went Friday i soaring’
Schumann
I stirring melody and drama, but here Aug. 30. 1936, "For I deter at the Nelson Cottage; Mr. and
Mrs. A. D. McFarlane, Mrs. Whit shine is a visitor at the home of hcr
to Gloucester, Mass., having been | impromptu^ F^hara major.^ Chopln
I “it is not a story of racial frustramined not to know anything among ney and two grand-daughters of uncle Harold Thompson.
Henachal
guests the past week of Mr. and 1 Morgen Hymne.
; tions and futility. It speaks a
Elliott
„
I Springs a Lovable I-ady
you save Jesus Christ and Him cru Cllftondale, Mass., are at the Gard
Mrs. Minnie Parker Ls visiting her
Mrs. Eugene Hall.
Were Mv Songs With Wings Pro
message of faith and confidence in cified."
sister
in Searsport.
ner
Cottage;
Mrs.
Stephen
G
Nich

Mrs. Rebecca Short, who has Raln vlded'
Curran
American people, in American de
Rev. and Mrs. Smith set a daily ols and two sons of Medford, Mass.,
Mrs. Doris Wentworth Ls guest
been passing the week at the Arey Jeanie With the Light Brown
mocracy.
It
speaks
it
without
sug

Hair.
Stepl .-n Foster
example of genuine Christian fel
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson.
homestead on Chestnut street has
Mrs Elizabeth Earle
gestion of banality, or mealy lowship and lt can be truly said at the Christine Cottage; (Mrs.
accompanied by .Mrs David Moyer
Nichols
was
formerly
Marjorie
E
iy Gladyt St. Clair Heittad
returned to Boston.
mouthedness. Its language is rug- that they keep themselves in the
Hurricane.
Mrs. Forrest Maker returned Portrait ln Oil,
I ged and simple—and appropriate." love of God, and by so doing, love Whitney, daughter of William H. PORT CLYDE
Old S.ias Weber.
Whitney of Rockland); Mr. and
•••«
Mrs. Peart Wall and daughter
Wednesday from Rockland.
A Maine girl. Frances Mains by radio during the past winter—Law
Harold Vinal
Thomas
j The clouds drift by on feathery wing their neighbor as themselves. In Mrs. Thomas F. Carlin of Everett, of Tenants Harbor and Mrs. SawMrs. Maine Gray was home Polonaise,
name,
is
at
the
Wellington
Smith
Fantasle,
Mozart
rence Tibbett, for example, gave a | Their shadows dance on wooded hill dividuals, especially young people
Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. yef and daughter of York, Penna,
The Bee.
Rlmskykarska Music Camp. Pleasant Point, as
Thursday from North Haven.
browning grass the crickets
marvelous rendition of it. Mr. In the
Spring 8ong.
Mendelssohn
have been fortunate to find some Nelson H. Gardner. Dr and Mrs.
sing—
were visitors last Saturday at the
A family dinner party was en- !
accompanist and doing special
Professor R Mont Arey
| It's August!
one who could be trusted to direct MacDonald of Providence are also home of Mrs Rene Davis
joyed Thursday at the home of I P“inu •~o.npanln.ent by Prof Moyer work during the Summer months. Reid says ln hls article that "Bal
The golden rod and Queen Anne s lace them as to the right course. Many at tlie Gardner home.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Conway. I Tbe Pianist. Prof. Moyer, In his Miss Mains, a graduate of Bridgton lad for Americans" can literally
Rev. and Mrs. Harry Daniels
Are growing ln the daisies' place
times Rev. Mr. Smith was heard
The butterfly pauses In Its haste
be
called
a
nation
’
s
song.
Some
Those present were Mrs. Marne J masterful playing, was a wonder as Htgh School and an honor gradu
were
supper guests Monday of Mrs.
It's August.
to quote "This is the way, walk Red Cross Workers
have called lt the greatest song of
Alice Trussell.
Gray, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Mr he interpreted the classics of the ate of New England Conservatory
The hollyhock towers In bright array.
Tlie
Red
Cross
group
has
had
four
ye In it, and lf we walk in the
patriotic inspiration that has come
Abjve the rose, now In decay.
Mrs. Jane Simmons who has been
Farland and Betty Coker of Bel old masters. Mrs. Eliyzabeth Earle ol Music, has been in New York
And each new blossom whispers,
light as He is tn the light, we have meetings and completed these ar at The Lucettc in Thomaston, has
mont Mass.. James Sanderson of ,of Philadelphia was received as an the past year studying with Isa- out of America since the flrst
"Stay!"
ticles:
For
baby
layettes
—
24
blank

It's August.
fellowship one with another. In
world war. Quoting Mr. Reid:
returned home, accompanied by a
Boston. Mr. and Mrs. Francis Con - i old friend, her singing the past dore Gorn and acting as accom
—By J. La Pike
a life committed to God a person ets, 102 diapers, 18 nightgowns, lJ nurse who is caring for her.
“It is not a call to arms. Rather
Summers,
endearing
her
to
the
•
*
•
•
panist for Riccardo Zapponl. Ital
way. Edith and Fred Conway and
dresses,
18
kimonas,
18
bonnets,
six
it ls a record in words and music
public. She sang beautifully.
I had a delightful call a few days need never walk alone.”
Tlie Willing Workers met Tues
ian teacher and others. She has
Howard McFarland, Jr.
The resignation was accepted colored cotton dresses for girls, three day at the home of Mrs. Lillian
Harold Vinal of New York, edi- also been conducting classes ln New of Americas fight for freedom and ago from Mrs. Leonora Waller who
Mrs. Ronald Gilles returned to
knitted sweaters. Meetings are held
! tor of "Voices," delighted the large York and Brooklyn. Miss Mains the maintenance of our democratic was accompanied by her nephew, with deep regret as their leader
North Haven Wednesday having
every Friday afternoon at the Lllius Davis to prepare for its Summer
I audience with the reading of his lias been invited to play at Inter spirit through faith and strength Malcolm Austen, and his wife. Mr. ship was valued in this church.
been guest of her mother Mrs.
Qilchrest Grace Institute, and all sale.
and unity."
lioems. Prof R Mont Arey, teacliand Mrs. Austen are musicians in Every activity connected with it in workers are welcome.
The Advent Christian Church
national
House.
New
York,
on
her
Edith Vinal.
| cr of Clarinet in Eastman School
The song owes its success to New York, established and success creased and there was an addition
will
have as services tomorrow:
return, and lias given a piano re
Mrs. Ada Joyce and Miss AVce
Tiie making of layettes is about
radio. Norman Corwin. CBSs alert ful in their work ln piano and to church membership numbering
1 of Music in Rochester. N. Y. and
cital at the World s Fair. Temple
Reeve of Newton. Mass., are at Seicompleted for tlie present und the Worship at 10 30 a. m.; Sunday
solo clarinetist in Rochester Phil of Religion. She is also an accom young producer, rescued it from organ. Mrs. Austen recently played over 50. Nearly all of these were
need for knitting, especially sweaters School at 11.45; and evening ser
O-Sun cottage, Shore Arres.
the setup heap of the Federal the organ in the Temple of Re by baptism and few by affiliation.
harmonic Orchestra, always a fa
plished organist.
is as urgent as ever. Now the sew vice at 7 30. Prayer services will
Union Church Notes
Theatre Project and started it up ligion at the World's Pair in a con
Hearts were heavy during thc
vorite, was given a veritable ova
• • • •
ing consists mostly of winter dresses be held in the vestry Wednesday
Sunday School wUl meet at 10 tion on his appearing for solo num
on “the glory road." The song was cert given toy a Long Island group. last services Sunday, especially in
Unusual interest centers ln the
and the materials have come in gay at 7 30. Sunday morning the pas
a. m„ worship will be at 11 a. in. bers, which he renderiW with fine
written by Earl Robinson (com Each Christinas for some years I the evening as Rev. Mr. Smith
colors and Interesting sewing for tor will speak on the subject,
concert of The Curtis String Quar
and Rev. Kenntth Cook will pieech musicianship and beautiful quality
poser and John Latouche ’lyricist), have been remembered with a thanked the congregation for its
those who are used to this line of "Blood For Protection," the wor
tet, the second in the series of
on the subjet “The Serer.e Heart." of tone.
two young men who have all but unique greeting from the Austen's co-operation.
To quote Pastor
ship service being followed by the
three, at the Captain Eells Boat
work.
Special music will be sung by the
The piano accompaniments were
starved for recognition, and now —a carol of their own composition, Smith. “The past four years with
monthly communion service. In tlie
Barn. -Rockport. Sunday night at
vested choir.
that lit has come, finds them al both music and words. Their kind you have been the happiest years
played by Prof, and Mrs. Moyer,
evening the pastor's meditation will
8.30. as it will bring back to local
At the everlng praise and tong with consumatc skill and artistry.
NORTH
HOPE
most bewildered. A year ago “Bal ly thought was a graceful forerun of our lives."
be on "Ood's Doctrine." The Sun
music lovers Agnes Davis, gifted
A family dinner was held Sun day School enjoyed a plcnlc Thurs
service at 7 Rev, Harold Gould a
lad for Americans," a composition ner of our happy meeting.
Fellowship closed with a special
soprano, who won such high ac
former Vinalhaven oov, will be tlie CLARK ISLAND
in cantata form, was the flnale of
communion service followed by the day at the home of Mr. and Mrs. day in a beautiful grove on Hup
claim at the recent Camden con
guest speaker.
the
Federal
Theatre
Project
show
Mizpah in unison. Residents oi U. G. Pease ln honor of their per's Island.
Miss Joan Baum and Leroy cert. Miss Davis. Edith Evans
NORTH HAVEN
The Missionary Society will meet Jackson ol South Thomaston were
"Sing For Your Supper.” It
Tenants
Harbor consider it a priv daughter and grandson. Mrs. Nina
Miss Bea Roulston and nephew
The annual business meeting of
Braun and the Quartet will pre
Tuesday at 2 at Mrs. Georgie recent callers on Mr. Jackson's
aroused no sensation at that time thc Improvement Society will be ilege to have known these Godly Thye and Roy Jackson of San John o’ New York city are visiting
sent Chaussons “Chanson Perpet- i
Twenty-six relatives at ttie Broadbent cottage.
Roberts.
uel." Mrs. Braun is also collator- i But Cor*‘^_ director of the radio hcld Monday night at 8 30 at thp young people, but what is their loss Francisco.
daughter Dorothy.
were
present.
Other out-of-town
Prayer service will be held in the
John Williams of Camden was ating with the Quartet ln the Plano program. "The Pursuit of Happi-| church Membership is made up of is another's gain, and best wishes
guests were Mrs Pease's sister Ver
vestry Tuesday at 7. Pauline Smith 1 guest la.tt weekend of his grand
ness,
"
had
heard
the
song
and
had
island
and
summer
r
„
sJdenfs
go
with
them
and
also
go
to
the
Quintet in A. opus 81. by Dvorak.
will be the leader.
asked composer Robinson to sing i and it is hoped each group may be church which has been fortunate ona and her family. A pleasant
father, John R. Williams.
time was enjoyed.
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth Cook and
it
for Paul Robeson who had been well represented. A film in color of in securing their services.
Mrs. Helen Magnuson of Hingham,
On Sunday evening, Aug. 11,
The Square Circle Club held a
daughter Lois-Marie will leave Mass., ls visiting her mother, Mrs Ralph Berkowitz and Vladimir engaged for a forthcoming broad North Haven will be shown in con
Rev. Mr Springer of Franklin
picnic and weinie roast Sunday at
cast.
And
so
on
a
Sunday
after

begins
hls
pastorate
in
this
place
Monday for a month's vacation ' victor Blomberg.
nection
with
the
meeting.
SokoloiT will present their annual
Aug. 25 having been called by a | George's Lake, Liberty. The memwith friends and relatives in Maine
Mr and Mrs. Sherman and chil Summer recital of music for four noon early in November. 1939, "Bal
Worship Sunday is at 11 o'clock
and Nova Scotia. During Rev. Mr. dren have returned to Connecticut hands, one piano, at the Capt. lad for Americans" had its radio tn the Pulpit Harbor Church, with unar.imous vote. Mrs. Springer is bers and Ulelr families attended
Cook s absence the pulpit will be after visiting Mrs. J. Robert Nye Eells' Boat Barn, this promising to premiere with the Negro baritone sermon, "Aids To thc Remembrance a cousin to Mr. Smith. The Swimming was enjoyed by several
Springers' have two children and | of the group.
supplied by Rev. Vernon Holloway and Mrs. Rose Edwards.
be an outstanding feature of the as soloist. Lawrence Tibbett and of Christ" by the pastor. At the
Paul
Robeson
have
used
It
several
and Dr. William Hutchinson.
Mrs. Stella Stevens called last
Mrs. Bessie MoOuffle. Mrs. Carl | Summer music season. Mr. Berkoclose the ordinance of the Lord’s the Smiths', one.
I Saturday on her mother Mrs
witz
and
Mr.
Sokolofl,
who
are
tlm€s
'
in
hotable
performances,
and
gupper
wil! be observed. Service at
Swanson and children and Carl Nel
nol€ Perhaps, have night wiU
at 8J0 with a social recent concert in Vinalhaven un- Damon Hall.
son passed last weekend with rela making an extensive research in others of
ROCKVILLE
music originally written for two found U remarkably successful in sing_ prayer and brief address by der the auspices of the Union
Clarence Groton of California is
Donald Holbrook of Newton has tives and friends in Stonington.
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Matthew
Mrs. Peter Edwards and daughter performers at one piano, will have Ilts devel°Pment- Of course the the pastor jn a fellowship meeting Church of that town. The group I working with his uncle Raymond
ballad
hfle
boon
onmnwhat
"ro.
• . .
...
___
Starr this week.
Joan and Miss Josephine Halligan on their program works by six ballad has been somewhat “re a motion picture in color “Pine went in Poy Brown s power boat. I Aldus.
Mrs. Viola Willey of Skowhegan of Rockland are at Edwards' camp. composers, all of which were con phrased" since Its early days un Tree Trails" will be shown. The'
has been guest of her mother, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernet Smerdon and ceived for this combination. This der Federal Theatre auspices—but annual church fair of the Unity
Annie Bucklin.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Smerdon of type of composition is not entirely the idea is the same—a folk his Guild will be held on the parsonage
Andrew Marshall and family have Massachusetts were visitors last confined to the "long ago past," for tory of America set to music, be lawn at 2 o’clock.
Phyllis Wateman has returned
moved to South street.
weekend at the home of Mrs. Marj' Hindemith, the great modem com ginning with the Revolutionary
Dr Edna E. Lamson of Jersey j Rowland. Mrs. Packard accom- poser. has a "Sonata" written by War and taking in the periods of from Knox Hospital where she was
City is guest of her parents, Mr. and . panied them from Massachusetts him in 1938. which Mr. Berkowitz the pioneering of the west, the Civil a patient for a nose and throat
! and is visiting her daughter, Mrs. and Mr. Sokolofl will use on their War and rise of the machine age. operation.
Mrs. Leslie Lamson.
LaTouche got his idea for a his
M-s. Annie Rokes of Thomaston I Emma Kinney of Wiley’s Corner,
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Beane and
program. Another interesting ex
recently spent a day in the village,
Mrs. Jessie Williams was enter ample of four-hand music will be torical ballad while at Columbia, daughter Norma of South Peabody
dividing her time with Mrs. Nellie tained Monday at a picnic by Mrs. heard in the group of six "Hun although his original purpose was are visiting at the home of Mrs.
Perry and Mrs. Ernest H. Perry.
I Harry Peterson of Wiley’s Comer. garian Dances" toy Brahms. Al to express the life of a great city. Beane's mother, Mrs. Flora Brown.
Mrs. Annie Thurston and daugh- She also visited Mrs. Harold Bol though these dances won great Later when he met Robinson in
Mrs. Leslie Dickey will visit to
ters Martha and Cora of Boston and i berg and Mrs. Elsie Thomas.
popularity ln Joachim’s transcrip the Federal Theatre, he discarded day her young son, Curtis who is
Brainerd Thurston and bride ol
Mrs Evelyn McCallum and daughthe city idea for one which glori a patient at the Maine General
tions for violin and piano, and in
East Providence arrived this week ter Norma of Massachusetts re arrangements for orchesta, it is fied America, and so the two got hospital ln Portland.
turned hi.me Friday after visiting
together and wrote the ballad in
at the family homestead.
Mr. and Mrs. Towns of Boston
not generalij’ realized that Brahms
Mr. and Mrs Earl Noyes of Flush- her mother, Mrs. James Harrison.
wrote them originally as works for j tw° weeks' callin« 11 at flrst "Bal' j and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stanley
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Grussel and
lng, L. I., have been spending some
count on is that prices won’t he lower!
feur hands, one piano. Pianos were lad for Uncle Sam." Latouche ls Of cranberry Isle were guests
’ESTERDAY’S gone and tomorrow
time this week with Mr. and Mrs. I children who visited the past week
not so plentiful back in those old 23 years old. a native of Richmond. ' Thursday of Mrs. Katherine Dunhasn
’
t
come
—
but
here
’
s
today
to
with Mr. and Mrs. John Olson, reAlbert Kcrpinen.
Va., small, dark and excitable. He I can and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sampdays as now. and it is not unnatural
Meantime, current figures* on a big,
Mr. and Mrs. E. IL Perry had as j turned Sunday to Worcester, Mass,
make the most of and get something
has done considerable free-lancing J son
that the masters composed in the
hundred-plus horsepower Buick with
guest Thursday. Rev. Maurice DunMrs. Laura Richards and grandabout Broadway, and at the present I The annual meeting of the Vlldone!
manner which Mr. Berkowitz and time he ls working upon radio ] iage improvement Society will be
bar of Allentown,. R. I., and Spruce | son Richard Ludwig of Rockland ire
the only nticropoise-balanced engine
Mr. Sckoloff will demonstrate tn
Head.
! at Mrs. Richards' home here.
sketches and the chapters of his held Monday at 8.30.
in existence start at
And
what
’
s
more
senV
Mr. and Mrs. diaries Dalton of: Mrs. James Harrison visited Mon- their concert. Those who heard flrst novel.
sible, ull things cun-^yi'
'''‘■fe'"
A party of about 20 attended the
these
talented
young
pianists
in
for the
Florence. Mass., called recently on Oay with Mrs. Emma Kinney and
Robinson has the minstrel and
their
concert
of
last
Summer
will
business
Charles P. Tolman and Mrs. Flor- Mrs. Mary Rowland of Wiley's
sidered, than to turn
troubadour tradition as his backwelcome the opportunity for a secNew
Undtr-arm
Corner.
ence Bolduc.
coupe,
...
_.
_ ground. He calls Seattle “home"
in that car, that has
ond hearing. The concert should •
. ,.
. ,
' although for more than two years Cream Deodorant
delivered
at
Flint,
seen
its
best
days,
on
hold special interest for piano
’
.
, j
,
«/(-/>
Mich.;
transportation
teachers
andj students as it
It oners > he moved about while he struggled
a brand-new, bright
. . . ,
. ,.
, for a came and enough to eat as a
insight in a field little known.
„ «
. ,,
’basedon rail rates,state
new, sound-and-solid
, , . ,
composer. He is 29 years old, tall, Stops Perspiration
and local (axes (if any),
new Buick?
Another popular member of the lanky, sandy-haired.
He is a
(Eastern Standard Time)
Summer music colony at Rockport graduate of University- of Washoptional equipment
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
arrived a few days ago—Ezra Rach- ington, coming east in 1933, and
Nobody has to tell you
and accessories—extra.
STEAMER NORTH IIAVEN
lin. American pianist who has won Joining the Federal Theatre as a
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
it’s good — it couldn’t
signal honors in that ifleld and 1 dramatic coach and then a music
Read Down
Yes, better get set—»otr/ Today! Your
have smashed all previous Buick pro
DaJly
ls now turning to conducting and copyist, having no love for either
Dally
Except
Sun.
Buick dealer is making deals too good
r.xi.;pi Sun.
duction
records
otherwise.
Nobody
meeting
with
success.
Coming
|
Jeb.
He
soon
began
writing
for
Sun.
Only
» I
Sun. Only
a.m.pm.p.m.
to pass by.
• rom Philadelphia where he has the projects productions, doing
has to tell you it’s a mighty smart buy
A.M.P.WI.A.M.
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.15
1. Does not rot dresses, does
4.302.15 8.00 Lv.
been acting as assistant conductor i ihe music for Processional,
The
★ Prices subject to change without notice.
— looking ahead, one thing you can
Ar, 10.55 6.00 1.35
not irritate skin.
5 40 3.30 9.10 Lv.
for the Philadelphia Opera, Mr. I Life and Death of an American,"
2.
Nowaitingtodry.Csnbeused
9.50
5.00
3.25
Ar
Lv.
10.20
6.50 4.40
Rachlin reports
fearfully hot ! and the Ballad which has won
right after shaving.
8.45
|2.15
Lv
11.30! Ar.
7.50|
3. instantly stops perspiration
Read Up
weather in that city and all such fame. Now success sits on
for 1 to J days. Removes odor
Robinson's doorstep—for not long
through the east.
from perspiration.
VINALHAVEN LINE
• • • •
ago he was awarded the Guggen
4. Apure,white.greaseless,stain
STEAMER W. S. WHITE
No musical composition ln a long heim Fellowship, and Carl Sandless vanishing cream.
Read Down
5. Arrid has been awarded the
lime has so intrigued me as ’'Bal gurg has granted him the rights to
tXIMriA* 08 OtNERAL MOfO«5 VAIUI
Dally
.K
Approval Seal of the American
Except £3
Except rtg Dally c —
lad for Americans", and for that "The Peoplg Yes” as the basis for
Institute of Laundering for
Sat. A vq Daily
Sat. OmSExcepl’g
reason I was more than a little in an American folk opera, and he
Sun.
being harmless (o fabrics.
Sun.
sun.
A.M.A.M.P.M.
A.M.A.M.P.M.A.M.
terested in a recent article by Louis ls at work on that. Also in the
25 MILLION jars of Arrid
Ar.
|9.45
11.45
5.30
5 00 •8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv, ROCKLAND,
have been aold. Try a jar today I
Reid in the Bangor Daily News un offing is a plan for another folk
I
I
I
9.05
|
| Lv. NORTH HAVEN.
der
"Conversation
Piece"
which
cantata
with
Latouche
based
on
Lv. 8.30 10.30 4.15
6.15 10.00 3.30 9.15| Ar. VINALHAVEN,
TEL. 1000-W
712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
told the story of this stirring num America's westward expansion.
Read Up
ber. You will recall this number
We already know with Mr. Reid
s
*torM Milina toilet goods
• New York train connection Saturday only.
■ J*1,
(alto in 10/and S9^ Jan j
78-tf
was sung several times over the that "Ballad for Americans" has
Robert Marsh ol Waltham, Mass..
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Favors The Measure

ROCKPORT ,

NORTH WARREN
THE LYRIC MUSE

Tarring operations are in progress
Mrs. Louise Kidd of Omaha,
on the State road from Fuller’s
Neb., is visiting her parents Mr.
««««
So. Thomaston Man
ftftft*
A««*
A—/.
bridge to the Union line.
and Mrs. J. M. Bartlett.
LDA O. CHAMFNXT
SHIRLEY T. WIU JAMS
Strong For Selective
JUNE COTE
Mrs, Mabelle Cross and friend of
Mrs. Ralph Colby and daughter
Correspondent
Correspondent
Correspondent
Draft, and Why
Thomaston were callers Sunday at
' Helen have returned from Knox
ftftftft
ft ft ft ft
ftftftft
the home of her brother, Charles
J Hospital and are at their WaterSouth Thomaston, Aug. 2.
TeL
Tel. 190
W Mank.
Tel. 713
I mans' Beach home.
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
Mr.s. Alma Jameson visited Sun
Miss Bernice Nerborg who re
Detmar
Jones,
a
student
at
Har

As a man who served In the Navy
Prank Davis of Campello. Mass., cently underwent a major opera
day with her mother, Mrs. Bertha
Mrs. Irene Segar is visiting her
Publication
Limited
to
Brief
during the World War and would vard College who is vacationing in
and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Anderson tion in a Massachusetts hospital sister, Mrs. Sadie Clifford at StockCastner in Waldoboro.
Poems
of Original Composition
By
ABNER
GORDON
serve
again in another emergency Maine was recent guest of Miss
Tlie Poultry Producers’ Protective
of Medford, Mass., were guests last is rapidly recovering and will soon ton Springs.
By Subscribers
STAINS can be removed from wood I feel that I have a right to ex Lois Burns at the home of her par
Association met Wednesday night
weekend of Mrs. May Hamilton at join tire Summer colony at The
Misses Lillian Blake and Andrea
surfaces by bleaching with ox- press an opinion in regard to the ents, Mr. and Mrs. Orris Burns.
at the Grange hall, with 21 present.
her home on West Main street.
Keag.
Blake of Nashua. N. H were recent alic acid prepare the acid by disMrs. Cora Payson and son Stan
Selective Service law now before
THE OLD WELL
Mrs. Robert Libby. Mrs. Bowdoin
Mrs. Della Norton who has been guests of Miss Barbara Oliver
' solving about 10 ol of crystals in
ley of New York are visiting her
| For The Courier-Oazette 1
Always think belore you act, but
Grafton, Mrs. Henry Montgomery employed at Canton, arrived re
1 gal. hot water, then add more until Congress.
parents Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Rob Long rko In days ot childhood Miss Rachel Noyes and Mrs. saturation is complete.
If
ever
we
needed
to
be
whole

dont think too long about an
and Mrs. Philip Greenleaf motored cently for a visit at her home here.
Boyhood days upon the farm.
Helen Pettapiece attended the races
Brush the hot acid wash onto the heartedly in support of a legisla bins for the month.
swering lnterstlng classified offers.
When you went to fetch the water
to Gardiner Thursday night and
Gordon Allen of Whitinsville,
stained a remand allow lt to remain tive measure we should support
Mrs. E. M. Brown and daughter
at the Bangor Fair Wednesday.
Did the old well hold a charm?
had dinner at the Worster House. Mass., who spent three weeks at
for
at
least
eight
to
ten
hours.
Fol

And
you
gazed
down
through
its
dim

Miss Alice Rackliff and Miss Con
this measure to the limit of our Estelle have returned to Gardner,
ness
Mrs. Oliver Counce of North An- the home of his uncle Fred Allen stance Rackliff of South Thomas low by removing all traces of the
Probate Notices
To the spot where daylight felt.
acid with several rinses of clear abilities. Even though it be true, Mass., after spending two weeks as Just
to see your own reflection
son is returning home Sunday after Iras returned home accompanied by ton are visiting their grandmother, water.
guests
of
Mrs.
Brown's
brother
and
There
before
you
fn
the
well?
as some try to tell us, that there
STATE OF MAINE
being guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Eugene Allen who will visit him.
When the wood is thoroughly dry,
Mrs. F. N. Thompson, and their
To all persons interested In either
is no present emergency calling for sister-in-law, Rev. and Mrs. H. I. Soft white clouds and blue sky out
sandpaper
well
before
applying
the
D. Hathorne the past week.
j Earle Bartlett and Alston Bart- aunt, Mrs. Susie Spear.
lined
of the estates hereinafter named:
such a drastic measure, who can Holt.
Clearly, as you. peering down.
desired finish.
At a Probate Court held at Rock
The School Board announces that lett of Rockland are visiting their
land. In «nd for the County of Knox,
Mrs. Clifton Lane of Philadelphia Grimaced at yourself ln silence—
Rev. Sidney Packard will be the
Q.—Can paint be applied to gar lcok ahead and say with authority
Marveled
at
your
frightful
frown.
on
the 16th day of July ln the year
there is a vacancy in the third j aunt Mrs. Myrtle Makinen.
guest preacher at the Baptist den furniture which has already tiiat such an emergency will not and Mrs. John V. Schoonmaker Interrupted by the ringing
of our Lord one thousand nine hun
Of tbe old time dinner bell,
grade of the public schools, caused
The fair and supper held bv the Church Sunday morning at 11 rusted considerably?
dred and forty and by adjournment
,uld daughters Jill and Doris Jean Did you grab the pall and hustle
from day to day from the 16th day of
A.—Rusty metal is readily painted, exist tomorrow or the day after?
by the resignation of Mrs. Ruth R Forget-me-not Chapter O.ES. Wed- o'clock. Tnere will be special mu
Bringing water from the well?
said July The following matters hav
William J. Bryan once said that of Hackensack. N. J., are guests
provided all loose rust is removed
ing been, presented for the action
Brackett. Mrs. Brackett has taught nesday was well attended and net- sic with Walter E Kempf as solo by vigorous wire-brushing. This the United States could raise an i at the home of Mrs. Flora Butter- In the present hurly-burly
thereupon hereinafter indicated It Is
Of
the
present
trend
of
life.
in the Thomaston schools the last ] ted about $50.
When all things seem In a turmoil— hereby ORDERED:
ist Church school meets at 9 45, | treatment assures a solid clean sur army overnight but those of us deldThat notice thereof be given to all
face
for
the
firm
adhesion
of
paint
Weary
with
the
cares
and
strife.
Mrs.
Mary
Adams
of
Shrewsbury,
22 years and will be missed.
and the mid-week devotional serv
«■ I Holt will RH the pul- If you could turn bark the pages
persons Interested, by causing a copy
Apply a priming coat of pure red who have had military experience
Mass.,
is
guest
at
the
home
of
her
of
this order to be published three
For
a
moments
magic
spell.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Kelley
ice is held Thursday nights at 7.30. lead paint, which acts as more than know that that statement was ab- Pit at the Methodist Church ln Wouldn't you delight ln seeing
weeks successively ln Tlie Courier-Ga
a
protective
coating,
being
an
in

zette
a newspaper published at Rock
Old
reflections
In
the
well?
(Louise Thurston) were overnight niece Mrs. Flora Baum.
E. B. Putnam of Danforth was
surd. It takes many days of train- Camden for the next three Sundays
land in said County, tiiat they may
Mr. and Mrs. George Brown of
hibitor of rust as well, preventing ing to produce a soldier or sailor al both morning and evening servRose B Hupper
guests Wednesday of her parents,
a visitor here Thursday.
appear
at a Probate Court to be held
Tenants Harbor.
the possibility of further corrosion.
at said Rockland on the 20th day of
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Barlow, going Everett, Mass., were visitors Thurs- j Mrs. Frank M. Merrill of North
For a flat finish apply over the to say nothing of the weeks neces- ices. Aug. 25 and Sept. 1 he will
August
A. D. 1940 at eight o'clock ln
81 RUM
Thursday to Bernard, where they | dav at w- p Sleeper s
the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
Reading. Mass., is visiting her red lead primer body and finish sary to get them to the point where supply at the Baptist Church in
they
see
cause.
Mrs. John Fiske and son Sammy
ST. GEORGE SENSATION
coats of paint composed of equal they are ready to start training.
are to spend the next three weeks
Thomaston.
brother. B. F. Mathews. Jr.
CHESTER B HALL, late of Warren,
| For The Courier-Oazette |
parts
by
volume
soft
paste
white
of
Orancia.
Mont.,
are
guests
of
deceased Wlll and Petition for Pro
at a cottage before going to BoothAnother argument advanced by j Mr. and Mrs. A. J. McMillan of
Rev. H I. Holt of Rockport will lead and lead mixing or lead reduc
St Georgers all along the way
bate thereof, asking that the same
bay to assume teaching duties this her brother Richard Hodson.
occupy the pulpit at the Methodist ing oil. After thoroughly mixing those trying to block this bill is ; Scranton, Pa., were guests Thurs- Turned out ln force one memorable may be proved and allowed and that
Mrs. Myrtle Makinen who has
Letters Testamentary Issue to Mabel
day
fall.
these
ingredients,
tint
as
desired
that a draft is not necessary but day and Friday of Mr. and Mrs. A century ago and more
Church during tlie absence of the
H Withee of Rockport, she being the
_
,
. ,
been employed at Boothbay Harbor
colors-in-oil.
As they had never done before.
Executrix named in said Wlll. with
that voluntary enlistments would William E. Whitney.
The annual parish meeting of the
' ■
J
pastor. Worship Sunday morning Is with
For neighbor Capt. Joseph Watts
out bond.
For a gloss finish substitute high
Rockport's waterfront is again a Was then In everybody's thoughts
Thomaston Baptist Society will be has returned home.
at 10.30 and Bible classes are at quality enamel for flat finish coat take care of the situation. The
ANNIE PA?NE F06S 1st* of North
Mrs. Alice Lester and Mrs. Al
That day from an up country town
deceased
Will and Petition
held Monday at 7.30 at the vestry.
11.45. The Happy Hour service at Enamel will not remain sticky on only proof for a statement of this busy place with large crews of He brought hls second consort down Haven,
for
Probate thereof, asking that the
bert Lester and children of Port
And ln a carriage by her side
same may be proved and allowed and
7 30 Sunday night will also be in benches and chairs under body heat sort must be based on past experi men and boys working day and He
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Fletcher and
drove with hls attractive bride.
that Letter* Testamentary Issue to
like a gloss finish oil paint
land are guests of Mrs. James
It was the flrst horse drawn machine Lewis C. Foss of North Haven, he be
charge of Rev. Holt. Church night
son, Frederick, of Brockton, Mass.,
Q.—How thick need a concrete ence and a careful examination of night erecting booths, placing floats That
St Oeorge town had ever seen
Mitchell.
ing the Executor named ln said Will,
service will be Thursday night in garage floor be when laid directly the records show that this has never for the various water sports and To take the place of ox carts rough
have returned to their home after
without bond.
•
Mrs. Lizette Emery entertained
That
heretofore
were
good
enough
been true in the past. Another poles for the unique lighting ar
the vestry at 7.30 with Miss Claire on the earth?
ESTATE HERBERT L. SIMMONS, late
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
all the old time personnel
at her home in Rockland Saturday
A.—Three inches should suffice. Be point against this reasoning is that rangement and the many other re For
of Friendship, deceased. Petition for
Who wished to ride a vehicle.
Quimby as leader.
Dunn.
Administration, asking that Mertiand
ture to pack the ground down firmly.
The automobile that flrst came
evening a group of old friends and
G Simmons ot Friendship, or some
It
would
be
unfair
to
depend
on
vol

quirements
for
staging
their
15th
Mrs.
Joseph
Bixby,
daughter.
In
our
day
won
no
such
fame.
Q.
—
Is
there
window
screening
The receipts from the chicken neighbors may of whom now re- I
other
suitable person, be appointed
no sensation like that chaise
Why annual Carnival-Regatta Sports Caused
Admr.. with bond.
supper at the Baptist Church Wed side ln distant States. Games and I Carol, and son. Bruce, have re small enough to keep out gnats, untary enlistments alone.
Of early eighteenth century days.
nidgets
and
other
varieties
ot
small
ESTATE JACOB EDWARD OEOEN
should men who are patriotic men's 8how. The lights, which al
Allison M Witts
nesday were $57.
Housekeepers reminiscenses were enjoyed and re- I turned to Waltham, Mass., after bisects?
HEIMER late of Warren, deceased Pe
Jamaica. Vt.
enough to volunteer for training be ways present such a beautiful dis
tition for Administration, asking that
were Mrs. Georgie Thorndike, Mrs. freshments were served. Guests 1 after spending the month of July
A. — Yes. Screen manufacturer*
Stuart C Burgees of Rockland, or
RUHR
May Condon, Mrs. Helen Hahn, were: Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sleeper at Lake Megunticook. Before leav nake a screen cloth which general- forced to bear the burden of ser play, will be turned on tonight.
some other suitable person, be ap
vice
in
case
of
an
emergency
while
pointed Admr.. with bond.
A group of citizens met at the
AND IN DEPARTING
Mrs Eleanor Newbert, Mrs. Lucy of Whiting. Ind., Mrs. Lottie Nor ing Bruce was pleasantly surprised y proves effective. Most hardware
lealers carry screens up to 18 or 18 men who are ''slackers" get out of Selectmen's Office Wednesday night
ESTATE DALLAS C MURCH. late of
I
For
The
Courier-Gazette]
Hoffses. Mrs. Feme Hoffses, Mrs. ton of Brighton. Mass.. Miss Mar- I at a party given by a group of his nesh which should provide ample
Vinalhaven. deceased
Petition for
doing
their
duty?
The
Selective
Long since we departed, leaving the Administration, asking that Winifred
and
formed
an
organization
to
be
new
friends
in
honor
of
his
seventh
protection.
Screens
smaller
than
18
Adella Kirkpatrick and Mrs. Betty garet Bartlett and Mrs. Louise Kidd
dancers to the dance
M Murch of Vinalhaven. or some other
nesh are inadvisable os they restrict Service law as designed places the known as the “Rockport Willkie And the singers to their song;
suitable person, be appointed Admx.
birthday.
Hallowell of Rockland.
of Omaha. Neb.. Mr. and Mrs. Rich-, _ ,
. ventilation.
we fled the groves of Apollo with bond
burden on those best able to bear . Club" and to be headed by Raymond Long since
Public schools will reopen Sept 9. drd Hodson Qf Qorham MUs
, Carol Pnnce is employed at
long since we neglected the
PETITION FOR ADOPTION asking
altars.
it and is as Just a plan as can be de- MacFarland as Chairman. Other
fdr the adoption of Edward A Dua?d„MJS:.°€?r8eFe"en.!nti ' Sleeper. Mrs. Eva Sleeper. Miss
llsea
Doris E Dupllsea. and Merlene
with the sharks and the dolMr. and Mrs. Raymond Pooler
The R'€d Cross work rooms en- vised. Men with family ties upon officers elected were: Franklin G. We fledihlns
children, Robert, Janet and Her Mary Bartlett, Mrs. Aurelia Rip
s Dupllsea. children of Regina A.
and were gone,
Lloyd
of
Rockland, by Robert A Lloyd
fooked for us in vain In the hoi and Regina
and children have returned to larged the scope of activity Thurs- ahem such service would be a bur- 1 Priest, vice chairman; Charles L.
bert and Mr. and Mrs. Herman I
A LJoyd of Rockland
lows and ln the clearings
ley of this place. W. H. Crandell South Portland after visiting Mrs. 1 clay with a class in making surgical den would not be obliged to serve
Veazie. secretary; Arthur K. Walk- But the sea could have told them of
Martin of Andover, Mass., arrived
ESTATE NDAJE E BEAN late of
of Rockland, and Mr. and Mrs.
until later.
our
departure
Thomaston,
deceased
Petition for ap
er, treasurer. Plans for future work
last night and are guests of Mrs.
Poolers mother. Mrs. Alfred New- di^ssings. in addition to the daily
pointment of Trustee, asking that Min
Woodbury Brackett of Houlton.
Under
the
stars
we
fled,
the
earth
As
for
the
argument
that
a
Selec

nie H Newbert of Thomaston, or some
were outlined and will be more
Ferrens sister. Mrs. Robert Mac
classes. This has been arranged
forsaken:
Mrs. Ruby Makinen who is em balltive Service draft would be one step fully discussed at another meeting Out past the deltas we struck the other suitable person, be appointed
Farland. and Mr. MacFarland. Next
Trustee of the Trust Rtate for the
The
new
Sunbeam,
owned
and
particularly
for
the
townspeople,
open water.
ployed in Boothbay Harbor spent
towards war, by the same argument to be held in the near future.
use and beneflt of James Arthur Bean,
Out post the peninsulars the wind
week Mr. and Mrs. Ferren and Mr.
operated by the Maine Sea Coast lr,d especially the men, who have
Sidney Bean. Richard Bran and Evelyn
last weekend at her home here.
took us
every man who studies the “manly
Lucille Bean, without bond.
Mr. and Mrs. John Johnson and
and Mrs. Martin will go on to Pat
Miss Margaret Bartlett has gone Missionary Society of Bar Harbor asked for an evening work period art of self defense" is always pick
So we forsook the altars, the sacrifice
ESTATE EARLE McINTOSH. late of
daughter Joan have returned to We pray no mpre to he gods of the Rockland,
ten where they are to spend the
will be at the Public Landing today go far the great amount of work ln
deceased Petition for Al
to Bar Harbor to visit her sister
ing fights, which we all know is Vinalhaven after a visit at the home
vineyards,
the
fields.
lowance.
presented tag- Mona M Mc
week fishing, while the children re
from 2 to 4 o clock for public in- . sewing and surgical dressings has
And the hands of love upon us are Intosh of Rockiand widow
Mrs. Oscar Emery. She will also
not
true.
On
the
other
hand,
the
the hands of death.
main with Mr. and Mrs. MacFar
of her sister Mrs. W. E. Whitney.
spection. This boat cruises many been done by Summer residents
ESTATE AARON W WINCHENBACH
visit her niece Mrs. Woodbury
man who can defend himself and
land.
Miss Lillian Brann. Mrs. Mary Yet sometimes above the crying of late of Thomaston, deceased Petition
thousands of miles a year, visiting during the times the work rooms
lor Distribution, presented by Charles
Brackett in Houlton.
the dark waters.
whom
others
know
can
defend
him

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Kalloch of
Crawford and daughters Judith and We hear the timbrels and the young M Starrett of Thomaston, Exr
lighthouses and lonely families have been open Tuesdays. Wednesself is left pretty much alone and
girls singing
ESTATE GLADYS J SMITH, of Rock
Gardiner were callers in town Wed
J
.
Nancy were guests Thursday of And we
csattered along the coast from Kit- days, and Thursdays from 10 a. m.
bow our heads and weep for land
Petition for License to Mort
at
the
Peabody
cottage,
“
Mecca,"
men
take
a
second
thought
before
.
what, la no more
nesday.
.,
Mrs. Charles Grotton at her home
gage certain Real Estate, situated In
tery to Calais.
to 4 p. m. The committee empha
incurring his wrath.
Harold Vinal
their guests being Miss Katherine
said Roekland. and fully described ln
The prayer meeting at the Bap
in Rockland.
Mrs. Willis Harville will be hos sizes that more workers are necoed
Vinalhaven.
said Petition, presanted by Frank A.
Aagesen and Miss Ethel Sheldon of
As for the men who would be
Smith of Rockland. Guardian
tist Church Thursday at 7.30 will
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Welch and
tess to the Methodist Ladies Aid in order tiiat the quota of 17.000
Bloomfield. N. J., and Mrs. Mary
drafted, it would be an excellent
ESTATE l-ESI.IE C DEANE, late of
be in charge of the deacons of the
son
Robert
of
Camden
were
visi
surgical
dressings
can
be
met
by
next Wednesday at 2 o'clock at her
Rockport, deceased
Petition for Use
DIVINE SERVICE
Chilton and daughter Miss Con
thing for them ln many ways. Mili
of
Principal of Fund aa Provided un
church.
tors Thursday at the home of her
Sept. 1. More workers are also
(Por The Courier-Oa»tt* J
der Will of Leslie C Deane, presen
stance Chilton of New York, all of home Harden avenue.
tary training is a good thing for
Miss Ruth Lloyd of Boston, and
ted by Annie E Deane of Rockport,
parents Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Whit
Who does hls part
Miss Nancy Noyes and Mrs. Ra- needed to do sewing.
whom are spending the summer at
any man. It teaches him respect
widow
To dry the tear.
nephews, William and Lee Sunday
ney.
Tlie first shipment of goods made
chel
Bent
and
son.
Walter,
of
Sud

And help a heart
ESTATE LIZZIE M HILL, late of
Spruce Head, and Mrs. Josephine
for authority, to exercise his abili
Cast
out
Its
fear.
of Mechanisburg, Penna., were re
Thomaston, deceased
Petition for
Alvah E. Smith has returned to
Forgetting hls own
Stone. Folloa-ing supper a social bury, Mass , have been recent guests in the work rooms will go to head ties. improves him physically and
Perpetual Care of Burial Lot. presen
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
quarters this week, with the pack
Borrow grim.
of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Grey.
ted by Gilford B Butler of South
evening v.as enjoyed.
enable?, him. in many cases, to Presque Isle after a visit with his
A mansion Ood
Thomaston. Exr
ward T. Dornan.
George H. Thomas, daughter. ing and sending of the first queta learn a trade which serves him well parents, Rev. and Mrs. F. Ernest
Prepares for him.
ESTATE ETTA M RICHARDS late
The Baptist pulpit will be sup In The Churches
of
layettes
and
children's
dresses
Smith, and a few days' stay at the
Margaret, and son, John motored
of Thomaston, deceased
First and
Who helps the aged.
in after life.
Anal
account presented for allowance
Or a child.
plied Aug. 11 and Aug. 18 by Dr.
St. James' Catholic Church. Mass to Boston today to meet Mr. Sewing is being done on womens
by Eunice L. Shorey. Exx.
Across a raging
You who read this may feel that Carle cottage at Megunticook Lake
Guy E. Mark of Concord, N. H„ at 9 a. m.
Torrent wild.
Thomas' father. J Frank Thomas. I dresses. There are 20 layettes, and this is a problem that is for the
Mr and Mrs. Elmer E. Matthews
ESTATE ELIZABETH G PARKER
Though low hls lot
late of Qufney. Illinois, deceased First
and Aug 25 and Sept. 1 the minis
Baptist Church. Sunday School who has been visiting hts son, i ala° 20 children's dresses, to a
Upon earth’s sod
and final account presented for al
men in Congress to settle but in of Wilkesbarre, Pa., have arrived
He walks in fellowship
ter will be Rev. H. I. Holt of Rock at 9.45. worship at 11. Music will Ralph Thomas, in Detroit. Mich. ! Quota for the Camden work ro.un.
lowance by Frances J Lubbe. Exx
With Ood
anything that so vitally concerns at their Summer home on Russell
ESTATE FRANK L PEABODY, late
port.
Include anthems. “There Is None They will all return home Sunday.
Nellie M Erv lne
.About 76 women are knitting in us all you should take enough inter avenue to spend the month of Au
of Warren, decea-ed. First and final
Tenants
Harbor.
Mrs. Grace Jacobs and Mr. and j Holy as The Lord," by Frederick
account presented for allowance by
Mickey Rooney and Judy Gar- their hemes, and so far about 25 est in the matter, to write your gust.
Lealand C. Peabody. Admr
Mrs. C. Wesson Hawes «Marion L. Stevenson, with incidental solo land in “Andy Hardy Meets Debu- sweaters have been turned in to
Alan Robbins has returned from Misses Mary’, Helen and Ruth Dal
ESTATE FRANCES O. SMITH, late
Congressman
and
ask
him
to
vote
Keene i of Montclair, N. J., and Mrs. ( by Alfred M. Strout, and “Even [ tante.. wijj be the feature at the !the work room towards the quota of
of Rockland, deceased First and Anal
in favor of this measure, thereby the Y.M.C.A. Camp at Lake Cob- ton, Miss Itala Grandonlco and account presented for allowance by
A. B Shepard and Mrs. C. S. Emer Me," by Warren with incidental Comique Theatre Sunday and Mon- 40 and this quota has been doubled,
insuring this grand country of ours bosseecontee where he has been Miss Evelyn Maguire of Amherst Katharine D Berry. Admx.
son of East Derry. N. H„ were over solo by Raymond K. Greene. The day Today there is a double fea- ' The work room wU1 be closed
ESTATE LYDIA W MERRILL, late
against becoming aother victim of spending the past four weeks.
Mass., are spending a vacation at of Hope, deceased First and final
night guests Thursday of Mr. and subject of the junior serin'>n is “Be ture program. Robert Young and .next Tuesday and Wednesday on
account
presented Ior allowance by
Rev.
F.
Ernest
Smith
will
use
as
blitzkriegs."
the Dalton cottage at Ballard Park Alan L. Bird. Exr
Mrs. P. E. Demmons.
Content," and for the morning ser Maureen O'Sullivan in "Sporting a«ount of
8t' Thomas Oui:d
the theme of his sermon at the 11
Richard P, Hodsdon.
OEORGE
E CLARK, late Of Rock
The Baptist Young Peoples So
Forrest Grafton is employed in mon the pastor has chosen the Blood." and "Pop Always Pays" with ! annual fair at the
house' but
a. m. service of worship Sunday ciety will be ln charge of the union land. deceased. Wlll and Petition for
Probate
thereof,
asking that the same
Woodcock's Market. The telephone topic "The Latest News." Com Leon Errol and Helen Broderick.
the rooms wiU ** °P*n al ** rCRUPentecost, or Whitsunday in Eng- I
^e Methodist Church "The
may be proved and allowed and that
service
Sunday
night
at
the
West
lar
times
on
Thursday
and
also
installed in the store is 177-2
Letters Testamentary Issu# to Velma
munion service will follow the
land, commemorates the descent of Master Utters a Great Truth." This Rockport Church. Frederick Quimby Clark of Rockland, she being the
; Friday.
Mrs. Jchn C. Mason and daughter, morning service. At 7 o'clock in Red Cross Nates
Executrix named In -aid Wlll. with
the Holy Ghost upon the Apostles. will be a union service of the Bap will be the leader.
out bond
Joan Hanley, who have been visit the evening, Mrs Carl It. Oiay will
tist and Methodist Churches. At
It occurs 50 days after Easter.
ESTATE MILLARD E ROWE, late of
Mrs. P. A. Clement of Belfast
ing Mrs. Mason's mother, Mrs. John present the fifth and final in a
the 7 p. m. service he will speak spent Thursday as a visitor at the Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration.
asking that Elmer E.
Hanley, have returned to North series of talks on “The Mysteries of
A man may well feel highly com- from the subject "Privilege or Re- home of her daughter, Mrs. Stuart Joyce of Camden, or some other suit
Easton, Mass. Miss Joan goes Sun the Bible". Prayer meeting Thurs
able person, oe appointed Admr. with
plimented when folks belittle his sponsibility” Rev. Mr. Smith will Farnham.
-ALL THIS AND HEAVEN, TOO"
bond.
day to Camp Clark. Buzzard’s Bay, day night at 7 30 will be in charge
ESTATE EMMA LANE, late of St.
best effort. You Jjust cannot pos- also bc the speaker at the 9 30 a.
Mrs. Mary Louise Bok who Is Oeorge.
for the month of August.
of the deacons cf th" church
deceased Petition for Admin
m.
service
at
the
West
Rockport
sibly
minimize
nothing,
you
know!
istration.
asking that Joseph E Hoop
summering
at
her
cottage
“
Lyn
Mr. and Mrs. Walter K. Butler
er
of
St.
Oeorge. or some other suit
Baptist Church in the absence of donwood" Beauchamp Point, ls now able person,
be appointed Admr.. with
and twins Waneta and Walter, and
“If we are to begin to prepare j
bond.
Buy Yourself rich—through clas- the pastor. Rev. C. V. Overman.
Kenneth Stetson, motored Saturday for our defenses, we must do so
on a brief visit to her home in
WILLIAM C. LENFEST, late of
Mr. and Mrs. William Dalton. Philadelphia.
ilfled offers
to Augusta Mr. and Mrs. C William now, and not tomorrow."
Thomaston, deceased Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof, asking that
Hoyt and children Kay and Donna
—Lewis Douglass.
the same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary Issue
of Portsmouth, N. H , were guests
WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
to Frank D Elliot of Thomaston, he
Millionth 1940 Chevrolet to be Contest Award
last weekend of Mrs. Hoyt's parents,
Another new ite mis a personal
being the Executor named In said
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Will, with bond
Mr. and Mrs. Butler.
radio weighing only 4 '< pounds and
WALTER A I.OW. late of Rockland,
Mrs. Ailyne Peabody and Mrs. has batteries. It tunes by merely
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
Notices of Appointment bate thereof, asking that the same
Leila Smalley entertained last night raising the lid.
si’v be moved and allowed and that

THOMASTON

JKL

STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

AT THE PARK SUNDAY-MONDAY

In line with its policy of presenting the finest of the new crop
of film entertainment, the Strand
In this 'teen-age trio are Jimmy Lydon, Freddie Bartholomew and Gale Theqtre will show "All This and
Storm, all principally featured in "Tom Prown’s School Days." RKO Radia I Heaven Too
Warner Bros, picreleases produced bv Gene Towne and Graham Baker.

Young Lvdon por-

...

..

,,

starred in the film,
As one of the most important
pictures on the 1940 schedule. Warner Bros, have produced “All This
and Heaven, Too" on a lavish scale
I

_

.

.

_ , .

trays the title role, while Sir Cedric Hardwicke and Josephine Hutchinson turization cf the sensationally sue- sparing no efforts in making the
are seen as Dr. and Mrs. Arnold, and Billy Halop as Flash man—all fa-1 <ess?ul Rachel Field novel. Bette | brilliant, absorbing novel come to
miliar characters to the millions who have read the Thomas Hughes classic, J Davis and Charles Boyer are co- l vibrant life on the screen.

Some conception of the demand for the 1940 Chevrolet may be gained from
the fart that the one-millionth model of this year's production left the
assembly line al Flint, Mich., on July 12. In celebration of the public appre
ciation reflected by this tremendous production record, M. E. Coyle, general
manager of Chevrolet, shown (left) above with W. E. Holler, general sales
manager, announced that the one-milllonth 1940 car, together wilh a trip to
lhe New York World's Fair, would be awarded in a ronlest which is open now
and Witt close Aug. 3J. Detail? arc obtainable at any of the company's dealers.

I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro
bate for the County of Knox, ln the
State of Maine, hereby certify that
ln the following estates the persons
were appointed Administrators. Execu
tors. Guardians and Conservators and
on the dates hereinafter named:
JAMES R UTTLEHALE of Warren.
Lora M Dolham of Warren was ap
pointed Guardian. July 9. 1940 and
quallfled by filing bond on same date.
EDWARD C. MORAN, late of Rock
land. deceased Susan E Moran of
Rock’and w is appointed Exx , July
16. 1940. without bond.
LOUISE A BROWN late of Thom
aston. deceased. Marie R Singer and
Mabelle S. Brown, both of Thomaston,
were appointed Executrices. July 16.
1940, without bond.
CLARA C. WEED late of Union, de
ceased. Maud M Bolster of Norway.
Maine, was appointed Exx., July 16,
1940. without bond.
JAMES MUTCH, late of Camden,
deceased. George Mutch of Camden
was appointed Admr . July 16. 1940,
without bond.
FRANK H. TOWLE. lat* of Port
Clyde, deceased. Isabelle Drummond
of Port Clyde was appointed Exx.. July
17. 1940. and qualified by filing bond
July 19. 1940
WALTER H
WOTTON. late of
Friendship deceased. Mary E Wotton
of Friendship was appointed Exx., July
16. 1940, and quallfled Uv filing bond
July 22. 1940.
MABEL E. WOODSUM. late of Owl s
Head, deceased. Amory B. Allen of
Rockland was appointed Admr . July
24. 1940. and qualified by filing bond
July 24. 1940
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE,
Register.

Letters Testamentary Issue to Lizzie
a. Low ot Rockland, she being the
Executrix named ln said Will, without
bond.
ESTATE LORA E. BUTLER, late of
Appleton, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration DBN , C.T.A.. asking that
Jerome C Burrows of Rockland, or
some other suitable person, be ap
pointed Admr. D B N., C.T.A., with
out bond.
ESTATE BENJAMIN S. WHITEHOUSE. late ol Rockland, deceased.
Petition Ior Distribution, preiented by
Edith M Randlett. Admx
ESTATE ANNIE M WILLIAMH. late
of Vinalhaven. deceased
First and
final account presented for allowance
by Wilbur F Coombs. Admr.
ESTATE WILLIAM C WELLMAN,
late of South Hope, deceased
First
and final account presented for allow
ance by Gertrude E Wellman. Admx
ESTATE BENJAMIN S
WHITEHOUSE la>e of Rockland, deceased.
First and Anal account presented for
allowance by Edith M Randlett, Admx.
ESTATE WILLIAM A. GASTON, late
of Boston. Mass., deceased. First and
final account presented for allowance
by John Gaston, John K. Howard and
Roger Amory. Exrs.
ESTATE ADELBERT BENNER, late of
Thomaston, deceased First and final
account presented for allowance by
Florence II Benner. Exx.
ESTATE SARAH F LUFKIN, late of
Rockport, deceased. First and final
account presented for allowance by
William C. Lufkin, Admr.
Witness. HARRY E. WTLBUR. Es
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
County, Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
prolcfpe
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OCl ETY.
Mrs. Walter P. Conley is enroute
to Monongahela, Pa., as guest of
her sister and husband, Mr. and
( Mrs. W. C. Groves. The visit will
'be of 10 days duration and will
includc a visit to the World's Fair
at New York.

ROCKLAND IN THE WEST

Mrs. Margaret Wotton of East
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Richards ob
Freetown, Mass., is guest of her served their 25th wedding anniver
sister, Mrs. Elmer Simmons, Union sary Wednesday. They enjoyed a
street.
«
trip to Belgrade Lakes, accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Winchenbach,
Miss Myrtle Hemenway of New who were on their honeymoon.
York is the guest of Mrs. Annie
MacAlman for the remainder of
Mrs. Arthur Dean entertained re
tlie Summer.
cently at her home on Broadway at
a kitchen shower ln honor of Miss
The Megunticook Lake cottage of Florence Dean, who has been va
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Tlrrell. Jr., cationing here. Miss Dean received
was Uie scene of a buffet supper many lovely gifts. Gu ests present
party Tuesday night, the guests were Mrs. Samuel Small. Mrs. Wal
being Ashmead White and Mr.s. ter Barstow, Mrs. George Dean. Mrs.
Sabine W. Wood of Bangor. Mr. Richard Jones, Mrs. Frederick
and Mrs. James D. Mortimer of Palmer, Mrs. Winona Bridges, Mrs
Belfast. Dr. ind Mrs. 6umner Pat- Frederick Dean, Miss Helen Pietrostec of Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. Ross ki and Miss Hazel Vasso.
of Philadelphia, Mrs. Ruth Berry
of Camden ahd Mr. and Mrs.
James Campbell and family of
Charles H. Berry of Rockland.
Norwalk, Conn., are occupying the
A. W. Spear camp at Pleasant Beam
Mrs. Alberta B. Rose of Boston ls for the month of August.
with her daughter at her apartment
ln The Bicknell for a visit.
Commander and Mrs. Douglas W
Fuller, Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller
Mrs. Lilia Clark, son Oeorge Clark and Mrs. W. O. Fuller motored to
of Roslindale, Mass, and Mr. and Friendship and were afternoon
Mrs. Neil Rackliffe, son George of
guests of Dr. and Mrs. William H.
Mansfield, Mass, have returned
Hahn, enjoying with great enthusi
home after spending their vacation
asm their interesting collections ln
with Mrs. Ruth Johnson. Old County
different lines of antiques, especially
road.
the almost complete lamp collection
Mr. and Mrs. John Luke have from early days, and the valuable
moved from North Main street to library of books on Maine and its
the Curtis apartment on Purchase history. Dr Hahn and his wife are
avid collectors and they have about
street.
every known thing from sleigh bells
Mr and Mrs. George Brown of to plowshares.
Everett, Mass., are occupying their
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Rollins and
summer cottage at Ingraham Hill.
son Wliliam of Cambridge, Mass.,
Mrs. E. W. Freeman entertained have been visiting Mr. Rollins' for
Chummy Club this week. Bridge mer home this week.
and luncheon Mrs. Emerson Sad
Miss Elizabeth Post of Newburgh,
ler, Mrs. Pearl Look and Mrs. Kate
N. Y„ who has been spending two
Hall were prizewinners.
*
weeks' vacation with her mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach Mrs. S. May Post, and sister, Mrs.
have as guests Mr. and Mrs. George Sidney Sprague, 46 Crescent street,
Creighton of East Milton, Mass.
has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. William O. Dean
Miss Esther Munro has been the
I guest of Miss Virginia Derby in of Warren street announce the en
gagement of their daughter, Annie
Augusta this week.
Bird Dean to William Sholfield
, Mrs. Howe W. Glover was guest of Portsmouth, N. H„ and Bruns
of honor Wendesday night at a wick. Miss Dean after graduating
T party given by Mrs. Edward Law- from Rockland High School was
& rence, Mrs. Carl Ladd and Mrs. stenographer for the Lawrence
t Geo. Sprague at Mrs. Ladd's home Portland Cement Company ln
k on Pleasant street. She was the Thomaston and now controls State
recipient of numerous gifts and a of Maine Projects under the Work
beautiful corsage. The guests were: Projects Administration in the
Mrs Francis Orne, Mrs Milo Mc State Office of Portland. Mr. Mar
Lellan. Mrs. Edward Barnard. Mrs riner graduated from Brunswick
Joseph Doyle of Bath, Mrs. Alan High School and attended tlie Uni
Orossman, Mrs. Owen Johnston. versity of Texas and later gradu
Mrs. Sherwood Williams, Mrs Fred ated from the Portland School of
erick Palmer, Mrs. George Phillips, Commerce He has recently re
, Mrs. Donald Coughlin, Mrs. Cecil ceived a Civil Service appointment
Winslow of Falmouth Foreside, Mrs. with the U. S. NaVV Department in
’ W. Paul Seavey, Mrs. Lawrence Portsmouth, N. H. Mr. Marriner
f Miller, Miss Helen laCrosse. Miss ls the son of Mr. and Mr.s. Percy
Y Gladys Alley, Miss Celia Crowley, Marriner of Brunswick. No date
t and Miss Margaret Adams.
has been set for the wedding.

I

(

*
Mrs. Clifton Cross and Mrs Ou/
Mr and Mrs. John Northcott of
t Douglass were winners when Tues- New Bedford entertained members
day Night Bridge Club met with and friends of the Rockland Society
Mrs. Lawrence Leach.
for the Hard of Hearing at picnic
luncheon at their summer home in
I
Former schoolmates and otherFriendship Friday. Mrs. Gladys
Rockland friends were guests at the Thomas and Miss Eda Lawry as
picnic luncheon given by Mrs. Ken-' sisted Mrs. Northcott in serving
neth P. Lord at her port Clyde The afternoon was spent on the
Summer home Wednesday. One of broad veranda, high up on the hill
the happy features was a sailing side among pines and firs, over
party with Mrs. Lord's son, Herbert, looking Friendship harbcr. Conacting ln the role of commodore. I tract, Chinese Checkers, walks in
The guests were Mrs. Emily Faber | the nearby woods and admiring
of Peoria, Ill., and Crescent Beach. the Northcott gardens were diver
Mrs. Arthur Richardson of New sions enjoyed. The guests were the
York and Owl's Head. Mrs. Arthur i Misses Edith, Evelyn and Maud
Foster of New York. Miss Myrtie ' Ferguson of Damariscotta and New
Hemenway of New York, Miss ' York, Mrs. Faith Berry of RockCharlotte Buffum and Mrs. Nettle I land. Mrs. Lawry and Mr. and Mrs
Frost of Rockland and Mrs. Lord's Howard Beale of Friendsh’p and
mother. Mrs. Mary Cooper.
Mrs. Bessie Wallace cf South
Waldoboro. Miss Edith Ferguson
Mid-Summer Clearance Sale, be
ginning Thursday. Aug. 1. Alfreda invited the Society to hold a pic
Perry, 7 Limerock St., Rockland.— nic at her home. Dunfallandy
adv.
92-93 Woods, Damariscotta, Aug. 8.

!

My! My! See who’s here! Walking the streets of Denver as big as life.
Yes, you've guessed correctly; it’s Mr. and Mrs. Ralph (GabbyI Fowler
(Carrie Williams). A long way from their old home, but probably think
ing of it.

Eight small tots were guests of
little Miss Judith Connon at the
home of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Norman W Connon, of Limerock
street, Wednesday afternoon to help
Judith celebrate her first birthday.
The little ones who made merry
with ‘ balloons, toys, favors and re-1
freshments were, Lee Dyer, Paul J
Perry, Franklin Merrill. Patricia
Anderson. Barbara Hart, Owendo
lyn Thornton, Beverly Foster cf
Thomaston and Lawrence Nash of
Camden.

We have just received a new as
sortment of jewelry from China,
and a few pieces of “jungle jewelry''
from Cuba also other new and ex
ceptional gift-wares at the WhatNot Gift Shop. Visitors welcome.
93-lt

SUNDAY-MONDAY
Gene Towne
presents t

fr

-J
CEMIC
^KHRDWICHE’

Thomas
Hughes'
famous
novel . .

__ _

FREDDIE
BARTHOLOMEW

JIMMY LYDON

JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON • BILLY HALOP

Dur Annual Display and Sale of

You Are Cordially Invited To Make An Early Inspection

ust live
MORRIS

•

LANE

Roscoe Kerne*I-ee Patrick*George Reeves
A WARN1R BROS.-First National Picture
»
Directed by Noel Smith
K

Quality Furs at Moderate Prices

Barwa r-v ky Baton L Baal • few Mn Ha» to #N>|« ■ Baton

TODAY
THREE MF.SQL'ITEERS
in

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
FURRIERS

IS SCHOOL STREET

ROCKY .MOUNTAIN RANGERS

BURDELLS DRESS SHOP

ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 540
89-tf

Mr. and Mrs. C. (Leroy Brown and
son John, Mrs. Michael Mahr and
two children and Mrs. Philip St.
Germaine went today to Swan s
Lake for two weeks at a cottage.
Mrs. John J. Mackin and Harold
Mackin and Miss Charlotte Vaast
of Norwalk, Conn., are guests of
Mr and Mrs. Joshua N Southard
at their summer home ''Shoreland.”

Mrs. Arthur Foster of New York, I
who has been at her former home |
visiting her family, the Harry A.
Buffum's,
has returned to New York..
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mills and
daughter Barbara of Needham, Mrs. Foster had much social atten
Mass., are at one of the Duncan ' tion while here.
cottages at Holiday Beach for the i
GEORGE E. CLARK
remainder of the Summer.
Funeral services for George Ed
Miss Helen Delano of the Pres win Clark who died Wednesday
byterian Hospital staff. New York were held yesterday afternoon at
City, arrives today for a month’s his tote residence, 10 Broad street,
vacation with her parents, Mr. and Rev Dr. Guy Wilson of the Metho
dist Church officiating. Among the
Mrs. Sanford Delano.
old friends present were a number
Mrs. R. G. Foss, who has been of railroad workers.
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The deceased was born May 27.
Charles D. Davis, Lisle street, has 1855. and was the last survivor of
returned tc New York.
a large family. The latter half
of his life was very largely devoted
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Berman of to the service of the Maine Central
Lewiston have been making a brief
Railroad—33'i years, to be exact.
Rockland visit.
His employment with the railroad
Recent callers on Capt. and Mrs began April 3. 1903 and he retired
David Haskell, Ingraham Hill, were: Aug. 1, 1936. He had been a flag
Mis. ealena Greenlaw who was en man for many years, faithful to
route home from Roxbury. Mass.. the letter ln this performance of
to spend a vacation vfith her par his duties, and with his features
ents, Capt. and Mrs. Hoivard Green ever wreathed in that genial smile
law of Oceanville; Mrs Mae Murch. which won the staunch friendship
daughter Mary and son. James of of his-fellow workers and the lik
Millinocket; Wilbert Harper of ing of all with whom he came in
Cushing; Mrs. Chester I^rrabbee, contact.
He was married to Velma Larra
daughter, son-in-law and grandson,
Larry of Belfast; Mary L. Haskell bee of Searsport Oct. 4. 1888 and
of Augusta, Mr. and Mrs. Ervin is survived by her and a number
Haskell. Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Has of nieces and nephews.
The interment was in Sea View
kell, daughter Patricia and son
Robert of Cushing; Mrs. Mollie cemetery.
(Livingston, Taylor, daughter Edna,
and Everett Howie of Appanaug,
R. I. Mr. and Mrs. Haskell have
just returned from a few days' visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Laurence P
Harper in Cushing.

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

FURS ANU FUR GARMENTS

Curtis String Quartet To
Be At Eells’ Boat Barn
Sunday Night

This And That

A TALK ABOUT FURS

Introducing a
New Season
With an Established Ideal
In the thirty odd years we have been handling furs we have
earned a worthwhile reputation among discriminating buyers in
this vicinity. The name Lucien K. Green A Son tarries the as
surance of satisfied customers. It is synonymous with integrity

in Furs and we intend to maintain this high plate in the opinion

of our patrons, both old and new.

Exaggeration Is not a part nf our advertising or selling claims
—we w ant a Lucien K. Green & Son Fur Coat to give better service
than you expected—it must always represent extra value.

lt is therefore, with enthusiasm that wc present our new col
lection of Furs for the coming seasou.

We believe a fur coat is not a wise investment unless it has
a certain standard of quality. We have set our own standards

• • e •

Entit Cissait • till Storm • Hugbli Greta

ANNOUNCING

Second In Series

The second concert in the series
of three by The Curtis String i
Quartet will take place at the Capt.;
Eells Boat Barn. Rockport, Sunday
night at 8.30. The Quartet will have as collaborating artists Edith
By K. S. F.
Evans Braun, pianist, and Agnes
Davis, well-known American so
What next? Herexcomes a per
prano who won such high acclaim
in her recent appearance at the son with a new gadget in the form
Camden beneflt concert. The ar of driving gloves with electric at
tists will present this program: , tachment of signal lights having
Quartet ln D opus 76 No
Haydn a red bead light to warn drivers
A.legretto—iAllegro
that are too near or of turning at
I.orgo
t
Menuetto
night with hand out and the bug
Presto
Chanson Perpetuel.
Chausson light on it.
Miss Davis, Mrs Braun and the Quartet
• • • •
Plano Quintet ln A opus 81.
Dvorak
Allegro ma non tauto
A decree has gone forth that any
Dumba Andante con moto
person in> the wide world that has
Scherzo
Allegro
spoken or written unfavorably of
The Quartet and Mrs. Braun
Reminder is made again to ar Hitler will receive punishment as
range for seats in advance if pos soon as the Germans can get
sible due to limited seating ca around to lt.
• • • •
pacity and the large number of
The
1941
Presidential
inauguriT
seats already taken by subscription.
tion
will
in
all
probability
be broad
This may be done by calling Or
lando Cole of the Quartet, Camden cast by television, said John F.
Royal.
—2445.

Miss Kathryn Dean, accompanied
by her grandmother, Mrs. Marcia
Simpson, ls spending a few days In
Portland.

Mrs. G. F Phelps of Ardsley-onHudson, N. Y„ has been the guest
of Mrs. Donald C. Haskell on Orange
Miss Barbara Bodman of Lawn street.
avenue has returned from two
weeks' visit in Boston, and at the
Mrs. Maurice Ginn has returned
New York World's Fair, also from home after three weeks' visit with
a month’s stay with her sister in her daughter, Mrs. Howard Rice in
Skowhegan.
Northampton, Mass.

CLOTH COATS
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Up in Alaska they encourage tlie
DEER ISLE
students to attend Fairbanks Uni
Mrs. Charles A. Beck. Mrs. George |
versity by paying half the fare to
D. Carmen, and Stanley Carmen of
that school from wherever one
Wollaston, Mass., are at their sum
lives in Alaskan territory. Why
mer home for the remainder of the
not try that for the University of
season
Maine and add more of Maine
Joan Howard of Great Spruce
young students to the great school?
Head Island is guest of her aunt,
Or any of the fine schools in this
Mrs. Avery Marshall.
State?
Mrs. Gluyas Williams entertained
• • • •
Friday in honor of Mrs. Curtis
Reports in other States come of
Haenssleh (Norma Sylvester).
the noise of the 17-year locusts be
Mrs. Damon Gross and son Wayne
coming a great problem and most
were guests Sunday of Mrs. Rupert
unquieting.
Howard at Great Spruce Head
• • • •
Island.
Quoddy has a band formed from
George Sylvester and Clyde Con
the N. Y. A.'s, and it numbers 50
ary were visitors Monday at Isle au
pieces. They also have an orchestra
Haut.
in the embryo stage and a glee
Mr and Mrs. Chandler G. Eaton
club. ‘There is music In the air."
and son Gilbert of Beverly, Mass.,
• • • •
were guests of Mr. Eaton's sister,
All Republicans would like to be
Mrs. Charles Dowe. recently.
in Skowhegan Sunday for' Repre
Misses Lillian and Grace Baker of
sentative Margaret Smith's at home.
Boston, who have been spending a
• • • •
vacation at the Pleasant View Hotel,
And such a pie! Yes, she can
have returned home
make a cherry pie, Billy Boy; Those
luscious cherries of the Dr. Foss
trees make pies that melt in your
SIMONTON
Mr and Mrs. Ouy Annis, Mr. and mouth if you are fortunate enough
Mrs. John Annis and son. Miss to stand in with the right cherry
Gloria Sloan, and Miss Evelyn Picker who is one Pearl of a lady.
Annis motored to Belgrade Lakes
And as lor penny-royal tea, it
Tuesday and spent the day sight
has
been learned that the herb
seeing.
Mr and Mrs John Annis, son grows in the garden that has so
John. Mrs. Guy Annis, Gloria 61oau many unusually lovely and well
and Evelyn Annis enjoyed a picnic tended flowers and herbs. This is
Wednesday at the home of Mr and no other than Mrs. Ada Perry's and
Mrs. Warren Ulmer of South Thom Mr.s. Nathan Cobb's garden, and It
is felt sure that Nate handles the
aston.
Miss Margaret Walker is able to hoe in the springtime and also
sit up in bed and is gaining rapidly when the weeds need to be pulled.
Now this gentle herb is growing in
after a siege of pneumonia.
Mrs. Louise Melvin entertained at the garden at 45 Beech street.
• • • •
her home Sunday at a green pea
Testings of manganese have been
dinner. Her guests were Mr. and1
found to contain too much silica.
Mrs. Clifford Melvin, Mr. and Mrs.
Why not test Dodges Mountain?
Milton French, Clifford Morton and
There may be found morc than a
C. E. Harriman.
20 percent and possible a 40 percent
Mrs. Willis Kinney and son Billie
pure goods.
of Rockland called Thursday on
• e • •
Mrs Milton French.
The stone fish found in AustralMr. and Mrs. Laurence Miller had ian wa^gr6 jg cane{) the ugliest fish
as dinner guests Wednesday, Mr. known
and Mrs. Guy Annis, Mr. and Mrs.
• « . •
John Annis, Miss Gloria Sloan, Miss Speaking of fish, Maine now has
Evelyn Annis and John Annis, Jr. an official fish doctor and his name
-----------------is Dr. Clifford Nelson. He will be
CUSHING
j the authorized fish culturist, lii.s
Miss Carol Knapp has returned principal duties being to combat
home from a visit with her grand-. disease in hatcheries and rearing
' pools.
parents in Ellsworth.
• • • •
Miss Clara Fogarty, graduate
A little boy rushed Into a Rock
nurse of the Deaconess Hospital
land home and said, 'Oh, mother.
in Boston recently spent a vaca
I we are going to have a thundering
tion with Miss Cora Fogarty.
Mss Mina A. Woodcock is slowly ShOWCT fOr 1 h,C“r? ;some °f
recovering from severe illness, being | Orcat Brltal*n‘
havp tQ px_

below whirl) we will not go under any circumstance.

Whether you purchase an inexpensive jacket, or a luxurious
Mink—here, you may rest assured, you arc receiving Quality and
Fashion at a fair price.

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

Strand^

cotton waste as well,

TEL. 54#

NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER

able to sit up a short time each day. ppnd upwards of R WJ1J(m dolIars
She is being cared for by Miss Car- J for factorips
bulw a flect of
rie E.Wallace.
1
72
000
airplanes,
and
with the ships
KATHERINE’S
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Payson of avcrag)ng jioo.ooo this fleet will
BEAUTY SHOP
Southport are guests of their cost 71 billions, far mere than the
AUGUST SPECIALS
daughter, Miss Lavaughn Ceder cost of the British Navy. The Nazis '
ROCKLAND
666 MAIN ST.,
strom.
will find they have to do a lot of
( BLAKE BLOCK) TEL 1120
Ml/,.and. *?rS J ° Schmidt of building too. and it Ls doubtful if
Katherine Small. Prop.
j Oradell, N. J., are guests of Mrs. they have the material at their
Dorothy Lindahl.
command as the British have.
I
Miss Betty Rivers who has been
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and' Richard Hallet is to give a new
See It Tonight... Cheritk Ila Memory
Mrs. W. A. Rivers has returned to book in November and that is good
For A ThouaanJ Tomerrowal
Quincy, Mass.
j news to those who enjoy his hearty
Out of town callers Sunday on and lusty adventures in book form.
Mina A. Woodcock were Mrs. Fred
DAVIS I BOYER
From The Baltimore Sun:
Bedell and sons of New Jersey, Mr.
Ten years ago most of Europe
and Mrs. George Gonia of Quincy,
Mass.. Mrs. Anna Laplant of East was watching the United States
Aurora, N. Y., Mr. and (Mrs. Ralph through jaundiced eyes, and pre- J
Williams of Unicn. Ered Knight of dieting our eventual destruction.
Warren, Rev. and Mrs. H. W. Van Europe saw. cr thought it saw, a ,
Dcman and Mrs. Geneva Thompson menace to the European way of j
fill THIS. OND
of Friendship. Visitors Monday , life. An exception was Oermany, |
were Mr. and Mrs. Clyde G. Young which quietly took note cf our in- ,
HEfiVEN TOO
of Portland and (Mr. and Mrs. J. C. dustrial metheds and. with great ,
4,- Rittlttl FiflJ
Schmidt cf Oradell, N. J.
I skill, adopted such of them as
»i.k Jeffrey LYNN • B.rk.r. O’NEIL
____________
j seemed profitable. England and
Due to length of this picture
Rosa Bonheur, the world-famed Prance sent lecturers to tell our club
Shows Will Start
Matinee 2.00; Evening 6.00. 8.45
French painter of animals, was the ladies (for nice, fat fees) just howSunday Matinee 3 o'clock
first woman to receive the Grand uncivilized we were, and American
Cross of the Legion of Honor, which publishers dutifully brought out
NOW PLAYING
books by Englishmen and French
was presented to her in 1894.
“PRIVATE AFFAIRS”
men that “appraised ’ us unmerci
with
fully.
NANCY KELLY. ROBT. YOUNG
• • • •
A good thing for the cotton grow
ers is the use of surplus of this
commodity for insulation material,
and this can be made mostly from
THE TIMES !

READ THE ADS

FURRIERS
ROCKLAND, ME.

16 SCHOOL STREET,

By Pauline Ricker

W. W. Faunce entertained Tues I Joseph I. Young, Mrs. Allan Macday evening ln the marine cock 1 kinnon. Mrs. ,H H. Lee. Dr. and
Mrs. P. C. Bcomer, Miss Amy
tail lounge. His guest included Mr.
Frank, Miss Gertrude Frank, Miss
and Mrs. Earle Anderson, Mrs. An Estelle Ficks. Mias Florence Lcgan.
drew McBurney, Mrs. Allan MacA farewell cocktail party was givkinnon. Miss Lauraine Child, Ber J en Wednesday evening In henor ol
C. Edward Connell before his de
nard Creamer.
parture ior New York by W W.
Howard Oould and hts guests Faunce, Mrs John Curran, Miss
George Jay Gould, George Jay Lillian Scott, Miss Luralne Child,
Gould Jr., Maughn Gould, and and Bernard Creamer were in the
Arthur Leve are on a day's deep party.
sea fishing trtp.
Arrivals include the Misses Eloise
Miss Lauraine Child who lias just and Marjorlr Young. Maplewood,
arrived from Tlie Arthur Murray N J.; Mis. P B. Jackson. Charles
Studio gave an exhibition witli A. Jackson. South Orange; Mr. and
Bernard Creamer of tlie Samoset Mrs. B. H Paddock, Grouse Point,
Studio at the midweek daaic; Wed Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Charles H.
Fills. Wilmington. Del.; Mrs. Hat
nesday.
Arrivals include Mr. and Mrs. tie Bold, Mi s Betty Bold. Philadel
Jay Gates, Philadepliia; Mr. and phia; Mr. and Mrs. William G.
Mr.s. William G. Downey, West Baker. Jr., Baltimore; Dr. and Mrs.
Brighton. R. I.; Mr. and Mrs. P. W George R. Minot, Miss Elizabeth
Shelley, Morristown. N. J.; Mr. and Minot, Brookline. Mass.; Charles S.
Mrs. C. C. Boekoven, Morristown, Pierce, Millen, Mass.
Robert Collins was the winner
N. J.; Mr. and Mrs Ho'.ccmbc
of
the Information Please Program
Parkcs, Washington, D C.; Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Conover, Toms River, held last evening. Appearing on
N. J.; Miss Martha Willits, Mr. and the same program weie Miss Mar
Mr.s. F. S. Benjamin, Portland; Mr. tini Willitts and Miss Elol i Young.
and Mrs. Robert Mains, Maple
wood, N. J.
The second bridge cf tlie season
was held Thursday. Those having
reservations included Mrs. Victor B.
Woolley, Mrs. Oeorge Westerfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Watson JL Caldwell.
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Farnham.
AT
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COMMUNITY BUILDING

omiquE

Ca-ndcn

THEATRE
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Tel

ROCKLAND
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SUNDAY ANI) MONDAY
MICKEY ROONEY
It DV GARLAND
“ANDY IIARPV MEETS
DEBUTANTE"
Lew is Si "nr. Fay Holden
Robert Renehlcy, "Home Movies"
CARTOON
NEWS
TONIGHT
pORFm YOUNG iu
"SPORTING PI.OOD"
LEON ERROL in
“POP ALWAYS PAYS"
SHADOW Si RIA«
IHG CASH NIGHT, $240.00

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OCT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS

AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON
TEL 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME

TOM MIX in person
with TONY
and his company of

WESTERN STARS
FRIDAY. AUGUST 9
Matinee 3

M. Evng Show 8.15

92‘&93
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Two Judges Resign

■

STEAMBOAT DAYS

-

Sturgis of Portland Be
comes Chief Justice—
Fisher Ends Long Service

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST
What our lightkrepers and
coastguardsmen are doing to
protect coastwise shipping by
day and by night. The day's
news frdn, many lonely out
posts along Maine's waterfront

PORTLAND HEAD

“The 'Catherine' was quite a stylist," says Mr. MacDougall. Here she is in her third phase. The spars
have been removed and the open forward deck covered but not permanently enclosed as in her final estate.
Photo by Capt. Lou Crockett.

Had Weird Journey

Miss Charlotte Caddy of Port
land was guest last weekend of the
Hilt family.
Miss Leola Wellman and Mrs.
William Griffin of Portland called
Monday on Mrs. R. T. Sterling.
Capt. Ira W Tupper of Vinal
haven was supper guest Monday
of the Hilt family.
The Hilts and R. T. Sterling re
cently called at the Marine Hos
pital on A. B. Mitchell, keeper of
Fort Point Light. Keeper Mitchell
was to return home last Monday a
convalescent and reservations had
been made in a Bangor Hospital
for Mrs. Mitchell to enter for an
operation. Best of luck to the
Mitchells and a speedy recovery.
Mr. Lurvey of Falmouth recently
called on the Sterlings. He served
on Great Duck Island Light when
the Sterlings were there.
Mr and Mrs. Walker. Mr. and
Mrs. R. T. Sterling Jr., and Mr.
and Mrs. W. C. Dow were guests
Sunday at the home of R. T. Ster
ling.
Mrs R T. Sterling, Mrs. F O
Hilt and Mrs. W. C. Dow were
guests of Miss Marion Sterling at
a silver tea and hobby show given
July 25 by the Calends Club. They
were dinner guests in the evening
at the home of Charlie Sterling and
family, Torrington Point,

Mr. and Mrs. Dana Brewer
Encountered About Every
thing Coming From
California

Visitors To Port Clyde Are Offered
Some Unusual Advantages

Oov. Barrows Thursday appointed
A five-day motor journey across
Guy H Sturgis of Portland, associa.e
the
continent brought again to
Justice of the Supreme Court several
| The second annual Port Clyde art have won him a place and a popuRockland
this week Mr. and Mrs.
years, as chief justice to succeed re
*
exhibition, which includes pictures larity in the exhibitions of the Salasigned Charles P. Barnes of Houl- Dana E. Brewer of Ontario. Calif., by well known artists, is open to the magundi club ln New York has a
ton, andformer StateSenatePresi- , who
will be guests here through public In the Community Room of well-composed picture of Inland
dent Harold H.Murchie of Calais the remainder of the month of the Port Chde Library until Aug. 9, iiarbor and flsb houses, which adds
Mr. Brewer's mother, Mrs. Sadie from 9 a> m- 10 5 P m
a warm and pleasant note to the
as an associate Justice.
This year the famous painting exhibition
Murchie, president of the Maine Brewer, State street.
family of Wyeth ls generously repsldney chase known for many
Enroute from the West they
Bar Association, and counsel for thc
resented. N C. Wyeth, the father years for h(s c,larnilnR water.C0|ors.
spent two days at the World's Fair,
of the family and internationally has an
..Country
» nn un.
Bangor Hydro-Electric Company tlie
and did some sight-seeing in the known painter and illustrator, ls
pas^ few years, would fill the vausual
and
Interesting
note
of color
National Metropolis, where Mr. showing two composition sketches of
cancy caused by the elevation of Brewer formerly resided.
ln tiie exhibition.
his tempera panels which are the
Sturgis, senior ranking justice in
Aaron Simmons’ "Aunt Thankful"
It would be nice to say that ithe illustrations for Marjorie Kinnan
years of service.
couple had a smooth an uneventful Rawlings' "The Yearling." These la gay landscape with figure) and
Earlier in the day, the Governor
Along the Bay” are typical exJourney, but this would not conform
two pencil sketches. Tlie Dance of ampies, of ^is particular style and
received the resignation of Superior
to the facts in the case, for at the the Whooping Cranes” and "Penny craftsmanship.
Court Justice William H. Fisher of
outset they rode through intense Tells a Bear Story" have great
Augusta, second Maine jurist to re
Harlan Hupper has a delightful
heat (118 ln the shade had there j beauty if design and the strength of
sign within the past two days.
in water-color called
honn
mi I in cnnin nlonoc
...
.
.....
been
any)
in some places. Tn
In Neb i execution which
make the published »Mr Lobster," while Dr Naumerr, '
Both Barnes and Fisher, after
jong tjme summer resident of Po
reaching the retirement age of 70 raska they passed through a dust illustrations so memorable.
Andrew Wyeth, well known water- 0[yde has two water colors, "Teel’s
about a year ago, decided to relin storm, which gave them a vivid
quish their duties to take advantage conception of what the residents colorist, contributes distinction to Cove" and "Port Clyde Light House"
of the Mid-West sometimes have the show by hls paper "Oreen Dory,”
of provisions for pensions.
which have an Individuality and
a study of a boat ln a quiet pool handling that are most pleasant.
Murchie, 51 years old, and former to endure.
The dust was well washed off the backed by live gray mists. Carolyn
Washington County attorney from
Thc following artists are also well
1925 to 1927, was educated at Dart ear when they reached Portland. Wyeth is showing a most striking represented: Gertrude McDermott,
mouth College and the Harvard Law Me., for they found thei ■T Selves in on caiied "The Ridge Church.” A Orace Howe .Mrs J. K. Monaghan,
the midst of a cloudburst, with the corner of the old white church is
School.
Joan Derbyshire, Edwin William,
rain descending so -thickly that painted against a sky filled with in
Lincoln Levinson, James Verrier,
motor cars were obliged to stop finity and turbulent clouds. Henri
Doris Derbyshire, Rose Hupper and
where they were for inability of ette Wyeth, renowned for her fine jaCqUI,jtne Hall
the drivers to see nhead.
•
portraits, contributes r. charcoal
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
Tlie homeward journey will be head called "Betsy," a sketch of her |
We enjoy The Black Cat very
much, and depend on your editorials over the Southern route, and the sister-in-law. Mrs Andrew Wyeth,
®
for the true political status of the tourists are wondering what ex- a delightful and sensitive interp.eThe third and fourth degrees
tation of a charming subject.
country. Personally I am looking | citement that will introduce.
John McCoy, 2d. whose water-1 *frp conferred on Miss Marion
Business is booming in Califor
for “the man of the hour" v.’ho will
lead us out of the wilderness of nia, very largely through war ac- color landscape took first prize at Burkett, Friday night at a special
haze in which we seem to be still tivities. according to Mr. Brewer, the Chester County (Pa.) Art Asso- meeting at Highlands Orange,
• • • •
drifting. I hope it may be willkie, i He has been a resident of Califor- elation's exhibition last May. is |
who, I believe, has a personality ( nia 21 years and is in the employ showing another very' fine watercolor
Megunticook Orange of Camden
that scars far above partisanship— of the Oeneral Electric Company. "Clam Flats." This is an unusually ' will entertain Limerock Valley
using the party simply as an instruMrs. Brewer ls a past president beautiful picture, full of subtle cofir Pomona Grange at a field day meet
ment to outline the trend of politi- , of the Ontario I Calif , i Legion Aux- I and strong perception,
ing at the Snow Bowl in Camden,
ial economy Just as the Church is' diary, and during her stay in i Alfred Fuller, known throughout Aug 10. with an all-day meeting;
an Instrument to define the trend Rockland will be happy to meet [ the East ar.d on the West coast for picnic lunch at noon. Coflee will be
! hts marine paintings and litho- served by the host Orange.
of religious economy. Tlie two are sister members.
------------------ 1 graphs, is showing two oils, "ClearThere will be a program; also
dual principles, one and inseparable.
W. R Walter.
One way to improve a dairy herd ing," a pointed white Maine house stunts and games. All Patrons of
is to cull out the low producers against a storm-swept sky; and Husbandry and their families and
Teachers College, Columbia Uni- 1 that do not pay tlieir way. Al- ( "Tidewater Pool” a marine of velvet I friends are invited. Arrangements
verstiy, gave a course for school though great emphasis is placed on dark rocks, a reflecting pool against have been made to transport all
janitors last month and surprised scientific breeding—as the only a background of crashing surf. Both j those not having cars, from Me
ntally people who couldn't remem- way to make any lasting improve- canvasses are true interpretations! gunticook Orange hall at 10.30 a. m.
ber anything like that when they inent in the productivity of dairy of the many aspects which the Call Mrs. Ralph Young, master of
went to schoool. But colleges give herds—close culling should con- , Maine coast presents to the artist.
the host Orange, for further infor
mant- odd courses.
| tinue to be practiced.
I Edwin Gunn, whose paintings mation; dial 2416.

No. 58
■ boat be named the Romeo. Either We spent a long hard night and
Today's steamboat yarn comes Capt. Oscar was a bit weak on were a sleepy and tired crowd when
from the intriguingly humorous pen Shakespeare or the name did not we landed at Rockland the next
of W. J. MacDougall of Middleboro, appeal to him. because she was day.
I had business dealings with Capt.
Mass , one time denizen of Rock named the Catherine. We boys al
land's "Southend" who in his youth ways pronounced it as though it Archibald only on one occasion.
When the class of 1901 of Rock
out-Penroded Tarkingtons Penrod were spelled Catheryne.
After I had inspected the Cather land High School decided to take
and who retains to this day a nos
talgic love of the virile music of ine in a manner which would put a moonlight sail at the end of the
the steamboat whistles of long ago. to shame a member of the steam graduation week activities I was
• • • *
boat inspection service, I went back appointed a committee of one to
Dear Steamboat Editor:—
to my favorite haunts at the South- I engage a steamer. The Mineola
I cannot refrain front writing to end. I told the boys about the new was new that year so I chartered
you to tell u how much I have beat and stated that she was to run her for a moonlight sail to Castine
enjoyed your articles on Capt. on the Blue Hill Line. One of the Tlie cost was fifty dollars. Each
Crcckett and Capt. Archibald. Both fellows disputed my statement and member of the class was allowed
of these men were what we now call claimed that she did not belong to to invite friends, so that we had a
“rugged individualists" and were a Capt. Crockett but was built for a good number aboard when the boat
credit to the work they followed, company at Bar Harbor and that sailed. Capt. Archibald was anxious
You have published some fine when she sailed away we would net tliat we should have a good time
pictures during the course of your ! see her again. In rebuttal I cited but what was tlie high spot for me
So. Thomaston Has a
articles but the picture of the Jull- my authority, the "Courier." but was the fact that he allowed me to
Flock Of ’Em—Military
ette in Saturday's issue beats them even that eminent authority failed stay in the pilot house as long as I
all. I was especially Interested in I to impress my pal. The argument'i wished.
Button Found
the Juliette as she was the first of grew hotter and hotter until we de
When the. old F.orence was
ft line of new boats which appeared cided to settle it by force of arms broken up the boiler was set up at Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I have noticed that odd and un
in 1892 Previous to that year we We pummelled each other for a the Snow Shipyard and used to
usual
facts about "This And That",
had the three old Boston boats, the while. At the end of the battle my haul the cradles from the water. I
printed in your paper, seem to ex
City of Richmond, the Little Rock- opponent had a torn shirt and I wonder if it is still in use.
cite interest and invite replies. Here
land, Emmeline. Forest Queen, and had a medium shiner, which made
I thought of J. M. R. a few days
Florence, but in 1892 the construe- me the loser. Bv all the laws of . back when I tuned in station are a few unusual facts about
tion of new steamers began. Juli- ' warfare the Catherine should have W.E.AN. and heard the familiar birthdays, as enjoyed by some of
ette, Oov. Bodwell, Vinalhaven.1 sailed away to Bar Halbor. but idle blast of the Belfast-Camden siren the "Keagites." July 23. six resi
dents of this Village had a birth- !
Frank Jones and Sylvia were all did not. The next day site steamed They have a record of '.lie whistle
day.
They were: Mrs. Eva Sleeper.
built during that year.
, flown through the Reach and the which they use in the advertising
I can recall vividly that day in day after that she returned on her oj tbe Colonial Lin». I have been Miss Helen Sleeper, Mrs. Aurelia
1892 when I stood on the shore at regular trip from Blue Hill. Again iryjng since then to get it again so Ripley. Miss Elsie Norton, Miss
Sandy Beach and saw a new and the good old Courier was right and t|lat j might chec< the time and Joan Baum, and Miss Jennie Put
nam.
strange steamer appear around my honcr was vindicated.
]et yOU know s0 that you might
At jjie Baum home a large party
Cwl s Heaa. I eagerly watched her
The Catherine was quite a stylist, ;,ear it. So far I nave been unsucsteam into tihe harbor and waited as she changed her appearance sev- j c^ssfui. Either they have gone off was held, in honor of Elsie Norton
almost breathlessly for the sound eral times. When she first arrived ,be air or have a n«w time. Ho v and Joan Baum, and as MLss Mar
of her whistle. Finally It blew, and 'she was In the dress pictured ln njce j, would be If we had a record jorie Wiggins' birthday came a few
days before 119th). she was also an
what a sound! She had a deep Saturday's paper. I have a picture of tjw 0;d boats
honored guest. Each girl received
mellow chime, one of the most of her without the masts jut with
w. j Ma^Cjugali
a birthday cake and many pres
musical and pleasing whistles ever the open (forward deck. In 1901
• • • •
heard in Rockland TTiey may write her pictures show her with the deck
Bob Snow and Capt. A E. Rawley ents. The large garage was deco
of the “Lost Chord" and other extending from the pilot house to were neck and neck in identifying rated and about 30 young people
musical compositions but I wil! the bow, but not enclosed beneath, last Saturday's white tow boat as had the time of their lives.
At the home of Mrs. Frances
take the whistle of the Juliette as Finally the forward deck was en- the old "Ralph Ross" and Austin
Ncrton,
the “Beano Gang" gave
it tiirilled me on that day when I tirely enclosed. My 1901 timetable Day add the finishing touch with
I shows that the Catherine at d Juli- the declaration that she was the Mrs. Ripley a shower of birthday
was a boy of ten.
Ice
I did not know what steamer this ette ran from Rockland \o al'. points only tug in this area with the "bon- cards and handkerchiefs.
was but I lost no time in hustling in the Reach, to Blue Hill, Surry net" stack arrangement at that cream and small cakes were served
over the high trestle works from and the Ellsworth Landing, a drt- time. In recent years the John and the honor «u«l was presented
Chester Morrison also wore a "bon with a beautiful birthday cake,
Sandy Beach to Tillson's wharf. I tance of 80 miles.
was afraid she might sail before I) One fail I went on an excursion net" , Capt. Wm. Bennett was at made by Mrs. Carolyn Davis. Mrs.
got there so I made a record to the to tiie Bangor Fair on the Cather that time master of the Rcss. He Ripley also received high score at
beano.
wharf that would have aroused the ine. As usual I had very little was a man of powerful voice and
July 28 was the birthday of Mrs. |
money.
We
were
to
leave
Bangor
physique.
Capt.
David
Haskell
envy of Jesse Owens. Upon reach
Ada
Hopkins and of Mrs. Wood
ing the wharf I looked first for the about six o'clock in the evening but I vouches for the story that on the
bury
Brackett, grand-daughter of
name. . Juliette appeared beneath by that time a heavy fog had shut morning “Cimbria" was wrecked
the pilot house windows Just as it in and the captain refused to sail, a neighbor asked Mrs. Bennett, at Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Bartlett. Mr.
does in the recent picture. The ' I think either Ralph or Lou CToek- her home near Bangor, if Capt. and Mrs. Brackett came from
Juliette was somewhat different at , ett was in command, although I am Bennett were returning with the Houlton to spend the day at the
that time. The forward deck was j a bit hazy on that point. We had "Cimbria." She stepped out of Bartlett home and Mrs. Bracketts'
open and the stack was shorter. I to sleep on the boat. It seems that doors, listened a moment and said. parents. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar H.
This short stack gave her a very ' many of the excursionists were hav- "No, he is not even on the river Emery of Bar Harbor were also
present to help celebrate.
trun appearance. I think every one ing financial troubles like myself yet.”
Now here are some more items
Capt. Rawley names the Ross as
will agree that the Juliette was a j because people were stretched out
about
birthdays. In the family of
in chairs and oil the deck in the the largest tug on the river at the
fine appearing steamer.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Graves of this
The Catherine arrived a year upper cabin. Very few went to the ' time and the only one equipped
later. I did not see her enter | hotels. I tried the lower deck near , with a wrecking pump. She played place, three of their children were
the harbor on her first trip but | the boiler where tt was warm but j a major roll in the dramatic play bern Nov. 2 and two were born
Nov. 4. all single births. Can any
found her docked at the north side as I had nothing over me or under staged by the "City of Bangor" at
family beat that?
cf the wharf. Even then I was a me Morpheus kept pretty well away. Lobster Cove. Strangely enough
That is all about birthdays, but
reader of the “Courier" and had from me. I am willing to go on , Uie Ross had a rooster atop her
here is an item which will Interest I
read that a new boat was being record as stating that the Cather- pilot house instead of the customary
the button collectors. While plow
built. I recall that some one wrote ine had the hardest deck of any of eagle.
ing on his farm recently. Amos Nor
an item suggesting that this new | the steamers that ran to Rockland. |
J. M R.
ton unearthed a button which was
from the uniform of the Massachu
setts Volunteer Militia,
These
words are on the button, ln the
center Ls a hand and arm uplifted,
the hand grasping a sword, around
the rim are 25 stars. I should
imagine that was the number of
States in the Union at that time.
Can anyone tell how long ago that
was? The place where the button
was found was the site of the old
Forest House which burned many
years ago. The button is not worn
but is somewhat corroded.
Not "Believe it or not”, but
Aurelia Ripley.

About Birthdays

A NOTABLE ART EXHIBIT

Kind Friend Speaks

Qyr Grange ComCF

THE PUBLIC NAMES
ITS OWN CAR LEADER

GENERAL

Men and products may vie for leadership,
0

MOTORS'

but it is the public that confers it. . . . And

MB

again in 1940, for the ninth time in the

last ten years, people are buying more

Chevrolets than any other make of car!

Past and Present Day

Steamer Pictures
Send Post Card to

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

R. L. GRAHAM
108 FARRAGUT ROAD,
SWAMPSCOTT, MASS.

The sheer beauty of this picture, highlighting as it dors one of the best loved steamboats of all local history,
leads to Its presentation today. Who recognizes the million dollar scenery In the background? Photo pre

sented by Alton HaU Blackington.

Naming Boats Desired
9O‘S86

689 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND,

TELEPHONE 1250

CARROLL’S GARAGE
THOMASTON, ME.

PEASLEE & ROSS

BARKER’S GARAGE

VINALHAVEN, ME.

UNION, ME.

